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Is digital cable's
golden egg?
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e've Been
Li g hU g The Wa
Since 1872.
In 1872, six years before Thomas Edison invented the

In 1990, Pirelli introduced the erbium doped optical

light bulb, G.B. Pirelli founded acompany to make rubber

amplifier, increasing the capacity of simultaneous telephone

goods. Today, more than one hundred years later, the

conversations over asingle fiber by 300%. Three years later,

firm once best-known for quality tires is burning up the

Pirelli supplied the world's first large-scale installation—

information superhighway at the speed of light.

a1600-mile link between Chicago and Salt Lake City.

From The Longest Link At The Highest Speed,
To Quadrupling Your Capacity,
Pirelli Innovation Shines Through.

In 1984, two years after Pirelli began producing fiber

And now, Pirelli wavelength division multiplexers are

optic cable, the company introduced acompound that

also breaking barriers, quadrupling your capacity

eliminated hydrogen-related light-loss in undersea cable,

and transmitting ten times further than conventional

making the use of traditional undersea products obsolete,

communications technologies.

Today, Pirelli is the world's second largest cable producer,

Let Pirelli fiber optics take you farther and faster with

with innovations such as the highest fiber-count cables

greater economy. Call 800-993-3676. And build abetter

installed in North America.

network with the architects of light.
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Atthe time of this writing, US West was suffering the slings and

arrows of the daily press for abruptly ceasing its video dialtone trial
in Omaha, Neb. Upon reading many of the accounts, it would be
easy to assume interactive TV's Armageddon had arrived. But is
interactive TV dead, or is US West simply guilty of following its instincts and not marketplace reality?
A peek inside the Omaha trial is quite revealing: US
West can be accused of overengineering its network—and
because of that, it learned several very expensive lessons.
For example, US West found that:
V Intelligent set-tops are expensive. Insiders say the
company spent about $2,300 for each set-top, while
Scientific-Atlanta, the manufacturer, ate about $1,000 per
unit.
V Video-on-demand is neat, but it can't offset the cost of
those expensive set-tops.
V Just like in Orlando, system integration has turned out
to be more complicated than anyone could have predicted.
V Software requires millions of lines of code to make
disparate pieces of the system talk the same language.
Making servers and set-tops sing off the same sheet of
music without missing anote requires alot of practice
until the harmonies are just right.
V In spite of the millions spent, US West's system didn't
enjoy the level of reliability its customers have come to
expect from the company. In brief, the current state of
technology "wasn't quite ready for prime time," Nancy
Sullivan, executive director for broadband and multimedia services for US West, was quoted as saying.
But the vision of aconverged world, where consumers do indeed take control of their television sets
and view what they want when they want it, isn't necessarily flawed. In fact, unlike some future predictions, it doesn't
require aleap of faith to see the day when such functionality will
be welcome. In the meantime, US West intends to continue offering "plain old" cable TV service to the 10,000 customers it has
signed up in Omaha.
Cable MSOs are probably cheering the fact that US West pulled
the proverbial plug in Omaha after spending millions to learn what
most cable operators already knew, but was US West's Omaha test a
complete failure, or merely asetback? In my mind, the answer
depends on the RBOC's next move. After it takes over the
Continental Cablevision properties, will US West begin acting more
like acable company, or continue to overthink and overengineer the
obvious?
By no means is digital dead. And sooner or later, the sleeping
giants that are the telcos will wake up and begin shaking the Earth.
Their competitors had better be armed and ready and prepared to
fight for their lives when that day finally arrives.

Stirring
the
sleeping
giant
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Wavetek CATV

Headend Monitoring System

The first full-featured, affordable,
remote headend monitoring system
Real-time monitoring. This streamlined system is
comprised of PC-based.central monitoring software (CMS 1000)
and ahigh performance monitoring unit (Model 3SM)
employing proven Stealfh measurement technology

•1.i.ic-5
1

Comprehensive. The 3SM provides the full measurement
capability of an RF signal analysis meter (Wavetek pioneered
the SAM 4040 and Stealth technology). Analog inputs are
supplied for monitoring of alternate equipment.
Save Time; Reduce Downtime. The CMS 1000 provides
fast, interactive, remote control access for preliminary
troubleshooting to reduce on-site technician time and for
predictive maintenance. Even external conditions and
equipment can be monitored and operated remotely.
Clear Alarm Notification. The 3SM tracks system
performance to pre-established limits set to FCC or individual
system standards. Alarm conditions are easily viewed on system
software that may also be programmed to page technicians.
Priced Right. The CMS 1000 was designed from the ground-up
for region-wide headend data gathering. By designing with a
focus, Wavetek makes the CMS 1000 System available to you at a
small fraction of the cost of traditional monitoring.
The CMS 1000 is part of the complete line of Stealth and quality test,
measurement, and monitoring eglipment from Wavetek.

Call 1-800-622-5515
http://www.wavetek.com
—
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72 SNET's centralized powering system

Though the digital revolution is coming, analog technology is still alive and well. In fact,
hybrid analog/digital boxes will serve as the
transitional vehicle to the future.

By Duane Elms, SNET, and Tom Osterman, Comm/net Systems Inc.

Southern New England Telephone (SNET) is deploying aunique, centralized powering system
for its hybrid fiber/coax network. This article details the system design and the benefits achieved.
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Analog? Digital? Fiber? Copper? HFC? Standard makes anetwork work.
Putting together or upgrading aheadend is more complex than ever. You
need technology that will bridge the
gap betweer. today's wants and tomorrow's needs.
Standard has all the essential equipment you'll need for arapidly changing
eriviranment.
The cornerstone of the
intelligent headend.
For proof, take alook at our Stratum
midulator, aself-healing, advanced
broadband network modulation system.
Stratum combines up to 78 channels in
asingle six foot ETA rack. Ideal for maste' headend applications or remote hub
operation, Straturr offers exceptional
RF performance, complete remote control °aeration and Étatus nro
capability. And with the unique
mated redundancy ra
can instantaneous
faults, by iirr;ernal

audio and IF signals to designated
back-up modules.
The perfect upgrade solution.
Upgrading your headend? Start with
our Agile IRD II integrated satellite
receiver/descrambler. With afully synthesized PLL tuning circuit and microprocessor control over the dual conversion C/Ku-band 950-1450 MHz RF
input, it's the preferred choice for the
continuous duty cycle CATV master
headend environment.
Complete the package.
The TVM550S moldulator, with the
integrated CSG60 BTSC stereo generator, gives you noise and spurious fr
RF output, not to mention ultra-stab

with FCC part 76 Video/Audio and RF
performance standards for future
headend requirements.
You deserve atoast.
When you purchase Standard, you ve
chosen the finest line of headend
equipment available. Congratulations!
Celebrate your good taste, and good
fortune...
The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

unications

SATELLITE & BROADBAND
IN/ I
S. ICD NI

r.0, tox 92151
ei Angeles, CA 90009-2151
101532-5300
1Free 800/745-2445
:800/722-2329 (Toll Free)
Intl Only)

TVM550S
MODULATOR
Cover the broadband spectrum
from 54 to 550
MHz with a
single unit.

AGILE IRD-II

g,S:DADJOADOCD

Cable industry's
first RS250
certified
broadcast
quality IRD.

irmj?E.

Etig11511123-.n

VIDEOr.4
-PMacrRS
ODM, DI:Or
D 0 0 2 4

zemec smni

CSGfi0 BTSC
STEREO
GENERATOR

STRATUM
MODULATION
SYSTEM

Have it integrated
into the WM
Series or get the
space-sating
two-pack.

Put up to 78
channels in
six feet of
rack space.
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12 Color Bursts
Compiled by Roger Brown

By Roger Brown
US West may have called ahalt to its video dialtone trial in Omaha, but it was far from a
failure. In fact, the lessons learned may be invaluable.

Sprint Spectrum group will concentrate on wireless service.

18 Spotlight

28 Flbealne
By David Fellows, Continental Cablevision

By Dana Cervenka
Charlie Kennamer is aman with amission: to spread the word about TCI's HITS and help
digital technology realize its potential.

Set this baby on your TV top today!

In areas of high lightning, the "flash" has been
observed to induce optical impulses in fiber.
Fellows discusses an active pulse cancellation
technique to mitigate this effect.

20 Frontline
By Wendell Bailey, NCTA
Factions which have proposed the
sale of set-tops at retail have
accused the cable industry of being
anti-competitive.

Call 800-SET-TOP-NOW
Are retail sales in the set-top's future?

92 What's Ahead
93 Return Path
Operators reveal their 1996 construction plans.

95 In the News

22 Farmer's Market

96 New Products

By Jim ['amen Antec Technology Center

98 People

Beware the ether operators! A new competitor is looming on the horizon.

24 Capital Currents
By Jeffrey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy

READER SERVIde

Krauss details an interesting theory about the real motivation behind "commercial availability" of set-top boxes and encourages readers to sound off to FCC chairman Hundt.

66 Ad Index

26 Ciciora's Corner

67 Internet Directory

By Walter Clciora, Ph.D.
Ciciora also tackles the retailing of set-tops, spelling out the pitfalls of selling the technology
directly to consumers.

106 My View

99 Classilieds
PRODU
91 Product Showcase

By Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates
Engineers and techs responsible for broadband network planning must become familiar with
the concepts of network availability and reliability as they prepare for advanced services.

See the latest products and services showcased in
adisplay format.

A design innovation
The patented Omni Ill enclosure delivers bigger turn
radiuses within asmaller box. Loss of signal quality from
cable kinks or sharp bends is prevented without alarger
drop enclosure. Lots of room for splitters, power dividers,
ground blocks, and coiled cables. All in abetter designed,
deceptively small, residential drop enclosure.
For more details, call 800-257-2448.
•

_

I CI VIL , AI &CIrluuu1.&21
Direct merchants to the telecommunications industry
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HEWLETT®
PACKARD

There's only one thing
worse than making a
measurement up here.
Making it twice.

Sixty feet up with your hands full. Let's hope
you understand the ins and outs of your cable
test equipment — or that your equipment is
from HP CaLan.
Our easy-to-use, one button measurements
give you accurate and repeatable results
every time you take areading. Plus, its abundant data storage capacity lets you capture
the results of tough measurements for indepth analysis in the comfort of your office.
So the only thing hard about these instruments is the case that surrounds them.
What's more, on those rare occasions when
our help menus don't have the answers you're
looking for, our instant on-line assistance
will. Providing you with quick answers whenever and wherever you need them most.
To find out how HP CaLan can improve
your cable TV testing ability (and
maybe even get you home faster) call
HP CaLan at 1-800-452-4844, Ext. 1213*.
www.hp.com/go/catv
*In Canada call 1-800-276-8661, Dept. 127

There is abetter way.

N
HP Ca Lan 2010/3010
at redue prices!
Call for details.

HP CaLan 2010/3010

HP

for system sweep and

for all RF and video

level measurement.

measurements.

CaLan 8591C

Now Available! HP 85921A FCC Report
Generator Software for the HP CaLan 8591C.

HP CaLan 85942A
for low cost FCC
video testing.
Circle Reader Service No. 5
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We're the only one
that counts.
Installed, revenue-generating
telephony over HFC is now a
reality. Today, Tellabs and the
CABLESPAN'" 2300 System are
leading the way toward successful
commercialization of cable telephony services. From New York
to New Delhi, see what service
providers around the world are
relying upon for experience
and innovative solutions.
Count on Tellabs to
make it work for you.
Come partner with
the leader who has
made telephony over cable a
reality. Call 800/445-6501 today.

Tetellt s
Circle Reade. Se

C OLOR BURSTS

Sprint Spectrum group refocuses
effort, concentrates on wireless
After ayear in which the local telecommunications landscape has changed considerably, the Sprint Spectrum group (formerly
known as the Sprint Telecommunications
Venture) has pulled back its plans to wire the
local loop for telephony services. The four
partners that comprise the group consist of
Sprint, Tele-Communications Inc., Comcast
Corporation and Cox Communications. Last
year, the group combined to bid $2.1 billion
for spectrum to roll out personal communications services—a situation that hasn't
changed, according to the players.
But the group's plans to hardwire 10 million
homes to cablephone using the Sprint name
will not be met by the end of next year.
Wireline partners include Falcon Cable,
InterMedia Partners, L,enfest Group, Marcus
Cable, Rifkin & Associates, TKR Cable,
Susquehanna Cable and Coastside Cable.
That part of the deal apparently unraveled
for anumber of reasons, including Sprint's
interest in getting more revenue from highspeed Internet access services, something the
cable partners refused to do.
In addition, the recently passed telecom
reform allows for resale of local exchange services, which could make entree into the local
loop occur much faster than anetwork
rebuild.
Meanwhile, the partnership felt compelled
to reiterate its commitment to its wireless PCS
strategy after the Wall Street Journal published
what it thought was a"misleading" article.
"The partners reiterated that they remain committed to their vision of asingle integrated
offering of wireless service, alternative local
telephone service, and long distance service in
apackage with cable television service," they
said in apress release.
"As was described in aFebruary 1news
release, competitive local telephone offerings
will be subject to individual joint ventures to
be negotiated between Sprint and each cable
partner, rather than through the Sprint
Spectrum venture. This approach is believed to
be superior and will provide additional flexibility in executing the wireline plan.
Discussions on wireline joint ventures to provide wireline service are ongoing between
Sprint and the individual cable partners."
Sprint Spectrum's wireless plans remain on
schedule to introduce wireless service in 20
to 25 markets by the end of the year.
Definitive vendor contracts were signed on

12

February 1, and discussions over vendor
financing are expected to be completed in the
next several weeks.

Vyvx, Time Warner
agree to 5-year deal

Vyvx Inc. has signed afive-year, multi-million dollar strategic service agreement with
Time Warner Inc. under which Vyvx will provide dedicated and occasional video transmission services to Time Warner, enabling the
company to interconnect the video services of
its broadcasting and cable subsidiaries using
Vyvx's nationwide fiber-optic network.
Vyvx provides video over its own 11,000mile network—one of only five national fiberoptic networks. Vyvx customers include all of
the U.S. national broadcasting companies and
numerous cable-network companies.
Other recent Vyvx announcements have
included the purchase of four satellite teleports
in Los Angeles, Denver, Atlanta and New York
(Carteret, N.J.) from an ICG Wireless Services
subsidiary. The capabilities acquired will be
utilized to support the Time Warner agreement.
Vyvx also has entered into agreements with
IBM, Sun Microsystems Computer Company
and others to support its development of aprototype for anational video-archiver system.
That system, in conjunction with aplanned
network capacity expansion and an ATM
(asynchronous transfer mode) switching system, will help position Vyvx as the broadband
Internet.

IVISOs' appetite
for fiber slows

For the first time in several years, the cable
industry's slice of the optical fiber market
actually shrunk, according to amarket analysis
undertaken by Corning Inc. Cliff Hund, director of worldwide marketing for Corning's
Opto-Electronics Group, said the three percent
reduction in overall marketshare (as compared
to last year) is not indicative of anything longterm, however.
"We think cable will continue to grow faster
than telcos in fiber usage, at 30 percent, as
opposed to 20 percent," Hund said in atelephone briefing. In sheer volume, the telcos
continue to lead the North American market,
accounting for 49 percent of all fiber sold.

Cable TV is adistant second at 29 percent.
That's athree percent drop from last year,
when cable TV represented 32 percent of the
North American market.
Corning issued its analysis during the
Optical Fiber Conference in San Jose, Calif. in
late February.
Worldwide, the entire fiber market grew at a
healthy 25 percent clip, to nearly 23 million
kilometers of installed fiber. The North
American market, which represents 43 percent
of the global market, grew 30 percent to about
9.8 million kilometers, according to Hund's
analysis.
Despite its percentage drop, the cable TV
market still grew about 30 percent over the
previous 12 months, accounting for about 2.8
million kilometers of fiber usage in 1995. Big
users were Tele-Communications Inc., Time
Warner Cable and Cox Communications.
"Cable largely reached its limit as far as the
amount of fiber it can install due to resources,
capital and having enough people to install it,"
said Hund.
Meanwhile, the telcos bought 4.8 million
kilometers of fiber, growing 35 percent over
the previous year. Driving that market were
Pacific Telesis, Ameritech and US West, all of
whom installed more fiber in anticipation of
new-line requests, Hund said.

ICI forms new
business units

Tele-Communications Inc. formed two new
companies to capitalize on the popularity of
the Internet and to foster the development of
new technology in schools and the workplace.
The first company, called ETC whci, is dedicated to improving technology applications in
the classroom, in the workplace and at home.
The new venture draws upon TCI's technological skills and experience in education, and
brings together ahost of leading education
organizations. Tony Coelho will serve as chairman and CEO of ETC.
ETC launched its Education Division and
announced plans to launch the commercial
training and international divisions later in
1996. The Education Division will provide a
range of products, services and multiple delivery systems to the educational community,
including programs delivered via cable or
satellite, software, hardware and training.
Intended to be an all-inclusive resource for
educators who are seeking state-of-the-art
technology to improve student performance,
ETC has the support of the National Education
Association, the American Federation of
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Turn Your
Plan Into
Action
With Sprilit
North Suppl

When it's your job to make things happen, it's our job to make it easy
for you. Sprint North Supply keeps your projects on the move, with fast
catalog ordering and the product selection you want ... plus prepaid freight,
on-time delivery and no-hassle exchanges to save you time and money.
You'll have instant access to 30,000 quality CATV, telecommunications
and data products from 1,200 leading manufacturers. Our 11 regional
distribution centers will ship your products and equipment within 24 hours.
And our sales consultants are on call to create tailor-made solutions for
materials management and engineer, furnish and install (EF&I) applications.
With asingle toll-free call, you can depend on us for the support you
"Even when your deadlines
are tight, you can depend on

need ... quickly and accurately. So call Sprint North Supply, your full-line
national distributor ... and turn your plan into action.

us to get you what you need,
when you need it — at a

FREE CATV/BROADBAND CATALOG. Call and orderyour

competitive price."

FREE 296-page catalog, featuring thousands oftop-qualiC)

Sharon Roberts
Sprint North Supply
Sales Project Specialistt

products. NO OBLIGATION1-800-639-CATV

Sprint North Supply
On Line, On Call, On Time.
Circle Reader Service No. 7
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C OLOR BURSTS
On-Screen, the Sega Channel, the joint venture
Teachers, the American Association of School
with Acclaim Entertainment, and ICI's recentAdministrators, the National School Boards
ly announced ETC w/tci educational technoloAssociation and the National Association of
gy and communications company.
Secondary School Principals.
@Home, ajoint venture between ICI and
ETC's partners include Discovery
KPCB, is developing an Internet backbone and
Communications Inc., Northern Arizona
access network engineered to provide conUniversity, The Lightspan Partnership Inc.,
sumer broadband access to the World Wide
Compton's NewMedia, The Learning
Web. As the largest affiliate of @Home, ICI is
Company, Ingenius and SoftKey.
upgrading its existing cable networks to supPrograms are offered on both cable and
port high-speed access to the Internet for its
Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) systems.
customers. ICI and @Home are planning serThrough its partner, Primestar by ICI, ETC
vice launches in selected markets during 1996,
will provide DBS satellite dishes to schools in
with anational rollout to follow in 1997.
its service areas that are not served by cable.
Approximately 10,000 dishes will be provided.
This will enable schools to connect to more
than 500 hours of cable educational programming, multimedia services and data resources.
Together with The Lightspan Partnership,
Telecommunications service providers with
The Learning Company, Compton's
long distance routes can now upgrade their
NewMedia, and SoftKey, ETC will also offer
networks while decreasing the number of comeducators achoice of top-of-the-line software,
ponents they need to do so with anew broadCD-ROMs and on-line service products.
band transport solution offered by Lucent
Through Ingenius, an electronically delivered
Technologies.
data service, ETC will supply two interactive
Called the Broadband Transport Network
news products: "What on Earth," adaily multimedia news journal for kids, and "Xchange," a (BIN), the solution uses technology developed
at Bell Laboratories to eliminate the need for
24-hour, unedited news feed that delivers more
numerous optical fibers and regenerators or
than 20 international and national news wire
single-channel optical fiber amplifiers in new,
services and information providers.
high-capacity networks. The solution also
In addition, to support educators' hardware
allows service providers to increase by at least
needs, ETC will provide full voice, video and
eight-fold the capacity of their existing fiber
data networks, plus arange of services to supoptic networks.
port the equipment. ETC operates in any comBIN consists of three main elements:
puter environment, including Mac and PC.
TrueWave singlemode optical fiber; Optical
ICI has also formed anew business unit
Line System (OLS) terminal equipment and
that will develop and manage ICI's entry into
optical amplifiers; and Synchronous Optical
the Internet services business, including ICI's
Network (Sonet) transport terminals and
investment in @Home. Called ICI Internet
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) transServices Inc., the group's efforts will be led by
port terminals.
Bruce Ravenel, senior vice president for ICI
The True Wave fiber and optical amplifiers
Communications Inc.
enable longer distances between network ele"The creation of this new business unit
ments. As aresult, long distance providers need
exemplifies the role of ICI Technology
fewer components for their initial network
Ventures within TCI," said Larry Romrell,
investments. In addition, because the BIN
executive vice president of ICI and president
solution uses optical amplifiers that amplify
and CEO of ICI Technology Ventures.
multiple wavelengths simultaneously, only ter"Technology Ventures develops the future
minals need to be added in central offices to
technologies ICI needs for growth into new
expand network capacity. This prevents costly
service areas, and focuses on future new revcomponent upgrades to outside plant networks.
enue businesses."
BIN optical amplifiers and dense waveICI Technology Ventures initially devellength division multiplexing (DWDM) capabiloped the Internet services strategy for ICI,
ities combine optical signals so they can be
including investments in the Microsoft
amplified as agroup and transported over a
Network and Netscape Communications, and
single fiber. By transmitting optical signals at
the creation of @Home with Kleiner Perkins
eight wavelengths using the BIN, new or
Canfield & Byers (KPCB). Other Technology
existing networks can increase their network
Venture developments include the National
capacity from 2.5 Gigabits per second (Gbps)
Digital Television Center, the acquisition of
to 20 Gbps.
the United Video Satellite Group, TV Guide

Lucent unveils new
broadband transport net
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The BIN primarily targets long distance
telecommunications providers. However, local
service providers also are potential customers
for the portions of their networks that require
"repeatered" systems, or for applications in
which multiple wavelengths offer distinct customer advantages. An example of this is acustomer wanting adedicated wavelength for
security reasons.
The BIN solution complements Lucent
Technologies' hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) and
switched digital video (SDV) networking solutions because the HFC and SDV solutions are
designed for use in the access portion of the
networks, while the BIN focuses on the network backbone.
The complete BIN offering will be available in the second quarter of 1996. TrueWave
fiber is available now.

New book details
utility telecom trials

"New Ventures in Utility
Telecommunications," acompilation of
updates on the telecommunications activities
of electric and gas utilities, has been released
by Chartwell Inc. The 90-page book details
utility involvement in the new PCS systems
now being installed, the explosion of utility
home pages on the Internet, new broadband
trials, network installations and movement by
automatic meter reading giant Itron into the
broader telecommunications field.
Utilities featured in case studies include:
Texas Utilities and SCANA Corp., both helping rush PCS systems to market; Virginia
Power, which has partnered with Nortel in an
effort to develop anew broadband pipeline to
the home; Potomac Electric Co., which is
working with Metricom to install anew highspeed data network for the nation's capital;
Public Service Electric and Gas, which is hosting AT&T's first efforts as abroadband "solution" for utilities; and others.
The book can be ordered directly from the
publisher via e-mail at
utility.info@Chartwellinc.com. A sample chapter and table of contents are available at
Chartwell's World Wide Web site:
http://chartwellinc.com.

Yahoo! and Rogers
develop Canadian version
Yahoo! Inc. has reached an agreement with
Rogers Communications, Canada's largest
diversified media company, to create aunique
Canadian version of Yahoo!'s Internet guide.
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In network monitoring,
it's the A.M. of a new age.
AM Communications offers a
decade of experience in cable network monitoring. More than 400 AM
systems are at work today, under our
own name or within the products of
some pretty famous strategic allies.
Our new products include not
only Echo, a low-cost end-of-line
monitor, but also a truly exciting
second generation cable network
monitoring system featuring easyto-use OmniVu software. It's a
Windows-based, open architecture
system that's powerful, rich in

features, and distinctly affordàble
in price.
AM's total monitoring solutions
include hardware, software, and
technical service that's in-depth and
on time. Please call (215-536-1354,
1-800-248-9004), fax (215-536-1475),
or write (1900 AM Drive, Quakertown,
PA 18951-9004). And give us the
opportunity to do a little crowing
about what we
can do for you.
.àiemi
'i-e
gme' llrIIIIgaL COMMUNICATIONS
GUARDRAILS FOR THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

Echo' and OmniVu'" are trademarks of AM Communications. Inc.
Windows — is a trademark of Plic -osoft. Corp.
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The deal represents the next stage of Yahoo!
Inc.'s strategy to establish partnerships in highgrowth markets to strengthen an already growing international presence. Yahoo! recently
announced ajoint venture with SOFTBANK
Corporation of Japan to create aJapanese version of its Internet guide.
Yahoo! is already widely used throughout
Canada's growing Internet market. With
household penetration currently estimated at
seven to nine percent, Canada is the second
most active Internet market outside the U.S.
The Canadian version of Yahoo! will feature
content specifically programmed for the
Canadian market. Yahoo! Canada will be
jointly developed by Yahoo! Inc. and Rogers
Multi-Media Inc., the content arm of Rogers
Communications.
"We're pleased to be working with amarket
leader such as Rogers to help strengthen our
global presence," said Yahoo! co-founder Jerry
Yang, upon making the announcement.
"Working with communications experts such
as Rogers is increasingly valuable to us as we
continue to develop Yahoo! as an Internet
media company."
Yahoo! Canada will be available directly, or
through the Canadian Online Explorer
(CANOE), the new World Wide Web-based
on-line service announced recently by Rogers
Multi-Media.
"We're delighted to be working with people
of Yahoo!'s caliber in terms of innovation and
vision," said John Tory, president of Rogers
Multi-Media. "We see this as another significant move in positioning our companies to
take advantage of the emerging environment
for on-line services:'

Teleport slates plan
to build fiber networks

1
eleport Communications Group (TCG)
announced 1996 plans to build fiber networks
in Cleveland, Ohio; Portland, Ore.; Salt Lake
City, Utah and Washington, D.C. in 1996.
"This expansion simply continues our
growth and our commitment to bringing consumers nationwide atrue choice of local phone
carriers," said Bob Annunziata, TCG's president and CEO. "The advent of the new federal
telecommunications law and the removal of
artificial regulatory obstacles will permit TCG
to take effective advantage of opportunities to
serve the nation's local communities."
With the addition of these four new metropolitan networks, TCG will raise from 47 to 51
the number of Metropolitan Statistical Areas
served by its voice, data and video services.
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With the additional cities, TCG will raise from
22 to 26 the number of networks in operation
offering arange of advanced private line and
switched local services. Completion of an initial
network in each city is expected by mid-1996.
"Wherever TCG goes, we will continue to
bring the seeds of choice and competition until
athriving and vigorous competitive local
phone market flourishes nationwide:'
Annunziata said.

Sierra Pacific, Brooks
to build fiber net in Reno

Sierra Pacific Power Co. has entered into an
agreement with competitive access provider
Brooks Fiber Communications (BFC) to build
and operate afiber optic network in northern
Nevada's Reno/Sparks area. The Reno-based
utility is asubsidiary of Sierra Pacific
Resources.
The St. Louis-based Brooks Fiber will
spend upwards of $10 million on the project,
which will use 27 miles of Sierra Pacific's
overhead and underground facilities in
Reno/Sparks. Completion of the project is
scheduled for spring 1996.
"In addition to providing Sierra Pacific
with added revenues through rental of our
utility structures, the fiber optic network will
enhance our communications capability and
position us in amore competitive posture,"
said Victor Pena, Sierra's vice president for
business diversity and corporate treasurer.
"We aren't looking to get into the telephone
business, but by teaming up with Brooks
Fiber we can leverage our existing assets into
additional revenues for the company, plus
add asuperior communications system for
our business."
BFC has fiber optic networks in operation
or under construction in 24 other cities across
the country, and has numerous other cities currently under development.
Initially, the network will operate in the
core downtown business district, first connecting larger businesses and others to this area's
long distance carriers, such as AT&T, MCI and
U.S. Sprint. Then, incrementally, it will be
able to serve the broader community by introducing additional products and services.

Jottings

After spending at least eight weeks at the
negotiation table, Augat Inc. in late February
announced it had halted its efforts to acquire
Lindsay Specialty Products, aprivately
held manufacturer of cable TV equipment
located near Toronto. Apparently, the two

companies were never able to solve several
major issues. Sources close to the companies
said one major stumbling block was Augat's
intent to move manufacturing jobs to the
Northwest.. .Hughes Communications has
elected to use afiber optic link supplied by
Ortel Corp. to monitor its growing satellite
network. The new equipment will allow
Hughes to "see" the actual signal spectra at
C- and Ku-band but eliminates costly up- and
downconvertors that could affect signal quality ...The Frankfort (Ky.) Plant Board
has chosen Moore Diversified Products to
supply equipment to enable an integrated
utility monitoring and control system that
will ride over the municipally-owned cable
TV network. The system will provide for
remote meter reading, cable signal status
monitoring and service interdiction. In the
future, the city plans to include power outage
monitoring, remote electric disconnect, home
security and medical lifeline services. The
system will ultimately cover all 20,000 area
homes.. .The Canadian government has
given the go-ahead to the LMDS industry by
approving the 27.35 to 28.35 GHz band. In
Canada, the millimeter-wave service that can
deliver video, voice and high-speed data will
be known as aLocal Multipoint
Communication System .. .San Jose-based
SDL Inc. has developed a30-milliwatt distributed feedback laser that operates in the
1550 nm range. The device is intended for
high power applications, such as broadcast of
cable TV signals, because its output can be
split numerous times to feed several
receivers. The unit is designed for continuous
wave operation with modulation provided by
an external modulator and features low RIN
and anarrow linewidth ...Students and faculty at member colleges of the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Consortium for Information
Technology and Training soon will be able
to participate in distance learning using interactive video technology as the result of a
project launched by Bell AtlanticPennsylvania and the consortium. A coalition of eight independent liberal arts colleges, the group will promote aunique
approach to education, information sharing,
and career preparation that can be used as a
model for other small colleges and universities. The project will establish interactive
video demonstration sites in classrooms and
offer distance learning courses to students...
Ameritech is one of several companies which
is partnering with Microsoft to simplify the
ordering and use of high-speed digital ISDN
lines for users of the Microsoft Windows 95
operations system .... CED
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For over 30 years, RMS Electronics. aworld-wide manufacturer and distributor
of quality off- the-shelf passive electronic devices and components has been serving the CATV industry.
ONLY RMS PRODUCTS CARRY THE 1GHZ PLUSTr" GUARANTEE!
This means our products are tested to exceed the industry standard of 1Ghz
to an unprecedented 1.2Ghz. ensuring reliability today as well as expanded bandwidth capabilities for tomorrow.
Find out more about RMS 1Ghz Pl usTM products. and how they can give you the power to make
your cable network more trouble free. Call your RMS Distributor today.
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SPOTLIGHT

O

nadesk in Charlie Kennamer's office sits ahighspeed, high-capacity, state-of-the-art personal computer. And right beside it stands ajerry-rigged fan which
is keeping the supercomputer from
going supernova when it gets too hot—
the result of too many computations
overtaxing its computer brain.
Sometimes, technology needs alittle
help. On amuch grander scale,
Kennamer stands ready to help the
cable industry make the most of its
roll-out of digital technology.
If you don't already know who
Kennamer is, you soon will. That's
because he's the one who answers the
red phone when MS0s, programmers,
vendors and just about anyone else
calls for technical information about
Headend In The Sky (HITS), aproduct
of TCI Technology Ventures Inc. The
HITS concept centers around making
digital technology affordable by providing digitized and compressed video
programming and support to cable
operators, from the smallest to the
largest MSO. And it's up to Kennamer
to get the word out about HITS, answer
questions and clear up the rumors.
While initially, the HITS mission is
to enable the cable industry to fight off
competitors which are already embracing digital, the longer term goal is
much broader. "That's to apply all forms of digital
technology in new and innovative ways to enable our
customers to remain the best providers of entertainment and information services," says Kennamer, who
is senior director of engineering services—HITS. That
will require smart, targeted marketing tactics, he adds.
"It would be illogical, and not cost-effective, to
force this technology into the homes of people who are
perfectly happy, and who aren't looking for something
more," he explains.
Kennamer's current projects include developing a
digital "bible" that spells out the planning requirements
for the headend, the demands of digital on the plant
itself and the effects of the home environment on signal
quality. He's also keeping tabs on cable's competitors:
Kennamer has set up ademo area where TCI employees can check out everything from the latest DSS
receiver, to products such as electronic program guides
that are related to the launch of the digital platform.
One ancillary project he is working on in conjunction
with CableLabs involves conducting the first expert,
and later, non-expert viewing tests of digital television.
Over the next few months, "typical" television viewers
will be brought into the HITS facility to watch digital
video and provide feedback on their perceptions of the
technology, as well as the types of artifacts that bother
them. CableLabs is already conducting tests with indus-

HITS' digital
answer
man preps
for launch

Charlie Kennamer
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try experts who are looking at representative samples of
digital TV in various formats and bit rates.
Kennamer's latest mission is afar cry from his cable
beginnings in the late 1960s, when he maintained and
operated asmall, closed-circuit cable TV system, composed of pole-mounted amplifiers with vacuum tubes in
them, on the campus of Auburn University. From there,
he went to work for asystems house designing and
installing TV studios and small cable systems. The next
turn in his career path led him to the world of education,
where he served for nearly 10 years as the director of
media facilities at acommunity college in Oklahoma.
While the job was great fun, Kennamer decided at
some point that it was not his future, and jumped back
into cable as chief technician for Cox Cable in Oklahoma
City, where he managed the activation, operation and
maintenance of the system's plant, as well as accompanying headend and microwave equipment. After about three
years with Cox, Kennamer joined the corporate engineering staff of TeleCable in Norfolk, Va. as astaff engineer,
and soon became deeply involved in the aggressive
deployment of addressable technology into every one of
the operator's systems. Eventually, he would be named
vice president/addressable technology.
"By the late '80s, TeleCable had addressable boxes in
alittle over 75 percent of its customers' homes, which at
that time, was about 600,000 subscribers," he recalls. His
work with addressability included interacting with vendors to define hardware and software, and developing
interfaces between addressable and billing systems.
With the growth of pay-per-view technology in the
mid-'80s, Kennamer helped TeleCable implement a
trail-blazing technology for customer orders: ANI, or
automatic number identification. Again, he worked
with vendors to develop hardware and software that
would process AN! data. Kennamer also implemented
apilot project for another method of PPV ordering
which utilized an interactive, two-way system.
His responsibilities for headend and earth station
engineering at the company foreshadowed his work in
digital, as he helped General Instrument and HBO in
field-testing the DigiCipher Isystem, while working
with programmers as they migrated to analog and digital compressed satellite scrambling.

Digital gets real in '97
Aself-described "NPR news junkie," Kennamer loves
to listen to an old-time radio in his office at HITS, and
admits that he watches TV mainly "to see what's on it,"
not for entertainment. Recognizing that many cable subscribers have athirst for entertainment choices that far
surpasses his own, however, he says that development of
digital to the home will begin in the third quarter of '96.
And when will digital products finally be real?
"Digital will achieve significant penetration in the
cable industry," predicts Kennamer, "by the end of
'97." By then, Kennamer will be moving so fast, he
might need afan to cool him down.
—Dana Cervenka
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Rock Solid Performance
O

ne key challenge facing the cable industry is improving

•The World Leader in Reliable Power

With more cable installations than all other vendors combined.

system reliability. Utility power interruptions have been clearly
identified as the leading cause of downtime—and fortunately,

•Maximum Power Protection

Clean, uninterrupted power that sets the performance standard
for the demanding cable TV environment.

there's aproven solution. With more than 500,000 units in
operation throughout the world, Alpha's XM Series CableUPS
is the undisputed leader in cable and broadband powering.

•Flexible to Meet Future Requirements
60, 75 and 90Vfield-selectable output, modular design and
plug-in logic upgrades.

Customers are demanding higher performance standards,
which is why more service providers than ever are depending on
the Alpha XM's rock solid performance.

•Lowest Operation and tile-Cycle Costs

High efficiency and high MTBF result in the best value.
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TECHNOLOGIES

Reliable Power Nothing Less Will Do.
For more information call: 1-800-421-8089 w 360-647-2360 or fax: 360-671-4936 or visit our website at http://www.alpha-us.com
Alpha Technologies Headquartets: 3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA, 98226
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ome time ago, Iwrote acolumn about asoftware
package which Ihad just purchased. This software had
adisclaimer printed on the package regarding copyright: "You can make abackup only
once, and this software cannot be used
on more than one computer at atime."
This package was an authoring program that allowed the user to design
software for use under the Microsoft
Windows operating protocol. What was
amazing about this otherwise seemingly standard copyright agreement was
the statement that if the user "developed auseful program with these
authoring tools," then the publishers of
these software tools would, in fact,
have the rights to the program that had
been designed. This is alot like the
Royal typewriter company demanding
royalties from Agatha Christie's books
because they had been typed on a
Royal typewriter. While it's not clear
whether this is all legal or not, it seems
that everything the cable industry does
has some relationship to copyright.

Cable's
suppliers
not anticompetitive

Aeuphemism

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Have acomment?
Contact Wendell
via e-mail at:
naxt74a@prodigy.com
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The reason for this strange and mysterious tale from the past is amore contemporary situation. The retail sale of
navigational devices is aeuphemism
for the selling of set-top boxes at retail.
This is aprovision in the 1996 Telecom Reform Act
that recently passed Congress and was signed by the
President. The point of this provision is that there are
people who think that cable operators and cable equipment suppliers are preventing or slowing competition,
and thus, lower prices, for consumers by not allowing
cable industry set-top boxes to be sold at retail. If they
were available at retail, the argument goes, then other
manufacturers could make and sell those same set-top
boxes in competition to the cable industry.
But if people are currently brandishing Uzis as they
steal these boxes from warehouses, then how can the
cable industry allow people to sell the boxes openly at
commercial retail outlets?
That's apretty good question. One of the answers
that has been put forth by the people who are trying to
get this provision installed is that they don't really
mean that the security functions would need to be
involved, at least in the analog world. They do say,
however, that the sale of set-tops should include just
those boxes that do not have security, but which have
other features and functions in them. Imight be tempted to issue asmall cheer of relief, because the cable
industry has long had available what are known as
"plain Jane" convertors, or set-tops for sale in retail
outlets. In fact, it is difficult to pick up acommercial
inflight magazine that doesn't have an ad for what

amounts to achannel tuning enhancer for old TV sets,
or aremote control addition to TV sets without wireless remote. It's all well and good that there are vendors who make those devices, and that some of cable's
customers buy them, and in those cases, the industry's
security is not at stake.
Imagine my surprise, however, having learned that
someone who is arguing this case had enough sense to
understand cable's sensitivity to security, when the
same person opined that cable operators and cable
equipment suppliers should not be allowed to sell a
box that has security in it and also has any other features or functions in it.
In other words, if afeature such as an onscreen program guide is provided, it must be in abox that's separate from the box that is providing security. The point
here, of course, is an issue of whether or not the cable
operator would have an unfair competitive advantage if
it sold features and functions along with aneeded security element in the same device. Further, one member
representing the retail consumer electronics business
has proposed that if, in fact, acable equipment supplier
or operator wished to put afeature or function into a
box containing security, that would be allowed only if
said vendor made the feature or function that it was
providing in that box afree and open license with complete disclosure. This issue would allow anyone to
build aproduct with someone else's designs and sell it
as astandalone unit.
This would be roughly like saying that Honda Motor
Cars would not be allowed to sell acar with aHonda
radio in it without giving away the patents and rights
for any circuitry that was unique to that radio. All other
radio manufacturers would be able to build the radio
that would compete with it on features and functions.
The consumer would only be allowed to buy cars,
therefore, without aradio, and would have to specify
one of the countless radios as aunit to be installed.
What about the television set manufacturers that sell
TV sets with VCRs built into them? Does someone
have to give up their rights to that technology, to any
proprietary elements that are there? In fact, what about
TV sets that come with program guides? Every vendor
seems to have its own idea of aprogram guide, and
some of those must surely be proprietary. And yet, the
very people who represent them at the retail level are
trying to see to it that the cable people do not have proprietary rights to anything they may have invented or
designed and brought to market.
Having not long ago gone into alocal, commercial
retail electronics store to purchase aradio for an old
car that belongs to arelative, Ican tell you that Ihad
literally hundreds of different models to choose from.
The fact that the car had come with aradio to start
with didn't seem to be harming the competitive marketplace one whit. Cable equipment suppliers could
just as easily show that the features and functions that
they have brought to the marketplace have done no
more harm than that. CIED
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Power Supplies Engineered for
Today's and Tomorrow's Broadband Networks
Broadband providers worldwide require

your network as 60V power supplies. When your

reliable, efficient and cost effective power solu-

network electronics have been upgraded you can
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line of power supplies in the industry to meet
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FARMER'S M ARKET

A

new competitor is looming on cable's horizon—in
fact, this group is already active in anumber of franchises. Based on the name of the signal delivery medium,
the "ether," we have sought aconnection between these competitors and the
people who developed the networking
standard known as "Ethernet." Though
the name would seem to imply such a
connection, no evidence of alink exists.
The IEEE was instrumental in developing technical standards, and the EIA has
established some standards used by
these people (EIA 170, 250, etc.). They
have atrade organization in Washington,
located near the FCC on M Street.

Competition
alert! Ether
operators
move in

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec Technology Center

llave acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfarmer@ix.netcom.com
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Expensive headends

Transmission via ether, which is
used in place of hybrid fiber/coax to
carry signals to the subscriber, is based
on work done by atheoretician named
J. C. Maxwell, who developed aset of
four equations which describe how
video and audio signals can be transmitted through the ether and other
media. These equations are presented in
anumber of textbooks, sometimes in
differential form, sometimes in integral
form. The impedance of the ether is
377 ohms, which is much higher than
that of coaxial cable.
These competing operators must
build acomplete headend for each channel programmed, which gives cable operators acompetitive
advantage. The restriction of one channel per headend
has limited the growth of the ether industry. However,
the ether operators have generally invested heavily in
their headends and are able to command significant
shares of the audience in their franchises.
Each headend consists of an earth station receiver,
some switching equipment and local ad insertion
equipment. Local origination is done in all but the
smallest systems. Programmers allow the local operator to insert his own programming during certain time
slots. The signal is routed to amodulator for transmission to the subscribers. The modulators are expensive,
large and consume alot of power. Picture carrier levels
often exceed +120 dBmV! Typically, the video and
audio are modulated separately and combined at the
headend combiner. The signals are transferred to the
ether, which forms apassive distribution system, using
alarge metallic transducer.
Several types of set-top convertors are used, depending on the needs of the subscriber and his willingness
to pay for the set-top (ether operators are not required
to supply set-tops—the subscriber buys his own). The
basic set-tops are very simple, crude devices made primarily of metal tubing, which convert the ether signal
to achannel that can be tuned by the TV. The set-top

convertors have impressive CTB, CSO and X-mod
specs; in fact, distortion is usually unmeasurable.
Depending on conditions, CNR may be better or worse
than what cable operators deliver. Reflections, though,
are aserious problem. The subscriber can experience
multiple reflections of high amplitude.
Other subscribers elect to purchase adevice that is
mounted outside the home and which can supply signals to all the TVs in the house. Ether operators don't
charge for additional outlets and are not expected to
supply internal wiring.
As in the cable industry, the ether operators are generally separate entities from the program suppliers,
though the suppliers do own some operators.
Generally, the program suppliers are not paid by the
operator, but instead, make their money from advertising. The local operator does get local avails, from
which he derives most of his revenue. (He gets anominal amount from the program supplier, but claims it is
not enough to live on.) It is rumored that some cable
program suppliers also supply programming to ether
operators, but usually, it is not the same programming
supplied to cable.
Fortunately, the FCC has already asserted the right
to regulate the industry. Thus, ether operators are subjected to certain impediments in doing business. The
ether operators are not allowed to carry as many channels as are cable operators. In fact, the FCC requires
that each channel in aparticular franchise be carried by
adifferent ether operator. They seem to be involved in
some sort of cooperation, which allows subscribers to
subscribe to the channels of multiple operators. The
same operator often owns franchises in several cities.

Competitive picture Quality

Though fewer channels are available than on franchised cable, the output of their set-top convertors is
broadband, and all TV functions, such as remote control and volume control, are available. Watch and
record scenarios work much better than what can be
achieved with cable's set-tops. With agood set-top, the
quality of an ether operator's pictures is very competitive with cable's, and can be better, under good conditions. The best results are obtained with the devices
mounted outside the house—something like aNID (network interface device)—except that the devices are
rather big and, some believe, ugly.
In summary, ether operators have some advantages
and some disadvantages compared with legitimate
cable operators.The cost of their headends is very high,
especially on aper channel basis. They must cooperate
with each other, as each is only allowed to carry asingle channel on the system (though several systems may
be combined at the set-top and appear to the subscriber
as asingle system). On the other hand, the cost of the
in-home equipment is very low, and the operators have
convinced the subscribers to pay for it.
As more can be learned about this competitor, this
column will keep you informed. CIED
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C APITAL C URRENTS

T
he 1996 Telecommunications Act has made alot of

changes to the Communications Act of 1934 affecting
the cable industry. One change is the addition of anew
Section 629, which requires the FCC to
promote "commercial availability" of
cable set-top boxes. This section was
added by Congressman Bliley, who
represents the Richmond, Va. area.
One company that is headquartered in
Richmond is Circuit City, acompany
that wants to sell cable boxes in its
stores. Get the connection? If this section means what Ithink it means, and
what Circuit City wants it to mean, it
creates adirect conflict with the
nation's patent laws. Let's look at the
new law, and you'll see what Imean.

Commercial
availability
and
patents

Section 629

By Jeffrey Krauss,
set-top boxer
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jkrauss@cpcug.org
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Section 629 requires the FCC to adopt
regulations that "assure commercial
availability" of convertor boxes, interactive communications equipment and
other equipment used to access services.
It applies to services offered on cable
systems, MMDS, DBS, SMATV and all
other multichannel video systems. It
also requires system operators to separately show the charges for such equipment if they rent it to customers and prohibits them from using service revenues
to subsidize equipment charges.
However, it also prohibits the FCC from adopting
regulations that would jeopardize the security of such
services. And it allows the FCC to waive the regulations, if that would promote the development or introduction of anew or improved service.
Simply put, Section 629 seems to require that customers can own convertor boxes, if they want to. So
what's the big deal? If the cable system sells addressable descramblers, why is that different than renting
them? The cable system gets the revenue up front,
rather than spread out over time, still knows who has
the boxes, and can control them from the headend. But
that would not satisfy Section 629, because it says that
the equipment must be available from vendors not
affiliated with the multichannel video operator.
Well, suppose the manufacturer (Scientific-Atlanta
or GI or Philips) opens up aretail store in town and
starts selling boxes. That would satisfy security concerns, so long as the manufacturer notified the cable
operator of the name and address of the buyer and the
serial number of the box, so the cable operator could
still control the box from the headend. It would appear
to satisfy the statutory requirement that the vendor be
unaffiliated with the cable operator. But you know, I
don't think it would satisfy Circuit City.
Circuit City would like to sell the box, and it doesn't
want to have to buy it from S-A or GI or Philips. It

wants to buy it from competing manufacturers. Or perhaps it wants to manufacture it itself, through its
Patapsco Designs manufacturing subsidiary.
If that's what the law requires, then here's where the
patent conflict comes up.

Patent laws
The U.S. patent laws give the patent owner atemporary legal monopoly over his invention. The patent
owner does not have to license anyone to manufacture
or distribute products using the patent. Where the
patent owner chooses to license his patent, he may
"exact royalties as high as he can negotiate with the
leverage of his monopoly," according to one Supreme
Court decision. Another Supreme Court decision has
held that the patent laws are more powerful than the
antitrust laws; even where the patent gives the owner a
monopoly in amarket, the antitrust laws do not require
the owner to license the patent to potential competitors.
The purpose of this monopoly is to spur innovation
and invention. Inventors have more incentive to develop new products and services if they can profit from
them. If others could steal their proprietary techniques
and use them in products, why bother to try to invent
and innovate?
That, of course, is exactly what Circuit City and the
other electronics retailers would like to do. They would
like to incorporate the proprietary techniques used in
addressable cable boxes into products that they can
manufacture and sell.
So we appear to be heading in the direction of compulsory patent licensing imposed by the FCC, as it tries
to implement Section 629. The FCC, as it responds to
Congressman Bliley, may decide that "commercial
availability" means that S-A, GI and others must
license their patents to other manufacturers, so that
multiple manufacturers can make boxes that work with
proprietary systems. This would not be limited to video
services, by the way; it would also apply to program
guide services (e.g., StarSight, TV Guide and Prevue),
digital music services (Music Choice and DMX) and
game services (the Sega Channel).
But the FCC does not have any authority to require
compulsory licensing of patents. It has in the past
adopted standards that incorporate patented technology
(color television patented by RCA; telephone jacks and
plugs patented by AT&T), but in those cases, the patent
owners offered voluntarily to license their patents. The
same circumstances will apply to digital HDTV. But
why should S-A or GI volunteer to license their set-top
patents to others?

To the courts
You can see where this is heading: straight to the
courts. But so is much of the rest of the 1996
Telecommunications Act. Meanwhile, you might want
to tell the FCC what you think about "commercial
availability" of set-top boxes. You can send e-mail to
FCC Chairman Reed Hundt at rhundt@fcc.gov. CED
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1. last column speculated on some of the consequences of the potential passage of the Bliley
Amendment in the 1996 Telecommunications Bill. The
potential has become reality. We now
have arequirement that the FCC create
mies. It is important for all involved with
in-home equipment to become familiar
with this section of the law and to participate in the formation of the FCC's rules.
The section of the law reads as follows:
SEC. 629. Competitive availability
of navigation devices
"(a) Commercial consumer availability of equipment used to access services provided by multichannel video
programming distributors.—The
Commission shall, in consultation with
appropriate industry standard-setting
organizations, adopt regulations to
assure the commercial availability, to
consumers of multichannel video programming and other services offered
over multichannel video programming
systems, of convertor boxes, interactive
communications equipment, and other
equipment used by consumers to access
multichannel video programming and
other services offered over multichannel video programming systems, from
manufacturers, retailers, and other vendors not affiliated with any multichannel video programming distributor. Such regulations
shall not prohibit any multichannel video programming
distributor from also offering convertor boxes, interactive communications equipment, and other equipment
used by consumers to access multichannel video programming and other services offered over multichannel
video programming systems to consumers, if the system operator's charges to consumers for such devices
and equipment are separately stated and not subsidized
by charges for any such service.
"(b) Protection of system security. —The
Commission shall not prescribe regulations under subsection (a) which would jeopardize security of multichannel video programming and other services offered
over multichannel video programming systems, or
impede the legal rights of aprovider of such services
to prevent theft of services.
"(c) Waiver—The Commission shall waive aregulation adopted under subsection (a) for alimited time
upon an appropriate showing by aprovider of multichannel video programming and other services offered
over multichannel video programming systems, or an
equipment provider, that such waiver is necessary to
assist the development or introduction of anew or
improved multichannel video programming or other
service offered over multichannel video programming
systems, technology, or products. Upon an appropriate

Pitfalls of
selling
set-tops to
consum ers

By Walter S. Ciciora,
Ph.D.

Have acomment?

Contact Walt via e-mail
at: wciciora@aol.com
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showing, the Commission shall grant any such waiver
request within 90 days of any application filed under
this subsection, and such waiver shall be effective for
all service providers and products in that category and
for all providers of services and products."

Commercial availability
Very clearly, it is the law of the land that the FCC
has to make regulations, in consultation with appropriate industry standards-setting organizations to assure
the commercial availability of set-top boxes for all
kinds of cable services. It is clear that the commercial
availability of set-top boxes will not limit the cable
operator's right to also offer these devices. The law, as
written, seems to offer the option of sale or lease by
the cable operator. The important point is that the subscriber must be aware of the charges, and that these
charges are not subsidized by any service offerings.
The good news is that Congress recognizes the
importance of protecting system security and the rights
of service providers. There are only two ways to accomplish this. The first is to create asignal security system
which is so secure that it cannot be broken. The second
way is to separate out the signal security system and not
allow subscribers to own and access it. In the latter case,
the service provider is free to replace abreached security
system without imposing financial loss on the consumer.
It is impossible to guarantee that asignal security system cannot be breached. The only alternative is for the
entity attempting to guarantee the signal security system
to place sufficient funds in escrow to cover the full costs
of recovery from abreach.
In the area of new technologies which are still in
their formative stages, service providers or equipment
manufacturers may request awaiver of the mies for
assuring commercial availability of new technology still
in its formative stages. So, for example, while standards
are being settled for the hardware required to deploy a
new cable service, non-standardized implementations
used for market research or early introduction of the
service may be granted awaiver.
There are anumber of unanswered issues. Just acouple of them are considered here. The first issue concerns
the rights of the cable equipment manufacturers. The law
applies to cable operators, not equipment manufacturers.
But the business of the equipment manufacturer may be
potentially impacted in anegative way. The design of
set-top boxes involves patents and intellectual property. It
is not clear what happens when some of that intellectual
property is involved. There is no legal requirement for
the cable equipment manufacturer to license intellectual
property. This may inhibit acable operator's ability to
comply with whatever mies are created.
Another issue involves equipment which is no longer
manufactured, or whose manufacturer is no longer in the
cable supply business or any other business. What are the
cable operator's burdens in these cases? For example, the
Qube system or the Oak scrambling systems haven't
been manufactured for many years. CED
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Engineering and
Technology, Continental
Cablevision

I

nareas of high lightning, the flash from the thunderbolt has been observed to induce optical impulses in
fiber-optic cable, potentially limiting reliable transmission of analog and digital signals. This paper discusses an active pulse cancellation technique which
mitigates this effect. Any architecture which uses
fiber, especially passive optical networks and fiberto-the curb, must use these or similar measures.

Background
Cable television systems have embraced the use of
fiber optics since its introduction in AM applications
in the late 1980s. Fiber backbone and Cable Area
Network architectures have given way to Fiber-toFigure 1: Lightning bolt spectral analysis

the-Serving Area, and node sizes are now typically
500 homes or smaller. Passive optical networks have
been installed, pushing fiber even deeper. However,
there is agrowing fear that at some point this is too
much of agood thing, and coax tree-and-branch is
just being traded in for optical tree-and-branch.
Studies by CableLabs have shown that reverse path
noise is limited by electrical impulse noise. Use of
more fiber cuts down amplifier cascades and normally reduces reverse noise.
Impulse ingress, however, is relatively unrelated to
node size. This demands acloser look at the benefits
of more fiber.

The problem
Anyone who has been caught in athunderstorm
can attest to the brightness of lightning bolts. John
Walsh (Time Warner,
Orlando) once
arranged alightning
storm for my benefit
that has left me
impressed to this day!
Lightning strikes the
earth 100 times asecond; more than 8million times aday!
The spectrum emitted by lightning is
broad, covering the
entire visible range
from 410 nm to 710
nm, and continuing
into the infrared. This
is plotted in Figure I.
The strong infrared
content should come as no surprise because the air
surrounding the lightning bolt is heated to 2,500
degrees. The expansion and collapse of the air molecules due to this heat is what causes thunder.
It should not come as asurprise, therefore, that the
strong signal at both
1310 nm and 1550
nm has been
observed to cause
optical impulses—light
leaks into the fiber
and interferes with
the signal content.
Thunder
Raynet has demoncloud
strated apassive optical tap for years,
which injects and
extracts light from an
intact fiber. Also,
anyone who has used
afusion splicer with
Test gear
local injection/detection measurement of
the completed splice

In areas such as
Jacksonville
and Orlando,

there is adeadly

combination of

lots of fiber and

lots of

infrared light

Infrared

Visible

Ultraviolet

Figure 2: Ingress measurement set-up

Fiber strand
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FIBER LINE
Impulse
Figure 3: Error-cancellation system
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knows that light can leak into an intact fiber.
At first, people said, "Go fly akite" and
so to further examine this effect, the experimental set-up shown in Figure 2was assembled. Unfortunately, the fiber used was leftover Corning Titan fiber donated to the
cause, and the titanium coating conducted
electricity and blew up the test equipment!
The inescapable conclusion is that in areas
such as Jacksonville and Orlando, there is a
deadly combination of lots of fiber and lots
of infrared light. It is speculated that this is
the primary reason that the BellSouth Fiberto-the-Home trials in Heathrow and Hunter's
Creek, Fla. have never been heard from
again.

Mitigation technique
Once the impairment root cause was identified, and disbelief suspended, the mitigation technique became obvious. A dark fiber,
running parallel to the signal fiber, acts as
the collector of apure ingress signal. As
shown in Figure 3, the signal fiber carries the
signal S, and
the optical
ingress signal
e. The dark
fiber only
picks up the
error signal e.
Error cancellation is thus
possible. If
the cancellation is done
electrically,
the optical
impulse will
overload the
signal receiver, because of the much higher
level of the optical impulse, and reliable cancellation does not take place.
Therefore, it is preferable to have the cancellation take place in the optical domain.
This is accomplished as shown in the rest of
Figure 3. The error signal is received by a
PIN diode (properly biased so as not to overload), and the signal is inverted by an amplifier. For cancellation to take place in the
optical domain, anti-photons need to be generated to cancel the photons of the error signal in the signal fiber. Because photons have
no mass, the annihilation does not generate
the side-effects that normal matter-antimatter
collisions do. The anti-photons are generated
by adark-emitting diode (DED).
The DED is shown in Figure 4. A normal
laser diode is doped with the rare-earth metal
erbium for operation at 1550 nm, and with

The annihilation

does not

generate the

side-effects
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matter-antimatter
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Remember the appeal of your favorite
building blocks? Anything you could
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allow future upgrades

•Easy access to all plug-ins through
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•4high level outputs

•Status monitoring
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screwless seizure

•Attenuators on each return path and
forward path

•Bridger switching
• 15 amperes pass through current
•40-90Vac voltage power supply

Imagine creating the architecture
for the next generation, then call
us at 1-800-336-3526 for the
building blocks.
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Figure 4: Dark emitting diode
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either praseodymium or neodymium for
operation at 1310 nm. Photons are emitted at
the front facet, which is the normal facet for
signal collection. Anti-photons are emitted
out the rear facet, and for the purposes of
impulse control, this is the facet that is connected to the fiber. This fiber is combined
with the signal fiber, and the resulting cancellation is fed to anormal fiber receiver.
Note: for those who are more comfortable
treating light as awave instead of aparticle,
the anti-photon is the equivalent of awave
180 degrees out of phase with the error signal, resulting in cancellation between the two.

S
umma ry

Heretofore, system architectures were
measured using the (Tom) Elliot factor,
which is the weight of sand used per customer (the sand in the fiber, plus the sand in
the silicon chips). Now it is apparent that
there is aneed to add the Fellows factor,
which incorporates the
transparency
of the sand
used. The
good news
for the cable
industry is
that the phenomenon
described
herein is the
Achilles' heel
for Fiber-tothe-Curb, or,
heaven forbid, Fiber-tothe-Home.
Some in the cable TV industry may argue
that by introducing amethod of correcting
the optical ingress phenomenon, this paper
represents the savior to these approaches, but
one would have to be an idiot to try these
techniques. Without an intellectual property
license, Imean.
Besides, Iwork for an RBOC now. Icall
upon CableLabs to extend this body of work
and tackle two important issues: control of
ingress because of Fourth of July fireworks,
and determining why anti-photons only exist
on April first. CED

One would have
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This is even better.
You loved those building blocks because
they fit together in an infinite number
of ways. Today, the PHOTON 5000 high
density modular platform makes it easy
for you to choose any combination of
nine interchangeable DFB laser transmitters and up to 18 optical receivers
to exactly match your performance
needs. This state-of-the-art product
is available now with the features you
need to transition into the future:

•High density platform with nine
modules in three rack units requires less
space in the headend—lowering costs.
•Open architecture/microprocessor
control allows modules to be monitored
and controlled from the front panel or
through the software interface with no
new proprietary software system.
•Redundant power option improves
network reliability.

•Hot module swapout allows modules
to be inserted or removed without
disrupting service for network upgrades
and maintenance.
PHOTON 5000 makes building
architecture for the next generation
easy, it also brings back great memories.
For more information, call
1-800-336-3526.
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Analog still
has aplace
Hybrid analog/digital
boxes will be the

In a

transitional vehicle

digital world
By Jeff Prsha,
Product Manager, Analog
Business Group, TV/COM

L

ike the rest of American business, the cable television industry has seen awealth of technical innovation
in recent years. On the positive side, increased bandwidth capabilities, practical two-way communication to
set-top decoders and the possibility of ever-expanding
customer services have captured the imaginations of
both cable providers and consumers.
On the other hand, satellite digital DTH services
(e.g., DirecTv, AlphaStar, Echostar) are knocking on
the consumer's door with the promise of hundreds of
channels and ever smaller receive antennas. In the face
of this dilemma, the industry has logically asked the
questions: "What fundamental advantages does the
hard-wired link to the customer provide?," and "How
can technology be leveraged to maximize the benefits
to both the provider and the consumer?"

The digital horizon
Few mediums have been hyped more in recent years
than "The Broadband Network," a.k.a., cable TV.
Leading that wave is the banner crying that cable TV
must go digital to compete. What is rarely focused on
are the primary reasons for the success of cable: flexibility and control. To be economically feasible, the
DTH services launched in the U.S. were forced to be
digital systems. In order to offer enough attractive programming and optimize transponder space, there was
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no alternative but digital compression. Additionally, for
practical reasons, satellite footprints tend to cover all of
the U.S., making it difficult to tailor programming
regionally. This means the sheer magnitude of the project makes startup costs astronomical.
Cable services are largely unfettered by the bulk of
these issues. A 550 MHz cable system has an approximate capacity of 80 channels (leaving room for
upstream and control channels). Typical systems only
populate 51 channels, largely because there is just not
enough revenue-generating programming. Unused
bandwidth is aluxury that DTH cannot afford. Cable
systems also lend themselves to segmentation, allowing branches to be added or sold off as best fits the
needs of the provider. Because of its inherently
regional nature, cable allows delivery of all local stations to subscribers.
The historical quality of analog cable TV distribution has been its own worst enemy. The steady
improvement in television receiver quality has emphasized noise problems in analog cable systems.
Improvement of TV distribution quality through digitizing the signal has been apromise of the fully digital
network. The perception that digital is better has permeated modern life.
The use of MPEG-type digital compression, however, results in what is termed a"lossy process," meaning
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some information is lost during the compression/decompression operation. The amount of loss is dependent on
the data rate of the digital program stream and the
amount of motion in the picture. Typically, to maximize
the number of channels in agiven bandwidth, not only is
the data rate decreased, but also the picture resolution is
decreased slightly from standard TV.
A rule of thumb within the industry is that a12 MHz
data rate is required to deliver afull motion/full resolution NTSC image (using MPEG-2 compression). Data
rates less than this begin to produce artifacts from the
compression process. If upgrades to the cable systems
such as fiber trunks (or the extreme, Fiber-to-the-Curb)
are installed in the evolution toward adigital network,
the analog signal quality will enjoy acorresponding
improvement. As aresult, beginning the upgrade to the
eventual digital cable system can provide customers
with signal quality improvements while still operating
in the lower cost analog realm.
The most significant hurdle faced by the digital revolution is the economic barrier. It is asafe prediction that
digital cable will not move beyond the experimental
stage until it makes good economic sense for all
involved (the equipment manufacturers, the cable operators and the consumers). The current $300 to $600 price
tag associated with digital set-top boxes puts them at
three to six times the cost of the existing analog prod-

ucts. While the price of the headend equipment is amortized over the total number of subscribers, the cost of
replacing existing, functional analog equipment with
digital equipment at roughly 10 times the expense is still
significant. At the present time, there is no cost savings
associated with adigital conversion in acable system.
While costs are falling, they will have to plummet considerably before digital cable networks move beyond the
experimental stage and become apractical reality.
Accepting the above as true (which has become
increasingly popular in the past few months), manufacturers, operators and consumers are all looking for ways
to provide an economic alternative to afully digital network until that network becomes financially viable.
There is little doubt that we are looking into adigital
future. In the early 1970s, adigital watch or afour-function calculator cost hundreds of dollars. Today, either
can be bought for just afew dollars. We should fully
expect that eventually the cost of digital TV will follow
the same decline. The immediate concern is how to
manage that interim until that cross-over point arrives.
The issue becomes amarketing question: what will
it take to continue to grow cable systems with increasing competition from DTH? What services are consumers looking for that acable network can provide?
The flexibility furnished by the physical link to the
customer, the operator's control over the network and
the local relevance of the programming/services provided must be maximized to exploit the weaknesses of
competitors like DTH.
The physical link to the consumer is often touted as the
on-ramp to the information superhighway. At issue is
whether consumers trust the vulnerability of acable network for secure transactions such as home banking.
Clearly, the security of the link must be proven to consumers if these secure services are to form anew business
base for cable networks. Depending on the system topology, it's possible that one individual's financial transactions
would be routed (encrypted or not) to every subscriber on
the network. Suddenly, the incentive for compromising
the network's security increases geometrically.

At the present
time, there is no
cost savings
associated with
adigital
conversion

Advanced services
In addition, switching technology to handle large
amounts of bi-directional data must mature rapidly
enough to prevent rush-hour "stop-and-go" traffic during peak demand. Certainly, the topology of current networks originally designed for television distribution
would quickly bottleneck during prime time. For these
reasons, it is likely that dedicated phone lines will continue to be used for the bulk of private/secure services.
Given that home computers are not likely to be
replaced by set-top boxesTINs and that these computers
will remain connected to phone lines for secure transactions, the television/set-top terminal will remain the primary interface to the cable system. As aresult, successful
services provided in the near future must be regionally
relevant, not require high security and provide information compatible with television's inherent restrictions (resolution and interlace, primarily). Such services include
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TV/COM's analog products

Service type

Basic
analog

Feature
#of channels
100-120
Program guide; Minimal
Internet access No
Security risk
Low
Pay-per-view ' Yes
NVOD (IPPV)
No
VOD
No
Set-top cost
I $80-120

local traffic and weather conditions, local recreational
information, restaurant guides, program guides, etc.
Arguably, services such as phone books, movie listings, etc., could be offered. However, the practical utility of using the television for these purposes must be
weighed against picking up the phone book or the newspaper—it is doubtful that either of these publications will
be replaced by atelevision function in the near future.
The key to economically providing interactive, digital-like services will be in advanced analog set-top terminals. These units further expand the flexibility of the
cable system by allowing the system operator to tier
services with non-addressable set-tops, basic addressable set-tops, on-screen-display addressable set-tops
and advanced terminals.
The first generation of advanced set-top units allows
the box to grab an addressed frame of video. This allows
frames generated at the headend to create the "look and
feel" of adigital, interactive network which is still fully
compatible with all existing system equipment.
Interestingly, providing up-to-date information for these
services is alarger impediment to implementation than
providing the hardAdvanced Digital
Digital
ware, particularly
analog
cable
DTH
on aregional basis.
Since local applica100-120
200-300
200-300
bility of these serYes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
vices is essential to
Medium
Medium
High
compete effectively
Yes
Yes
Yes
with anationally
Yes
Moderate
Yes
focused DTH sysMinimal
Yes
No
tem, their success is
$100-150
$300-600
$500-700
closely tied to the
mechanism which maintains the information. The
advanced analog box is aparticularly price sensitive item
and must support useful interactive services at asignificant cost advantage to adigital network. The matrix in
the table identifies cost and performance features of the
various media used to deliver service to the consumer.
Accepting that the future is digital, what is the most
practical bridge to that future? Forward compatibility is
often cited as an upgrade path from an analog cable

system to adigital network. At face value, forward
compatibility sounds reasonable, until the uncertainty
of system configuration is considered.
Forward compatibility is only possible if the future
configuration is already frozen. Freezing the future precludes the possibility of incorporating the very
advances which will make the economic realization of
adigital network possible. How can amanufacturer
claim forward compatibility to compression standards
on the horizon? Beyond the practical issues of compatibility to the unknown, including the provisions for such
an upgrade drive the system costs upward in today's
dollars. Therefore, aset-top unit with inherently limited
upgradeability will cost more in the long run.
The only practical solution follows the lead set by
the computer industry: backward compatibility. Digital
systems which offer compatibility to their analog predecessors will allow operators the capability of upgrading individual subscribers as their system transitions
from analog to digital. The hybrid set-top unit will
bridge the gap backward to the analog past.
It remains to be seen if the average consumer is really
enticed by the prospect of 200+ channels. As the program
providers are looking for reassurance regarding security,
the picture quality is largely the same, and the system is
more expensive, digital cable's time has not yet come.
Predicting when the economics of digital networks will
drive aconversion from analog requires more than amarketing crystal ball. Estimates range from five to 10 years.
Part of the explanation for this uncertainty is that
networks will not switch from analog to digital; they
will transition. The hybrid analog/digital box will be
the vehicle for this transition. It will allow system operators to manage the transition speed in the manner most
relevant to their system. There is no doubt that the
future of television is digital, and within the U.S.,
HDTV is likely to drive the last nails in the analog
industry's coffin.
For the immediate future, however, all practical indicators show that analog cable systems are alive and
well, and with some digital prosthetics, are likely to
live along time. CIED
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really aim to please our subs,
so we shoot the lines every three months."
We

—

P, "Taz" Bartlett
Technical Operations Manager, Harron Cable, New York Region

"Every quarter we test our fiber optic COAX system and compare current
trace signatures to the originals to spot problems before our subs view
them. We're shooting Laser Precision's mainframe and Mini-OTDRs, which
let us pinpoint faults, too.
"Their OTDRs help us prevent and solve problems—real fast. Once, after
we got aloss-of-signal indication, our repair crew was at acustomers
burning house before the firemen put out the blaze!"
Harron looks like heroes to their subs.
Harron Cable, an MSO, is unbelievably dedicated to
customer service. When they recently rebuilt their entire Utica,
NY system, everything was state-of-the-art—including their
fiber optic test equipment.
"I couldn't imagine running aquality cable company
without Laser Precision OTDRs," added Bartlett.
For over two decades we've made nothing but fiber optic cable
test equipment to help the CATV industry look good. Literally.
To learn how we can help you, please call or write today.

CNI Nettest

Lit laser precision division

We're easy to work with.

109 N. Genesee St., Utica. NY 13502 315/797-4449 or 1-800/443- 6154 Fax 315/798-4038
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D IGITAL SET- TOPS

Finally, here comes
pushes the the digital
video set-to

By Roger Brown

Although digital television is off to an admittedly slow start, anumber of new initiatives
are pushing set-top manufacturers and component developers to develop new approaches
that will ultimately result in lower-cost units,
paving the way for mass deployment. More
specifically, as recently as last month there
were at least four different requests for proposals (RFP) on the street, and at least one
integrated chip manufacturer announced a
new, three-chip silicon solution specifically
designed for digital set-tops.
The upshot is that soon, anew pecking
order for set-tops could turn the whole industry upside down and relegate a1-million unit
order toward the bottom of the priority list.
Indeed, when one considers that millions of
cable TV subscribers were supposed to be
viewing satellite-delivered digitally com-

pressed programming by now, it's perhaps
ironic to realize that instead, millions of viewers are watching digitally encoded commercials that are inserted by the local cable system.
As aresult of numerous frustrating delays
associated with the development of the digital
transport network—and more specifically, the
digital set-top box—the cable industry will not
be the first to deploy digital compression, as
was promised several years ago. With the
exception of Time Warner in Orlando, the
cable industry has yet to deploy digital settops in any meaningful numbers.
Meanwhile, competitors have struck.
DirecTv, the direct broadcast satellite service,
has already sold more than 1million units and
is stealing as much as 2to 3percent of cable
TV's marketshare in some places. And now,
the likes of Tele-TV, US West
Communications and americast are all girding

to order millions of set-tops, which could displace MSOs like TCI and Time Warner out of
the top spot.
Likewise, DBS newcomer AlphaStar last
month opened its digital earth station in
Oxford, Conn. and is completing its system
integration process. AlphaStar took over a
satellite tracking and telemetry site formerly
owned by GE Spacenet and spent another $40
million upgrading the facility. AlphaStar is
scheduled to begin beaming MPEG-2 video
that is Digital Video Broadcast encryption
compliant by the end of March 1996.
AlphaStar has been testing its digital reception equipment for several months via
Skynet's 402R satellite located at 89 degrees
west longitude.

Big changes coming
Cable operators have had to watch these
announcements and, through gnashed teeth,
admit that they have missed being on the cutting edge when it comes to digital deployment. Although the industry has already spent
millions to deploy digital ad insertion equipment (see story, p.48), it's only flirting with
the digital future it will eventually learn and
come to love.
But all of that is about to change.
As of last month, at least three different
network operators had formal requests for proposals on the streets seeking fully-featured settops for "significantly less" than $400, and

With the telcos issuing RFPs for
digital set-tops, the market for
such units could be flipped on
its head, some fear.
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one integrated chip manufacturer was hailing
the arrival of the $300 digital set-top as a
result of chip integration.
In addition, General Instrument is finally
prepared to ramp up production of its
DigiCipher system, having successfully
demonstrated the system during the Western
Cable Show in Anaheim, Calif. last December.
During that demo, video was uplinked from
TCI's National Digital Television Center,
received by Multivision in Anaheim and sent
to aworking digital set-top located in the
General Instrument booth on the convention
floor.
The company intends to ship aquantity of
test units to TCI and other MSOs beginning in
this quarter, according to Dave Robinson, vice
president and general manager of digital network systems at GI. After that, production
units will begin to roll off the assembly line in
the second half of the year, he says.
At least 10 different cable operators years
ago signed letters of intent to purchase the settops, and most remain poised to do so. One
that isn't, however, is Time Warner Cable,
which last month sent out a123-page request
for proposals for areal-time, two-way set-top
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box it is calling "Pegasus." The hybrid box
will be able to receive both analog and digital
signals and will feature an interactive program
guide, arealtime return
channel and rich
two-dimensional
graphics.
Time Warner
intends to purchase between
500,000 and 1
million of these
Pegasus units,
beginning in the
first quarter of
1997, according
to Mike
Hayashi, vice
president of
advanced engineering at Time
Warner Cable.
Time Warner needs the new set-top to position itself as the primary provider of both digital and analog entertainment, communications
and information services in its service areas,

Time Warner

Cable sent out a

request for
proposals for a
set-top box
it is calling
"Pegasus"

TaplocksT and All the Arrow Fastening
Products, You Could Ever Need.
I

I-LC41

according to Jim Chiddix, senior vice president of engineering and technology at the
MSO. This set-top, along with the ongoing
plant upgrades to hybrid fiber/coax architecture, represents the "first phase" of Time
Warner's interactive digital systems deployment strategy.
Specifically, Time Warner is requesting a
set-top that is heavily based on accepted standards, such as MPEG-2 transport. Further, it
must have acentral processor that performs at
least 25 million instructions per second
(MIPS), has aminimum tuning range of 750
MHz ("although we'd like to see it hit 860
MHz," says Hayashi), is graphically rich (a
minimum of 8-bit color with awide range of
special effects capabilities built into the hardware) and has an upper limit of 4megabytes
of "unified" memory. Oh, and Time Warner
wants all that for "substantially less than
$400."
With this set-top, Time Warner hopes to
capitalize on the trend toward "shared" memory, as opposed to dedicating afixed amount of
expensive DRAM to specific functions. In this
scenario, the DRAM that is used for MPEG-2
decompression would also be used for applications and graphics if MPEG-2 decompression
is not used or is used in lower resolutions,
according to the RFP document.
But "probably the most important aspect of
this box is the real-time two-way return," says
Hayashi. Pegasus is expected to support several "forward application transport (FAT)" channels that run at 64- or 456-QAM, which transport 27- or 36-Mbps, respectively. In addition,
aforward QPSK data channel is called for, as
is ashared reverse QPSK channel that supports aminimum of 1.544 Mbps.
Responses to Time Warner's RFP are due
by April 25.
While the RFP doesn't ask for aspecific
encryption and access control method, Time
Warner wants to "take advantage of standards,"
says Hayashi. The MPEG standard allows for
multiple types of conditional access. "This is a
timing sensitive issue," notes Hayashi.
Time Warner actually hopes to leverage the
transport technology it specified in the Pegasus
set-top with high-speed data modems it hopes
to deploy. "The transport system we have
specified.. .has much in common with the
kinds of transport that we believe will be
viable for high-speed cable modem services,"
wrote Chiddix in the RFP's cover letter to vendors. "We believe there is an opportunity to
capitalize on the investment in Pegasus by
using the same device for the delivery of highspeed data services to aPC or agame device."
To ready itself for the coming digital future,
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Time Warner has been upgrading its cable networks feverishly to modern HFC design. The
company's stated goal was to have its major
urban clusters upgraded by the end of 1998.
Since that statement was made, however, the
company has acquired more subscribers—which
could push that timetable out abit, according
to Chiddix. "We've been upgrading at the rate
of 10,000 to 20,000 miles per year:' he notes.
"Last year we were Siecor's largest customer

(for fiber optic cable) and Ibelieve we might
have been the largest fiber customer in the
world."

Telco efforts are strong and deep
Meanwhile, the telco consortium known as
Tele-TV also issued an RFP for its "Unity"
digital set-top to 21 different manufacturers
last month, to which responses were due
March 21. This set-top, for which Tele-TV

wants to pay about $300 each, is expected to
integrate MPEG-2 digital video and audio
with aPowerPC-like central processor and
will support aRISC architecture to manage
the user interface and execute server-based
interactive applications like video-ondemand and other information and transaction services.
In addition, the box must have aminimum
of 4megabytes of RAM (over and above the 2
MB needed for full MPEG decompression) for
applications, according to Craig Tanner, vice
president of advanced technologies for TeleTV Systems.
Tele-TV is apartnership between Bell
Atlantic, Nynex and Pacific Telesis designed to
spearhead entry into the video entertainment
market.
Other features of the Unity set-top include a
hardware accelerated graphics subsystem that
will support three-dimensional graphics and
the new IEEE1394 digital
interface for
interconnection
with personal
computers and
future digital
consumer electronics, including camcorders
and VCRs, says
Tanner.
The Unity
box will consist
of acore
processor that is
attached to a
"network inter-

Tele-TV issued

an RFP for its
"Unity" digital
set-top to 21

different

manufacturers
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face module" which will allow the platform to
be attached to any network architecture,
including HFC, asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL), switched digital video or direct
broadcast satellite. Tele-TV got to this point
about ayear ago, having actually pared the list
of potential manufacturers down to eight finalists, when the company switched its focus to
developing adigital set-top for MMDS applications.
In fact, at the end of February, Tele-TV and
Thomson Consumer Electronics formally
signed a$1 billion contract where Thomson
will supply up to 3million set-tops beginning
in the fall of 1996 and continuing through
1999. A number of Tele-TV's parent companies have made significant investments in
MMDS companies in an attempt to quickly
enter the video marketplace. With the advent
of digital compression, MMDS systems that
have been limited to 33 channels can now
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e D IGITAL SET- TOPS
offer many times that number.
Specifically, Bell Atlantic and Nynex have
invested in CAI Wireless based in Albany.
N.Y., and Pacific Telesis acquired Cross
Country Wireless, Wireless Holdings and
Videotron Bay Area, which holds MMDS
licenses across California.
As for the wired Unity set-top, Tele-TV has
already held aone-day manufacturer's conference where aseries of business and technical
questions were addressed, says Tanner.
"Nothing earthshaking was discussed, it was all
pretty much arcane technical issues:' he says.

about the number of units involved or when
purchase might actually occur was available.

Is the $300 box really here?
Are these network operators asking too
much when they specify a$300 digital settop? After all, Time Warner deployed ahighly
interactive box in Orlando that cost nearly 20
times that amount. And set-top manufacturers
with long histories of engineering out costly
items say it will be awhile before digital
boxes reach that price level.
But, clearly, steps are being made in that

Pegasus set-top terminal block diagram
Graphics
subsystem

CPU

Memory management unit

Hispeed
bus

Unified memory architecture
ROM

Audio
subsystem

Baseband video
AC-3
Baseband audio
Keypad

NVRAM

LED display

DRAM

Flash ROM

S-video

I/O
subsystem

IR receiver
IR transmitter

MPEG-2
decompress

IP
router

NTSC
descramble

Accessories bus
10BaseT

Security
DAM
QPSK
QPSK
NTSC
64/256
demodulate demodulate demodulate modulate
Tuner

Tuner

Transmitter

d
idireehetwork

In addition to those two, high-profile RFPs,
US West Communications and americast, the
consortium of Ameritech, GTE, The Disney
Company, SBC Communications and
BellSouth, had requests floating recently as
well.
While Jody Miller, senior vice president
of operations at americast, confirmed that the
RFP was issued, she declined to provide any
technical or market details, noting that the
whole process was subject to non-disclosure
agreements by all the participants. She did,
in fact, express surprise that the trade press
had learned of the RFP's existence, but said
americast hopes to complete the RFP process
and make aselection early in the second
quarter of 1996.
US West, meanwhile, had issued an RFP
and closed it without making avendor selection, according to acompany spokesman.
Details of that RFP were also unavailable, but
it reportedly was similar to the one issued by
Tele-TV and detailed above. No information
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direction. LSI Logic turned afew heads last
month when it announced athree-chip solution
that could make the $300 set-top areality.
Because it has reduced the number of chips
needed to perform the digital compression and
control functions from 10 or so chips to three
and will make that chipset available for less
than $75, LSI Logic argues that the set-top
should cost no more than $300 because the
remaining bill of materials—power supply, digital logic, 2.5 megabytes of memory and circuit
boards—costs no more than an additional $75
to $100. (See figure on page 42.)
The company claims this "Integra 1000"
solution can be used for cable, satellite and
telco set-tops, regardless of what region of the
world they are deployed in. Further, the chips
are based on open standards, such as MIPS
and MPEG-2, says Kishore Maghnani, director
of marketing for LSI Logic.
The chipset makes use of "intelligent partitioning" between hardware and software and
uses the shared DRAM concept to increase

performance at costs that are lower than
today's solutions, claims Maghnani. Also, the
chipset will be driven by alightning-fast
microprocessor that performs 45 million
instructions per second (MIPS), as opposed to
today's set-tops that use micros that operate at
about 5to 10 MIPS.
Such aprocessor gives aset-top enough
power to support awide range of applications,
and for content developers, the box "is a
dream come true," says Maghnani, because
applications that run over the processor can be
written in C language instead of some complicated and cumbersome assembly language.
While cable operators generally cheered the
LSI Logic announcement, set-top manufacturers openly chastised the company, taking it to
task for attempting to set the price for afinished product.
GI's Robinson is one who is openly critical
of LSI's aberrant behavior. "If it's so easy to
build a$300 digital set-top, why don't they
build it themselves?" he asks rhetorically. "The
experts at building the boxes are not the chip
suppliers."
Furthermore, Robinson says LSI's new
chipset is far from being abreakthrough. "It's
important work. It's essential work:' he notes.
"But is it abreakthrough? No. There are probably six to 10 companies all over the world
working on the very same thing. It's the same
approach we're taking in our own development."
David Levitan, vice president of strategic
planning at Scientific-Atlanta, echoes
Robinson's thoughts. "Three chips don't make
atotal system solution:' he notes.
Others have said the same thing in the past,
making note that many electronics companies
that have significant success in digital consumer
electronics or personal computers often become
stumped when they have to integrate analog RF
technology. "It's never as easy as these (manufacturers) would have you believe," says one
executive who declines to be identified.
Nevertheless, Hayashi of Time Warner is
pleased to hear of the development. "I'm
delighted to hear they (LSI) are working on
this," he says. "What we tried to put in our
RFP is hopefully agood reflection of the
direction the industry is taking. It's very
encouraging.
"It shows the power of having good standards:' continues Hayashi. "We can take advantage of all the other MPEG efforts." That would
come as apleasant surprise to some cable MSOs
who fear that the combined buying power of
groups like Tele-TV and americast will push
them down in the pecking order. Watching how
this plays out will be interesting. CIED
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Testing our systems is something
we take very seriously at SDI. That's why
every StarNet Digital Inserter runs and
verifies thousands of spots—before they're
shipped. Our quality control department
loads each system with commercials and
connects it to the live tone feed. And the

testing is not done until the system verifies
insertions at over 99% accuracy.
We think our testing and quality control
is the best in the industry. If you don't
believe us, just ask our customers. With over
100+ systems installed, SDI is aleader in the
digital insertion market.
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VIDEO SERVERS

Digital servers
(finally)
starting to deliver

New servers increase revenues
and operator interest

By Michael Lafferty

R

emember interactive TV or near-video-ondemand? How about true video-on-demand?
Believe it or not, fact may be finally catching
up to those formerly fictional scenarios.
Recent technological advances and practical, revenue-generating applications of digital
technology in anew generation of video
servers are finally putting near-video-ondemand and ahost of other interactive possibilities on many operators' strategic radar
screens for the first time.

What's an operator to do?
The transition from analog to
digital television is well underway.
In the last two years alone, it's
been estimated that nearly $70 million has been spent on digital ad
insertion equipment. This year, the
acquisition and deployment of this
increasingly sophisticated equipment, much of which is also capable of doing far more than placing
ads, is expected by some to nearly
double 1995 sales totals.
Yet purchasing decisions in this
crucial sector are far from easy.
The convergence of computer technology, digital encoding/decoding
and the constant, albeit uneven,
upgrading of the cable plant tend
to complicate, rather than clear up
the situation.
Those in the know keep their
attention focused generally on
four areas when comparing the
growing list of digital video/media
server product providers. Cost, of
course, is no surprise. But it's not
necessarily the primary factor for
discerning digital shoppers. In
addition, there's more than one
way to calculate the cost-perstream, and alow-ball price now
may, in fact, cost an operator
more in the long term.
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Digital server flexibility can be judged in a
couple of ways. How video streams are generated, processed and distributed seems to have
fallen into two camps, both of which have
vocal proponents and detractors. Operators can
choose a"distributed" deployment (known in
computerspeak as symmetric multiprocessing,
or SMP), or amore "centralized" approach
(aka as massively parallel processing, or MPP).
Another key flexibility issue is the ability
of avideo/media server and its attendant
architecture to support end-user applications
or software tasks, either individually or as a

group. It also deals with the software programs it takes to provide those services,
including network management, storage and
recall functions, billing and tracking, and a
host of other "nuts and bolts" applications
that make asystem work end-to-end. Then,
operators are faced with the fundamental
flexibility concern of just how "open" or
"closed" asystem actually is.
Another issue closely related to flexibility
is adigital video/media server's scalability.
Essentially, will the server system an operator
buys or puts together now grow in abalanced
way with an operator's needs so that more
content is delivered to more end users as time
progresses? It's no easy task to make that
determination, and it's fraught with conflicting claims by manufacturers.
A final critical area is the reliability of a
video/media server. This goes beyond setting
up avariety of uninterruptible power supplies
(UPS). It has to do with content redundancy
through RAID (redundant array of inexpensive
disks) arrays. It also deals with real-time fault
tolerance (through hardware and software) to
help prevent problems before they
occur, as well as having the ability
to swap faulty equipment as the
system continues to operate.

Put price in perspective
While calculating cost-perstream is arelatively simple mathematical matter, the numbers used
in that equation need to be examined closely. Bob Hall,
Continental Cablevision's new
media projects manager, is in the
process of evaluating various digital video/media server systems and
warns other potential digital shoppers to actually verify the number
of streams claimed by paying particular attention to just how large
those streams are.
Hall notes some vendors may
claim their server produces 32
streams. But, when you read the fine
print, it turns out to be 32 1-Mbps
streams. Because he's interested in
machines that can produce anywhere from 3- to 8-Mbps streams,
those 32 streams have suddenly
become just eight 4-Mbps or four 8Mbps streams.
When it comes to actually computing the cost-per-stream, Hall
takes the initiative by dictating the
parameters of his own virtual digital server system to vendors. "My
CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN APRIL 1996
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Channelmatic's MVP/VideoStore system
includes Sony's BitStream Encoding Unit.
VideoStore Media Control & Media Units.

baseline," says Hall, "is 32 analog channels at
3Mbps and also 50 hours of storage content at
3Mbps. That's actually probably alittle bit
more than Ineed, but it seems to be anice set
of benchmarks.

"The only other assumption that's made is
that Ibe able to do two things. One is to play
the same video file on all 32 channels at the
same instant in time. And the other one is that
Iwant 32 different videos playing to the 32
different channels (at the same time). The vendors have to be able to at least demonstrate to
me in alab that they can do that."
Hall says that it's hard for him to use costper-stream by itself because some vendors
have features others don't. "It's very much like
comparing apples and oranges," he explains,
"because there are so many things that are different within asystem. The serviceability. The
maintenance. The 7x24 support that acompany may or may not offer. Even how easy it is
to fix something when it breaks is important."

Vela Research's Perspective 2000 for ad
insertion. NVOD and other applications.

Flexible, scalable architecture amust

Coming to Continental with more than a
half dozen years at Apple Computer, Hall says
he's noticed an interesting trend
among digital video server manufacturers. Those companies that come
Figure 1: Digital Video's distributed file server architecture
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VIDEO SERVERS
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current vendors. And Hall tends to agree with
that approach. "Ideally, at least from my perspective, Iwant to have one machine where I
put the videos into the system and then it goes
through ahierarchical computer network down
to the various regions where there's alibrary
for that region. And then from the region, it
goes to the various headends in adistributed
fashion."
Yet the distributed architecture has potential
bottlenecks that need to be addressed, Hall
admits. He explains that operators "need to
look at tradeoffs of quality versus the size of
the files, and what it's going to take to load a
system located remotely. When you have
remotely located servers where you're trying
to store content, the pipe that you have from
where the video is to where it has to get to is
critical." Hall notes that Continental is looking
at aminimum 3Mbps data rate bandwidth.
For movies, they're evaluating 4or 8Mbps,
and for live action sports, at least 8Mbps or
even higher.
Yet the centralized architecture is far from
dead. One vendor, nCube, continues to hail its
advantages and has brought some impressive
technology to bear, according to its president
and CEO. Ron Dilbeck. "We believe the more
centralized approach is
the right approach for a
variety of reasons,"
says Dilbeck.
"One is that information doesn't have to
be duplicated, which
gets fairly expensive.
"But the other thing
is the reality of having
to manage systems.
And having to manage
alarge number of systems today becomes
rather difficult. There
are certainly some
HP's newest generremote management
ation Broadcast
tools and the like, but
Video Server.
at the end of the day

HP's MediaStream Server
with deployment scalability
from 75 to 10.000
concurrent video streams.

having to manage these
things, updating content,
managing the
content, making it a7x24
operation,
where you
have to have
very high
availability on
this type of
thing, is alot
harder if you
have them distributed across
anetwork."
Contem and systems management issues are
critical factors whether it's adistributed or
centralized architecture. Hall believes solutions
to such questions lay in utilizing and adapting
existing computer industry standard protocols
like SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) to the digital video processing environment.

RAID storage

arrays have

become almost

standard in most
digital

video/media

server designs

RAID: Adigital video fundamental

Figure 2: nCUBE's massively parallel processing architecture

Local loop/
local area

Up to 20,000
hours of
content
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1
50 to 20 000
streams

ATM. FTTC.
SOY, HFC

ONU. ADSL. OAM.
Switched Ethernet

"It (SNMP) allows you to set up amachine
that watches all the devices that can talk this
particular protocol?' says Hall. "When one of
the devices starts to feel bad, the graphic of
that device on the console will turn yellow.
Typically apager will go off. Then using
SNMP you can get adiagnostic of the system
and the faulty device.
"Most (digital server) systems are based on
UNIX and have SNMP built into it. But they
don't carry it to the next step. which means
giving you detailed information that is unique
to avideo format—audio levels, video quality
on specific channels, etc."
While operators, like Continental, continue to search out vendors who have or are
willing to take the initiative to adapt and, if
needed, transform existing computer protocols to the video server environment, they're
also looking for server products that can be
optimized for more than just one end-user
application. To extend their usefulness, operators are requesting, and more vendors are
supplying, systems that can process and
deliver both short form video (ad insertion)
and long form video (infomexcials, programming, movies, etc.).

TV with
set-top
or PC

While manipulating, processing and distributing video content in the digital world is vital,
having content to draw upon in the first place
is even more important. RAID storage arrays
have become almost standard in most digital
video/media server designs.
Developed at the University of
California/Berkeley in 1987, RAID storage
technology is based on the concept of striping
bits of content across aset of relatively inex-
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TECHNOLOGY
At work in the real world • 508.287.4499

D

igital video isn't tomorrow's technology.
At least not for SeaChange Technology.

Because right now, SeaChange digital
video servers are sending digital video files to
thousands of broadband television channels. In all
sorts of network configurations. In hundreds of
markets. Every day. For SeaChange Technology,
digital video isn't about promising the moon. It's
about delivering in the real world.
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DIGITIZING AND
Analog output

The video we view with our eyes is analog in
nature. So, before a signal is digitized, it starts
off in analog form. By definition, the amplitude
of an analog signal varies continuously with
no abrupt changes.

Sampling

The first step in the digitization process is
sampling. A storage e.,ement, typically a
capacitor, measures the voltage of the signal
at regular intervals, cupturing a "snaphot" of
the signal's amplitude at several given points
in time. The interval between samples is
known as the sampling interval. In order to
avoid errors and distortions, it is important to
capture enough samples so that the signal
can be accurately reconstructed by the
decoder. According to the Nyquist theorem,
the signal must be sampled at least twice as
often as the highest fre quency component in
order to accurately reconstruct it. In NTSC
video, where the signal is 4MHz wide, the
sampling rate must be at least twice that
number. In practice, vile° is often sampled at
four times the color subcarrier, or 14.318 MHz.
As aresult of this sampling, each pixel of the
TV picture is defined.

ese

PIFIRESSINGT VIDEO

Aliasing

Quantizing

If avideo signal is not sampled often enough
(more than the Nyquist rate), an artifact known
as aliasing occurs. In this case, which is
shown below, the decoder cannot faithfully
reconstruct the original analog waveform,
resulting in incorrect information. Ever notice
how wheels on cars seem to spin backward on
TV? That's because the camera actually
"samples" life 30 times every second (creating
a frame each time), which isn't often enough to
correctly reproduce what actually occurred.

After a signal is sampled, each sample must
be quantized, or given a known value so that
it can be reconstructed. This process
measures the amplitude of each sample and
assigns an approximate value to it, which is
then converted into a binary number during
the coding process. To faithfully reproduce the
signal, there should be a large number of
different values, or "slices," available to
choose from.
Pulse code modulation

5. Coding

For example, two-bit quantization actually
slices the signal into four known values, while
four-bit quantization divides it into 16 values,
as shown below. In most video applications,
eight- or 10-bit coding is used because they
allow the signal to be sliced into hundreds of
levels, making it possible to accurately
represent the original analog waveform. With
8-bit coding, a video signal is sliced into 256
levels (2 8 =256) and each sample is assigned
one of the 256 different values, each of which
is represented by a binary number consisting
of eight digits.

The need for compression

The problem with using 8- or 10-bit coding to
define,thpc rn1ijec. ‘-• 11-at +
.4 e

Sampling inte i
val

Sufficient sampling rate
Actual waveform

Code
0111
0110
0101
0100
0011
0010
0001
moo

Time

Alias waveform

Insufficient sampling rate

Time

*Too little sampling lets data points represent more than one signal.

Pre-processing
The first step of the compression algorithm is
pr ,-oroc ,sç4-cr
Dur;nr- +hic. time,

Each 8-bit binary number equates to one of the
256 different values that are used to represent a
signal's amplitude. For example, the binary
number 11010001 actually equates to the number
209 (see table below). The first binary number
(the one on the left) is known as the "most
significant bit" because it's value is highest; the
last binary number is referred to as the "least
significant bit" because its value is 1.

Each quantized sample is represented by a unique
N-bit code

--Time

Binary
number

woo
1001
Iwo
lull
Imo
1101
1110
1111

Value for
each
binary
position

•
The code words are transmitted sequentially...

Time

6. Binary numbers

Motion compensation
Because there is often great similarity between
free of video, it's more efficient tr.

The MPEG standard then calls for the
redundancy between adjacent pixels to be

128

1

64

0

1

0

0

0

1

32

16

8

4

2

1

Value of
this 8-bit
binary
number

0000 0000 0001 0011 0100 0101 0110 0110 0110 0101 0100
0011 0001 1000 1001 1010 1010 1011 1011 1010 1001 1000
0001 0010 0100 0111...

Frequency domain decomposition

1

Quantizing and coding
After quantization, which assigns discrete
values to the output of the frequency domain

128 +64 + O + 16 + O + O + O + 1

=209

The final output
After being error coded (to account for possible
errors that could occur during transport), the

eompressing ar
Dibitizing Video
A pull-out wall chart from CED magazine

1111111111111111111111111111111111LM.

With the advent of the digital age comes a whole new lexicon
and a need to understand how analog signals are digitized
and compressed. Already, several of the larger cable systems
have jumped into the digital fray by deploying digital video
servers for advertising or pay-per-view applications. But
many more are waiting until the digital set-top box bursts on
the scene, delivering digitially compressed images right into
the house. This chart is intended to educate those in the
cable industry about how video is digitized and compressed
before it is sent out over the network.
iiii.
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Dits,i-eam is huge. .i u ,,xurtipi, if INTSC,
picture is sampled at 14.318 megasamples per
second (four times the color subcarrier) and 8-bit
coding is used, the total transmission rate is
8x 14.318, or 114.544 megabits per second. This
would require ahuge amount of bandwidth to
transmit. So, somehow, the bitstream must be
reduced in order to be usable. This is where
MPEG and other video compression methods
come in

is to _inove tht.14.ifuii..ctLion mai is
the most difficult to code and is least
important to the overall image quality. An
example would be the crowd at a sporting
event. When the camera pans from one side to
the other, details such as facial features are
removed because excessive motion is difficult
to compress and is imperceptible by the
human eye anyway.
in

.ti11

Preprocessing

Temporal prediction
8z motion
compensation

Reconstructed
frame

Frequency
domain
composition

Encoder

Frequency
domain
decomposition

cuue only tne cnangbs mui
one frame to another. This is known as
"interframe" coding. Sending information only
about the changes dramatically reduces the
amount of data that has to be transmitted. In
the MPEG process, bidirectional prediction is
used to help forecast motion. This step buffers
several frames so that the preceding and
succeeding images can be examined and
compared to determine how much motion
takes place and where the moving objects
should be placed.

eliminated to further reduce the amount of
information that has to be coded. By using a
process known as discrete cosine transform
(DCT), pixels are decorrelated from
neighboring pixels so that only the minimum
amount of information is transmitted. Other
"intraframe" coding methods include
predictive coding and vector quantization.

The picture is divided
into many small blocks

One block is divided
into 8x8pixels

Forward prediction
Quantization

1
Coding

1

2

Decoding

Post processing

Motion
compensation
reference fetch

Decoder

TOGETHER

REVOLUTIONIZING

Reconstructed
frame

DIGITAL

AD

INSERTION

SONY

Frequency
domain
composition
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Bidirectional prediction

Powerful Products for Demanding Times.
Our digital MPEG-2 encoding and decoding systems have
efficient...and for the cable or broadcast professional
with demanding standards, they're peerless. In these
demanding times, you need the ability to produce at

Multichannel Video
File Server System

Premier Digital Content Management
Automation and Front-End

1-800-472-SONY

1-619-445-2691
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0
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Decimal values
of pixels

Decimal values of
pixels after DCT
and quantization

The publisher wishes to thank Vela Research and
NCTI for their aqsistance in preparing this chart.

the power to take you to the next level. They're fast,

VideoStore

decomposition process, the quantized
information is further coded, typically using a
lossless method known as entropy encoding.
The most common form of entropy coding is
Huffman encoding. Here, code words are
assigned to frequently occurring
combinations. As aresult of this coding, it is
common for large groups of zeros to be
bunched together, as they represent high
frequency information. In this case, the whole
string of zeros can be coded as a group (run
length coding) to cut down on the amount that
has to be transmitted.

the highest level. Vela delivers the power.

With the GI MPEG-2
digital solution,
profits are ripe
for the picking

ga General Instrument
http://www.vela.com
2501 118th Avenue North •St. Petersburg, Florida 33716

(215) 674-4800 (worldwide) •(800) 523-6678 (toll-free in U.S.)
(215) 956-6497 (fax worldwide)

video is modulated and sent over the network.
In the consumer's home, a digital set-top
receiver reconstructs the signal, converts it
back into an analog waveform using error
correction methods to overcome transmission
errors, and delivers it to the TV receiver. As a
result of throwing away all the redundant
information, the bitstream is reduced to
between 1.2 Mbps and 7.5 Mbps, depending on
desired picture quality.

Finally, one-stop shopping
for Fujitsu switching and
transmission systems.

the way down

assistance is

to DSO-based

available

services. On the

24-hours-a-day

switching side, our

Plus, Fujitsu

Welcome to Fujitsu Network

new FETEX1
-'150

account people

Communications*— the all new,

ESP series provides

can show you

single source for the industry's best

flexibility and

how to create

ATM switches, SONET transmission

modularity —

acost-efficient

equipment and network management

necessities when it

systems. Thanks to the union of two

comes to offering

powerhouses — Fujitsu Network

new revenue-gener-

Transmission Systems & Fujitsu

ating services. A third-generation

new services based on ATM and

Network Switching — working with

platform, the FETEX1 150 ESP series

SONET technologies.

Simplify management and administration
with Fujitsu network management systems.

network that
will allow you
to market

Man, I'm going home early!"
Fujitsu is easier than ever. Planning

delivers full SVC support and scalability

is simpler. Systems integration is

for applications from 2.5 to 160 Gbps.

(all on Fujitsu Network
(ommunications*— ASAP.

All the service and support
you'll ever need.

Seven of the largest LECs in the US. call

improved. From end-to-end, network
engineering is streamlined.

With our broadband breakthroughs,
it's easy to plan for the future.

on us, as do most of the major CAPs.

With more SONET network elements

You should too. With only one company

and ATM backbone switches installed

to deal with, it's an easy call to make.

Our new FACTR® platform allows you

in the U.S. than anyone else, Fujitsu

to plug narrowband pipes right into

offers you unparalleled expertise.

information, or simply e-mail us at:

your broadband backbone. You can

Experienced systems engineers are

fast@msmail.fnts.com.

now offer SONET survivability all

always near-at-hand, and technical

FUJÎTSU
Circle Reader Service No. 33

Call 1-800-777-FAST for more

The formation of Fujitsu Network Communications. Inc will be compleWd in mid-19%.

V IDEO S ERVERS

pensive disk drives in aprescribed manner
which provides ready access and high performance. At the same time, that content is replicated on additional disk capacity as aback up.
There are
seven levels of
RAID configurations, RAID0through -6,
whose main
differences
rest on how
each does or
does not generate the back
up or parity
content.
In the digital video server world, technology has
centered on RAID-0, -3 and -5 configurations.
RAID-0 stripes content across adisk array, but
does not maintain any parity information within the array itself. RAID-3 stripes data at the
byte level and generates parity on aseparate

TIME WARNER CABLE MERU

e

Digital servers

represent a

fundamental

change in the

way operators

will be doing

business

•

FULL

TWC's Full Service Network features
Silicon Graphics' Challenge XL Processors
and storage vaults which can house up to
96 drives each with 2 GB of storage per
drive.

disk drive in the array. With RAID-5, both
"original - content and parity striping is distributed across all disks in the array. Some vendors have "enhanced" various RAID technology levels to improve performance and standby
capabilities.

Digital servers herald new cable era
Despite all the questions about new video
hardware and software, digital servers represent afundamental change in the way operators will be doing business from now on.

There's no time like
"show time" to read
CED's May issue!

IBM's manager Broadcast Solutions/Telco &
Media, Peter Lee, says videotape "is avery
understandable, physical medium" that today's
broadcast professionals "physically and intu-

• Interactive TV: Last year's champion, this year's...?
We'll examine whatever happened to last year's hot topic and
review the future of interactive TV.
• Everything you always wanted to know, but were afraid to ask
We'll take on the tough questions with a roundtable of mediumsize and small operators and provide you with answers to the
reality of implementing today's hot technologies like cable
modems, cable telephony, data and more!
• If Ihad ahammer....
Want to build a broadband superhighway, brick by brick? This
contributed article will show you how, with a cost effective
model for cable operators to become full service networks.
• There's anew sheriff in town
Residential Gateways could be the unifying device for trafficking
competing protocols like ATM, MPEG, ADSL and others.
• Plus, a preview of the NCTA Cable '96 show and a complete
"technology" Booth Guide Preview to help you find the products
and services you need!

See It All Next Month in CED!

CED
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN
THE PREMIER MAGAZINE OF BROADBAND COMMUNICA7IONS
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Build
on a

It's no secret. The video industry is in the mdst of amass migration
to digital technology. PC-based open systems are the wove of
the futtire. You can make the transition quick and painless for
your product by building it on Matrox DigiSuite — a solid
foundation of digital video hardware and software development
tools that you put together in myriad confierationt to meet
your exact requirements.

Move from expensive block bcxes to competitively-priced, PC-hosed open systems.

What do you need to build?
• Nonlinear Editing Systems (NLE)

Use only the best materials.

And the best tools for the ¡ob.

Choose the building blocks you need for your

Matrox DigiTools'" are based on the new

• Digital Disk Recorders (DDR)

application from the extensive Matrox collection,

Microsoft multimedia software architecture with

• Virtual VTRs

the growing list of board-level components from

OpenDML extensions. A comprehensive selection

• Video-on-Demand Servers (VOD)

third parties or design your own digital video

of proven software modules from Matrox and

hardware around the open standard Movie-2 bus.

third parties speeds your application development.

• Near Video-on-Demand Servers (NVOD)
• Interactive TV

MOVIE

DigiSuite components are modular,
highly-integrated, true 10-bit
CCIR-601 and take full advantage

• Live Video Switchers
• M-JPEG to MPEG Transcoders

of the PCI-bus.

• Commercial Insertion Systems

• Matrox DigiMix" — digital video/graphics mixer
and 2D DVE unit

• Instant Replay Systems
• Time Delay Systems

• Matrox DigiMotion" — dual channel motion-JPEG

• CATV Barker Channels

codec/digital audio mixer/Fast-20 SCSI controller

• 2D and 3D Animation Stations

• Matrox DigiVid'" — multi-channel analog video

• Animation Recorders

I/O and serial communication interface

• Graphics/Paint Workstations

• Matrox QMPEG-2'" — four channel MPEG-2

• Character Generators (CG)
• Digital Audio Workstations (DAW)
• Visual Effects/Compositing Systems

(COM) software development kit for
Windows NT 3.51 and Windows 95
• Matrox DigiSequencer" — infinite-layer
audio/video/graphics compositing and sequencing
engine
• Matrox DigiVTR'" — VTR control software
• Image North Technologies DigiCG, DigiPaint,
DigiDVE and DigiStill — application modules
Our solid foundation of state-of-the-art boards,
advanced software development tools and

audio/video decoder

• Closed Captioning and Teletext Systems

• Matrox DigiSD1C" — Component Object Model

• Matrox Marvel Millennium — — video-in-a-window
console display controller

world-renowned OEM engineering support lets

• Matrox Genesis" — DSP-based application
accelerator

domain and get your PC-based product to

you make a smooth transition to the digital
market quickly.

• Serial digital (DI) I/O interface, realtime 30 DVE,
MPEG encoders, and other third party Movie-2

Are
A

bus compatible products

Nub
meld

lioiliodon
IBIATA•2

meals

Gnosis
DiefEflk

DifiSequencer

For more information, please call:
1-800-361-4903 or (514) 685-2630
Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
1025 SIIi6615 Blvd

Do,

Quebec 1.25.61.1 H88 111

DigAMI

Fax (51 ,B 685 2853
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V IDEO SERVERS
itively understand." But the advent of digital
video changes all that. Lee explains that cable
pros have to grasp "what people who come
from the computer side of things have taken
for granted for
so long, that
it's a(data)
file." As such,
video is no
longer aphysical entity, but
avirtual entity
instead.
According
to Jim
Ludington,
vice president
of technology
for Time
Warner
Cable's Full
Service
Network, while digital servers represent aphenomenal confluence of technology, they're
also aharbinger of aconvergence of people
and talent in the very near future.

"If you look at

the top 10

PilS0s...they all

understand that
the headend of

the future is...a

computer center"

nCube's MediaCUBE
Multimedia Servers and its
nABLE interactive development system.

"They (operators) need to
get some significant software and systems integration expertise,"
say Ludington.
"Because it's
not ahardware
business that
you're talking
about. The
cable industry
is going to go
from ahardware business
to asoftwarecentric business
overnight when
we enter into
all the interactive services.
"We're
going to have
to find that tal-

Why go back and forth between wins and losses
811111M
...•••••••""--

le rariSkien

ent somewhere, from converging industries.
We're going to cross-pollinate, and that's
where we'll find experts that are jumping
the fences. If you can cross the boundaries
and understand the language and the cultures of those three industries (cable, computers and telephone), you're ahot commodity."
Continental's Hall concurs and holds himself and his company up as examples. "I think
the companies that create teams of computer
technologists and cable engineers are going to
be much further along than companies that try
to retrain either their cable or computer people," says Hall, noting that video server technology and its deployment is where the two
come together.
"If you look at the top 10 MSOs and the
top five or six phone companies that are looking at (digital) video," he continues, "they all
understand that the headend of the future is
basically acomputer center.
"At Continental, we're very much taking a
team approach. We're making ourselves the
experts. We want to make the decisions on
what products we use, where we want?' CND

When it comes to today's fast
moving network technology.
GCT's premium performance
couplers and WDMs are way
ahead of the game. Advanced
automated manufacturing in our
court nets you lower insertion
losses, better environmental
stability and long term reliability in
your court.
We can serve you astrong product
line that guarantees peak
performance and dependability
in any application. That's
because our focus on stable, long
life packaging-customized to
meet your specific needs-is
helping us set the record in
passive
component
technology.

With GCT's couplers you're guaranteed less losses.

Call GOT
today at
1-800-344-9870
for competitive
solutions.

,32.eS
1897 Providence Court, Atlanta, GA 30337 Tel: 770-991-9200 FAX: 770-994-8555
Circle Reader Service No. 35
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In afuture

where everything converges,

ACCESS
IS KEY.
•

he future of communications is one word — convergence.
Integrated frame relay or ATM networks replacing separate voice
and data networks. Hybrid fibre/coax systems carrying not just
cable television, but voice and data as well. In this new world
of boundless opportunity, secure, reliable access is key.
West End's Janua access products are the gates
opening into this new world of communications.
The Janua family includes: the WestBound 9600
HF( Communications System; Arcadian &Burgundy Frame
Relay Access Devices; Shureino ISDN Terminal Adapters.

e

WEST END
A Newbridge Company

Tel: (613) 623-9600
+44-1 633 479600
(703 )707-9600
E-mail: westendenewbridge.com
**114e
Circle Reader Service No. 36
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HEADEND I
N THE SKY

TCI's "Starport" facility uplinks thousands
of hours of video to satellites located
across North America. Photo provided
ourtesy of TCI.

By Roger Brown

With two years and $150 million invested in

astate-of-the-art facility, TeleCommunications Inc. is finally poised to enter
the digital age later this year when its
Headend In The Sky (HITS) facility begins
beaming digitally compressed video to headends around the country.
Instantly, the advent of digitally compressed
video channels can transform arun-of-the-mill,
36-channel cable system into amarketer's
dream—a system of more than 100 channels
and afull slate of movies that repeat so often
they resemble video-on-demand service.
While TCI's own systems will certainly
benefit from the HITS service, which promises to save the company millions by transmitting numerous channels over asingle satellite
transponder, the jury is still out about whether
HITS will be a"hit" with other MS0s.

Huge facility
HITS is actually housed in part of TCI's
sprawling 260,000-square-foot National
Digital Television Center in Denver, where the
company has spent tens of millions on digital
equipment used to create, edit, transmit and

60

receive video. The NDTC (as TCI insiders call
it) is full of potential: it is home to five, fullservice studios, each of which has adedicated
control room; numerous graphics workstations; on- and off-line editing suites; and 12
post-production suites.
Already, the center originates 15,000 hours
of video programming and is the master control center for no fewer than 23 channels,
including
offerings from
Request,
Kaleidoscope
and Starz!
TCI's top
management
has grand
plans for the
NDTC, hoping to make it
the "hothouse" where original programming
content is fostered and fed to help fill the vast
number of new channels that will become
available in the digital age. Although TCI has
production crews in Los Angeles and New
York City, overhead costs in Denver are 30
percent less than in L.A. or the Big
Apple—which has already caused several top-

TCI's top

management has

grand plans for
the NDTC

flight video and film production crews to relocate to the Rocky Mountain region, according
to Bi Raynes, director of market development—digital services at TCI Technology
Ventures.
"There's probably no facility in the country
that's as full-service as we are," notes Charlie
Kennamer, senior director of engineering services at HITS. "From production to uplinking,
this truly is one-stop shopping."
The NDTC is tied, via redundant fiber optic
Sonet rings, to TCI's 37,000-square-foot
Technical Operations Center in the "Starport"
uplink center, located about 12 miles southwest of the NDTC. There, 19 earth station
antennas up- and down-link programming to
satellites. Given its unique geographic position, Starport can one-hop video across both
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
But where TCI really hopes to recoup its
investment is with HITS. Acting as asort of
video broker, TCI can receive satellite programming at the NDTC, digitally encode it
and then beam it back over satellite to thousands of headends across the country. This
strategy can save smaller cable operators from
having to invest heavily in massive amounts of
digital headend gear aiad bring new program-
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TFT

FLUCH

FAS 911

use.

VMS
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Practice/Help
Keys allow training
and practice without
system interruption.

"User-definable
'Event' and
'Location' keys'`
Area specific. Makes
Required Weekly
Test a10-second
automated task.

Digital Voice
Recorder
24-column printer

User-friendly

Plays back

programmable

pre-recorded

Logs every incoming

front panel

announcement

and outgoing message

Large, lighted keys

and specific

for FCC record-keeping.

are as easy to use as

emergency messages.

your bank's ATM.

TFT EAS 911 EAS Encoder/Decoder Now FCC Type Certified for Cable!

After 4years of development & testing, with the FCC and the cable
industry, TFT leads again with an EAS Encoder/Decoder that speeds
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H EADEND I
N THE SKY
While that remains to be
seen, TCI is actively shopping
the HITS service to other
MS0s. The company already
has "a lot" of letters of intent
from several different operators that "represent alot of
subscribers," says Raynes.
Affiliates are "chomping at the
bit" and constantly asking
when the set-tops will be
ready for deployment, says
TCI's National Digital Television Center, located in Englewood, Colo. Photo
Raynes. "They're very anxious
courtesy of TCI.
and very excited about this!'
One company that is keepThe costs of digital
operator's set-tops—for afee, of course. By
ing close tabs on HITS is InterMedia Partners,
In order to be aHITS affiliate, acable operrolling the functions of its old TCI Addressable
which plans to deploy the service ashort time
ator will have to spend roughly $65,000 per
Center into the HITS Operations Center, the
after it launches, according to Ken Wright,
headend, which will provide enough hardware
company already addresses roughly 600,000
vice president of engineering for the MS0 that
to receive and transmit 50 channels out over
analog set-tops that populate 350 TCI systems.
is partially owned by TCI.
the cable network. At about $1,300 per digital
"We've rewritten all the software and went to
"It's agood way for us to launch anearchannel, that's actually less money than the
new hardware" to do that, notes Kennamer.
video-on-demand
product for those who might
$4,000 to $5,000 it costs to add each analog
switch to DSS," says Wright.
Where's the set-top?
channel, according to Kennamer.
"We're glad someone has stepped forward
Obviously, the key component to the sysIn order to receive the digital programming,
so operators can compete" with DTH sertem is the set-top box itself. Plagued by manthree key pieces of equipment have to be purvices, agrees Tom Jokerst, vice president of
ufacturing delays, the set-top has actually
chased from General Instrument, which holds
engineering at Charter Communications. "I
postponed the launch of the HITS service,
the patents on the DigiCipher II technology
think it's critical if we're going to hold our
much to the chagrin of TCI officials. "If the
TCI has chosen to implement.
customer base—HITS is away
to do that."
How HITS works: Signal delivery
Indeed, many of the mediSystem headend
,HITS Operations center
um-sized MSOs are looking at
\,
signal
—
—
HITS as away to offer both
i
Digital
Ane sene-I
X110111%. 4111.11we
Digitized
Analog
NVOD and regional sports
Signal
signal
der
packages, much like DirecTv
does now, which would slow
_
the subscriber erosion that has
already occurred. But at least
Customer receives more
Plant distribution can carry
Add digital channels
Over 100 analog channels
one operator who runs several
choice, convenience
up to 10 times the channels
at afraction of the
digitized and compressed.
and control.
with digital in the same
small, rural systems, believes
cost of analog.
bandwidth as analog.
HITS is aday late and adollar short.
"It's two years late—and the industry's
vendors would have brought product to marThe first is anew Ku-band satellite dish that
focus has changed," said one executive from
ket ayear ago, HITS would have been up
has to "see" Hughes' Galaxy VII satellite.
asmall operator who asked not to be named.
and running," notes Kennamer. Currently,
Then, for each transponder, one "integrated
He actually pointed to several downsides,
TCI plans to take delivery of its first set-tops
receiver/transcoder" has to be deployed. This
including the cost of the set-top, the headend
in the next few weeks, which it will use to
unit does most of the work. Its output goes
gear ("most of us wouldn't be adding 50
test the entire system. Then, set-tops will roll
directly to the "C6U" upconvertor, the output
channels,
so the cost per channel goes way
out to real customers beginning in the third
of which goes into the cable system's combinup,"
he
says)
and the fact that there's no
quarter
of
this
year,
signaling
the
true
er and out over the network.
local flavor that comes with anational satelIn addition, one "data collector" is needed if "launch" of HITS service.
lite service.
After repeated delays and slipping schedTCI performs the actual addressing and con"HITS was originally conceived as away to
ules, this time, "The delays are behind us,"
trolling functions. The data collector is essenconsolidate
and eliminate headends, which
Kennamer
believes.
tially a"remote client" that polls each box and
would have saved us money," notes the execuPart and parcel with all the delays has been
reports purchase information to the central
tive. "But that hasn't panned out. If they went
aperception that HITS isn't ready to go yet,
host computer. If the cable operator chooses to
back to that original idea, that would be a
either. Nothing could be further from the truth,
retain control of the set-top addressing and
good scenario."
in
the
eyes
of
TCI.
"We
want
people
to
undercontrol function, he needs to deploy his own
Kennamer disagrees. "The economies of
stand we are real, even if we're not up and
addressable controller.
scale HITS brings are good for the entire
running yet;' notes Kennamer.
But ICI is fully prepared to authorize any

ming choices to even the most
rural cable subscriber.
"It's clear the public has an
appetite for more channels and
higher quality video," notes Dr.
John Malone, TCI's chairman
and CEO, during aHITS promotional tape. He said the
resounding success of DirecTv.
Primestar and other direct-tohome satellite services shows
that the public demands highquality video sources.
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industry," he says. "The only way digital compression makes (economic) sense is on a
regional or national scale."

Education is key
As HITS moves closer to deployment,
efforts have turned toward preparing and educating potential affiliates
about the service—and about
how life will
change in the
digital era.
"We're trying to get the
industry prepared for this,"
notes Raynes.
"Digital production is a
whole new
animal. It's an opportunity for operators to
change the way they do business."
By that, Raynes means everyone—from
installers to customer service representatives

Raynes believes
TCI's test in

Mt. Prospect has

proven there's a
customer
appetite

With digital compression gear installed in
the NDTC. TCI is ready to launch HITS.

to the consumers themselves—needs to be educated about what the service offers and how it
works.
To help that process, HITS has already hosted one day-and-a-half-long symposium on the
subject and will likely host others. In addition,
it will soon form an advisory board consisting
of operator affiliates to help the launch go
off—hopefully without ahitch.
Raynes believes TCI's "digital simulation"
test in Mt. Prospect, Ill. has already proven
there's acustomer appetite for the type of programming HITS will offer. That test, which consisted of 60 channels of video, 24 of which were
NVOD in format, resulted in buy rates nearly
double of traditional pay-per-view, Raynes says.
In addition, revenue per home increased dramatically, and the company was perceived to be better and more hi-tech, she says.
"But the education process is very important," she notes. "Installers have to be able to
explain the service and make sure consumers
understand it."
With HITS, TCI is "boldly going where no
man has gone before." It just hopes someone is
there when it gets to its destination. CM)
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Rogers: Canada's
broadband
veteran
ahC
e
a
len
sMSO

By James Careless, Contributing Editor

When Rogers Cablesystems signed on its

"Rogers WAVE" Internet access service last
year, many people assumed that Canada's
largest MS0 was simply jumping on the digital
bandwagon. However, Rogers and digital go
back along way: 22 years, to be exact.
So does Nick Hamilton-Piercy. He's
watched cable's push into broadband from its
infancy: first as director of engineering at
Figure 1: Rogers fiber network architecture

at awhopping bandwidth of 300 MHz.
Of course, because this was 1974, the
potential for delivering video games was quite
limited. After all, "even Pong hadn't been
invented then," says Hamilton-Piercy.
Hence the sort of interactive video games
envisaged for BCN's test network were "ones
where the customers could react to certain
television images." Other options being considered were a"multichannel on-demand
music" service, plus in-home monitoring.
"As far as communications was concerned,
it
was
ASCII text communications from the
they called the 'global wired village,' and were
home
back
into the cable plant and back
saying 'how can we use this two-way cable to
again," he says. "Remember, there were no
generate new revenue?' "
home computers, so it was all dedicated terminals. That was really the start of moving from
Broadband research in Canada
plain old cable TV to abroadband network."
To answer some of those questions, Rogers,
Rogers' next major foray into broadband
Canadian Cablesystems, Premier Cablevision
research—again
as part of BCN—came in 1979,
and anumber of other cable companies
when
engineers
started looking at aradical new
formed the Broadband Communications
concept:
fiber
optic
transmission.
Networks (BCN) consortium in 1974. The
-The BCN group had heard about fiber
group's goal? To test the potential of interacoptics and wanted to see how it fit in
the Canadian cable environment,"
says Hamilton-Piercy. "So we built
Regional hub 400K subs
about a10-kilometer digital fiber
optic video link in London, Ontario,
Primary hub
which was probably the first in North
America, running at 322 Megabits
Primary1
per second. This had anumber of
hub A
digital video signals being transported from the hub to the headend."
100K J
subs
The project wasn't cheap: "a million dollars plus," to be exact, with
Fiber backbone
(FM/digital signal)
the funds coming from the consortium members. But the knowledge
gained was priceless, even if—for the
Coax trunk
2K subs
time—it wasn't very helpful.
That's because "things weren't
\-0- 2K subs
quite ready yet," says HamiltonPiercy. "The technology was alittle
bit too early" for cable to consider
deploying the overly-sensitive, highSecondary hub fiber
2K subs
(AM signal)
ly expensive fiber optic cable that
was available at the time.
2K subs
The result was that "the project
Secondary hub
taught us alot of lessons, and then
6-8K subs
was just put on hold," says HamiltonPiercy. Rogers wouldn't return to
fiber optics for another decade, when constructive broadband communications in an age
tion of its fiber optic distribution network
when home computers were unknown, and the
began in earnest.
only way to produce digital television was to

A
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Canadian Cablesystems Limited, aTorontobased company, and then as senior vice president of engineering and technology at Rogers,
after it bought out Canadian Cablesystems in
the late '70s.
"At that time the first fad was bi-directional, two-way cable systems," recalls HamiltonPiercy. "The FCC had made some indications
it wanted cable plant to be two-way capable,
and people started having the vision of what
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replicate multiple analog signals.
Using asmall, hand-built, home-based text
terminal, BCN began to experiment with interactive communications at the Canadian
Cablesystems plant in London, Ontario. This
system was chosen because it had been rebuilt
to handle two-way communications over coax,

An early stab at information services
With fiber optics on the back burner, Rogers
began to experiment with interactive information services in the early '80s, using anow-forgotten technology called "Telidon." At the
time, Telidon was aCanadian technology her-
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headend character generator. In Portland, Ore., it
was used as a"true"
interactive information
service in conjunction
with two-way cable, but
the results of this application were mixed.
One major roadblock
was Telidon's pricetag.
Because the decoders
were expensive, they
were not installed in
every home. Instead,
Rogers engineers altered
the network architecture
by moving the decoder
The Rogers Interactive System was first deployed at the time of
the 1980 Canadian federal election.
outdoors to the pole,
allowing customers to
aided as the wave of the future. It was essenshare that decoder remotely from their homes.
tially agraphics-driven information text sysAs with fiber optics, Rogers was just too far
tem—crude by today's standards, but extremely
ahead
of its time. Although it was heading in
colorful—which was supposed to put on-line
the right direction, the technology just wasn't
information in the hands of the general public.
up to the challenge. Within afew years, the
Rogers actually rolled Telidon out in several
Telidon experiment was dropped.
of its systems—including Toronto—where it was
"People realized that the terminals were too
used as an attractive alternative to the classic
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expensive, and they weren't prepared to pay
sufficient monthly fees for renting them," he
says. "And because the World Wide Web hadn't
been invented at that time, there was not really
that much content for people to access anyway."
However, the experience wasn't atotal waste.
Rogers learned alot from Telidon, which some
of its engineering staff put to good use when it
helped develop hardware for the JC Penney
Interactive Network in 1984. "Telaction," as it
was known, was an at-home electronic shopping
service. The pole-mounted hardware stored the
product images, which could be viewed in the
home via the cable connection.
During its foray into the United States,
Rogers needed something different to set it
apart during the "franchising wars" of the early
1980s. To acquire this edge, it set its engineers
to the task of developing inexpensive, yet fully
functional two-way cable technology.
The result? While Warner Cable had its
interactive "Qube" system, Rogers came up
with aless expensive but equally effective format known as the "Rogers Interactive System."
RIS was first deployed in London, Ontario at
the time of the 1980 Canadian federal election.
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In astunning public demonstration, 500 homes
equipped with real-time interactive terminals
cast their "ballots," which were then relayed
live to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's
TV election broadcast, and compared with the
national popular vote. This demonstration was
totally successful and put Rogers on the path to
true, interactive television.
Eventually, Rogers Interactive System was
widely deployed in Syracuse, N.Y.; Portland,

Ore.; Minneapolis, Minn.; and parts of
California. All told, Rogers gained substantial
two-way experience by running thousands of
miles of two-way plant, and supporting tens of
thousands of in-home interactive terminals.
In addition, the company used its U.S. franchises in San Antonio, Minneapolis and Portland
to move even further into two-way cable.
Specifically, Rogers worked with Zenith in
developing real-time "impulse pay-per-view."

lett
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In fact, "Rogers was the first customer of
the Zenith Z-Tac and Z-View system," says
Hamilton-Piercy. And even though Rogers has
since sold its U.S. properties, "I think it's still
running."
As the '80s came to aclose, Rogers finished
building its U.S. properties, and was once
more turning its attention back to Canada.
After conducting customer surveys, the company discovered that—after channel selection—the
quality subscribers were most concerned with
was reliability, says Hamilton-Piercy.
"So we said 'let's make sure the service
doesn't go off. But if it does go off at all, it very
quickly comes back up again.' The only way we
could achieve that was [with] fiber optics."
But if the company simply replaced the
existing coaxial cable with fiber and yet replicated the tree-and-branch architecture, it was
setting itself up for continued customer satisfaction problems. After all, if it did fail, it would
still take two to three hours to fix. "We said,
'that's intolerable, so let's make sure we have
alternative routes
getting to our customers,' which is
why the rings got
developed," says
Hamilton-Piercy.
These fiber
rings are probably
Rogers' most significant contribution to cable techHamilton-Piercy
nology. In its simplest terms, the ring describes acircular network, rather than atree-and-branch or hub-andspoke design. In this design, the cable company
actually has two connections to the
network—because it's part of the ring—rather
than one. (The Rogers design calls for aprimary ring, which connects to secondary rings
serving areas of 8,000 to 10,000 homes.)
The elegance of this solution to service failures is clear: should one area be isolated because
of aline breakage in one direction, signals are
automatically rerouted to it by sending them
through the other connection, in the opposite
direction. Automatic rerouting is facilitated
because the system is two-way, allowing interactive status monitoring throughout the network.
Because they offer so much capacity,
Rogers' fiber rings are also used for other purposes, such as providing private network data
services (at T-1 to T-3 data rates) to large corporations, and cellular traffic carriage for
Rogers CANTEL, the telephone company also
owned by Rogers.
Today, Rogers has built 750 MHz two-way
fiber rings throughout its Canadian operations,
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Launched on
November 28, 1995, in
the test community of
Newmarket, Ontario
(north of Toronto),
Rogers WAVE is the
most noticeable of the
company's broadband
products—one it's been
working toward for the
past few years. WAVE
offers subscribers unlimited two-way Internet
access at aspeed of 500
kilobits per second (initially with Zenith cable
modems), for amonthly
their ballots, which
rate of $C39.95
($U.S.29.60). (The company has also established
asite on the World Wide Web, at
http://www.rogers.com.)
However, Rogers isn't just interested in the
home subscriber market. Since May 1994, it has
also been operating "Rogers WAVE @school,"
which is designed to provide Canadian schools
with a4Mbps connection into the Internet, plus
access to CD-ROM libraries housed at the company's headend. "Rogers WAVE @school
brings technology alive in the classroom," says
Rogers Cablesystems President and CEO Colin
Watson, "and gives students and teachers highly
sophisticated information services in seconds."
Currently being offered to alimited number
of institutions in London, Ottawa, Vancouver
and Toronto, @school will eventually be tied
into 600 schools nationwide.
Rogers' other major broadband service pro-

EN Cê1.,SY
CSC NEWS
In a RIS demo, 500 homes electronically cast
were sent to the CBC's election broadcast.

all offering fully redundant transmission paths
to subscribers. The company is currently
upgrading its 550 MHz coaxial distribution
network to 625 MHz, says Hamilton-Piercy.
It gives you 79 channels of analog-500
MHz—and then you have the rest of the spectrum for digital compressed signals and things
like that. That way, we can have acoexistence
of analog and digital signals quite satisfactorily," he notes.
Not surprisingly, the invention of the fiber
ring has been applauded throughout the
industry. Asked how it came about, he says,
"It's one of these things where you get a
group of engineers together and awhite
board, and it just happened. Igot acitation
from the NCTA, the Vanguard Award for
Science and Technology 1992, but I'd say it
was ateam effort."

ject is "Rogers WAVE @work." Essentially,
it's an application of the WAVE network for
telecommuters who need high-speed communications to their headquarters. To date, the
company has tested the system in cooperation
with IBM Canada, which already has 1,100
employees working "by wire" outside of the
office. The success of that trial is one reason
Rogers decided to roll out WAVE commercially at the end of last year.
Rogers is still getting its feet wet in the
consumer broadband market. Rogers WAVE,
for instance, is still only available in
Newmarket (subscriber base 16,000).
So far, only about 400 subscribers have
signed up, but it's anumber that thrills Nick
Hamilton-Piercy, because it's twice what the
company had expected to this point. As the
company gains more expertise, more of its
systems will "catch the WAVE."
"We may be enabling about 50,000 customers out this year, and then next year [will]
be the real market push," says Hamilton-Piercy.
When that happens in 1997, Rogers will
finish atask it started in 1974, namely, realizing the potential of broadband to generate new
services and new revenues for cable. And
make no mistake, those revenues are important: in fact, Hamilton-Piercy sees them eventually making up one-half of Rogers' income.
That's quite apayback for atechnology that
was once just an experimental curiosity. But
it's afair return, given Rogers' investment in
broadband over the years. CIED
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POWERING

HFC centralized
powerin
Aunique approac
SNET
ensures reliability

amplifiers, telephony support electronics and
coax. The electronic elements require
power—reliable power. SNET's approach to
deploying HFC uses nodes that are intended
to support about 200 homes. This means that
there are powering requirements for about
10,000 locations across the entire state.
In addition to the sheer quantity, SNET
engineers faced other challenges.

Powering requirements

Some of these other challenges included:
V Reliability—power was allocated areliability
After evaluating all the available technolorequirement that translated into no more than
gies, SNET engineers chose hybrid
five minutes of down-time per line per year
fiber/coax as the solution that most nearly
statewide, resulting from power-related outmet all of SNET's requirements.
ages.
In some ways, Connecticut can be considered amature state, particularly in
its development of useful land.
owering of hybrid fiber/coax systems
Figure 1: SNET central office power system
Many Connecticut towns boast
remains atopic of much debate and discusUPS 1
fiercely defended historical sections
sion in the industry today. Operators are
Commercial
and high-value neighborhoods. This
faced with the requirements of system reliaAC power
Batteries
is particularly true in coastal areas.
bility, concern about competition, constraints
Motor
Connecticut's rocky nature limits
on capital and operating costs and the need
generator
underground development as well.
to solve the powering dilemma as quickly as
Transfer
UPS 2
t
system
switch
As aresult, more than 80 percent of
possible.
Batteries
SNET's plant is aerial.
This article describes aunique centralized
The widespread deployment of
powering approach that is currently being
Distribution
panels
fiber brings with it many chaldeployed by Southern New England
lenges, not the least of which is
Telephone (SNET) for its HFC system.
power. Unlike conventional tele480 VAC, 3phase outputs
phony, which provides ametallic
Network requirements
to distribution power nodes
conductor from the central office to
While Connecticut, SNET's service area,
the home, the HFC system uses
was one of the first states to embrace comV Siting—rights-of-way for installing powering
optical fiber to carry information from acenpetition in communications, the SNET
systems are simply unavailable in most of
tral location to remote distribution networks.
upgrade has been driven more by cost, qualiConnecticut's towns. When looking for locaThese distribution networks contain opticalty, growth and service issues rather than as a
tions to power an early trial, SNET was unable
to-electrical conversion electronics, signal
response to any particular competitive threat.
to even obtain rights-of-way along existing
train tracks.
V Cost—powering costs, both deployment and
operation, could not be allowed to change the
overall economic justifications of HFC
deployment.
More traditional distributed powering
approaches generally place apower system at
each fiber node. Examples of such systems
include utility-based cable TV powering augmented with some nominal battery back-up, or
larger power nodes using both battery and
motor/generator back-up.
While the distributed approach is concepY el.rCirnt.r.riirr.'...r.I.TY 4 r PPOnryPrPrgrep.
......
tually simple, makes efficient use of utility
power and minimizes failure group size, an
analysis of the situation convinced SNET
engineers that in fact, neither of these
View of the various cable types used in the construction of the overall system. From the left,
approaches was feasible. Even if siting could
the cables are: six conductor branch cable with innerduct used for side branches, two conbe
found, neither approach provided the reliductor branch composite cable used for single node branches, 2/0 copper CLX used in
ability or maintenance characteristics
underground ducts, 4/0 copper CLX used in underground ducts and nine conductor feeder
cable used in primary aerial backbone.
required.

By Duane Elms, Director of Advanced
Systems, Southern New England Telephone,
and Tom Osterman, President, Comm/net
Systems Inc.
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POWERING
Decision to deploy centralized power
After considerable review of existing powering approaches and in light of the difficulties unique to the Connecticut service area,
SNET began to consider acentrally based
powering architecture. Such architectures
generally place larger power systems at centralized locations and distribute power to
many nodes. The advantages of such asystem include:
V Relatively inexpensive reliable power nodes
in the distribution area
V Reduced problems with siting and right-ofway due to smaller housings
V Simplified maintenance (no batteries and
motor/generators in the field)
V Economies of scale in large UPS systems
for the central office
V Availability of standard components (UPS,
generators, etc.).
There are, of course, some difficulties with
feeding power from acentral location to a
large distribution area, including:
V Higher voltages must be used to achieve
reasonable efficiencies when distributing
power for longer distances.
V The power distribution system must be constructed with the power source at the central
office, atransmission conductor system and a

distribution interface device.
V On the average, alarger
failure group can be expected
due to the multiple powering
feeds from the CO to the distribution areas. Good engineering can overcome most
of these problems.
Deployment of redundant
UPS and back-up generators
at the CO provide high reliability at the central power
site.
This centralized approach,
if implemented correctly,
could prove to provide higher
reliability than distributed
approaches. Operators are
well aware that distributed
powering systems will not be
practical if no acceptable
sites can be found for the
power node installations.

Power
+ fiber

Phase C

•
Fiber node
RF +power
output

Single
phase 480 VAC
power

The new SNET HFC network is intended to
be ahighly reliable full service network. It is
designed to carry traditional telephony along
with data, analog and digital video, and special

Outer jacket
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Splice housing

SNET network architecture

Figure 2: SNET hybrid fiber and power cable cross-section view

9conductors
1/0 AWG aluminum
Grouped in three for each
of the three phases

Figure 3: SNET power node detail

Pole mounted
power node

Coax
60-90 VAC
power output

services. The network addresses the telephony
needs of both residential and business customers and is expected to meet or exceed the
reliability requirements associated with telephony. Telephone reliability is measured in
minutes of downtime per line per year, and the
normal target for alarge system is roughly 53
minutes, or areliability of 99.99 percent.
Power, of course, is only allocated asmall portion of this, typically five minutes per line per
year, or 99.999 percent.
Currently, HFC equipment requires considerably more power than that consumed by traditional telephony equipment. SNET's coax
sub-nets require between 500 watts and three
kilowatts of continuous power. This means that
atypical central office that supports 30,000
lines is faced with supplying an additional 300
kilowatts of power at the node. The phrase "at
the node" is important because there are a
number of sources of loss between the utility
service at the central office and the power
inserter at the fiber node.
Sources of loss include:
V Power factor of the UPS inputs—today's systems can typically achieve an input efficiency
of 93 percent by the use of harmonic filters.
V Losses in the UPS systems—typically resulting in 90 percent UPS efficiencies.
V IR losses in the distribution system—limited
by design to <20 percent.
V Power factor losses in the distribution system—currently not measurable, but anticipated
to be no more than afew percent.
V Losses in the power node—limited to about
6percent through the use of areliable and
efficient controlled ferroresonant transformer
system.
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POWERING
Total efficiency is the product of all the
contributing efficiencies. Multiplying the
above efficiencies together results in an overall
efficiency of about 65 percent, which means
that the central office is required to provide the
capacity of roughly 450 kilowatts.

Central office powering system

Interior view of the pole-mounted power
node designed by Comm/Net Systems. It
shows the dead-front design along with the
removable transformer module and circuit
breakers.

A reliable centralized powering system
requires ahighly reliable central power supply.
Fortunately, within telephone companies, reliable central office powering is awell developed technology. Extending or replicating
existing central office systems with redundant
parallel UPS systems backed up by batteries
and redundant motor generator sets can provide such reliable systems. Many of the components required in these new central office
systems are catalog items. Modern high voltage AC UPS units are available from anumber
of quality suppliers, as are batteries,
switchgear and motor/generator sets.
While space considerations, building configurations and total central office service
requirements must be taken into account,
upgrade of acentral office to support adistrib-

uted powering system is afairly easy undertaking with commonly available power equipment. (See Figure 1, page 72.)

The SNET power and fiber hybrid cable
The SNET communication cable is a
hybrid cable combining fiber with the metallic conductors designed to transport the central office power. The main cable is constructed with an annular ring of conductors surrounding acentral conduit through which
fiber is pulled, completing the construction of
the cable. The cable has asteel sheath covered by 110 mils of polyethylene insulation
into which is embedded three colored longitudinal stripes.
The primary version of this cable contains
nine 1/0 aluminum conductors which can be
evenly allocated to the three power phases.
When arranged in this way, the cable exhibits
anominal resistance of 0.067 ohms per kilofoot per phase. For branches off the main distribution lines, asimilar but smaller cable has
been developed that exhibits aresistance of
0.169 ohms per kilofoot. (See Figure 2on
page 74.)
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Splice case, termination, distribution
There were anumber of splicing issues to
be overcome in designing the construction of
the power system. With the fiber incorporated
into the hybrid cable, provisions needed to be
made to allow fiber splicing without exposure
to power, and the hybrid cable is designed to
allow exactly that. Using conventional splice
enclosures, splices can be configured that
allow fiber splicing to be done outside the
enclosure containing any power splicing.
This is accomplished by allowing the central ducts containing the fiber cable to exit the
power splice cases independently. Because
slack for the fiber can be pulled when the fiber
is installed in the cable, there is no need to
modify the fiber splicing procedures. A number of splice configurations have been documented, allowing avariety of branch and
through splices to be implemented.

Distribution power node design

•

The power node contains anumber of specific features, including:
V Configuration. Pole mount housing with
input voltage termination and four output feed-

ers. Integral power transformer, interconnections, service bypass system.
V Safety. As with all aspects of this system,
consideration for safety was paramount in the
design of the power node. A dead front design
was required
and was
achieved
through the
judicious use
of barriers.
Disconnects
for the input
power and
breakers for
the four output
circuits were
also provided.
Other safety features
include: double isolation of input voltage section, single
point ground and neutral bond point, input
power disconnect with "lock out—tag out" provision and proper environmental protection.
V Reliable and efficient design. The power

The power node
includes

provisions for

bypassing the
internal

transformer with

no service break

node is based upon acontrolled ferroresonant
transformer design with multiple input and
output taps. The input taps allow the node to
be powered from either the central office or the
local utility secondaries. The output taps provide 60-, 75- and 90-volt, quasi square-wave,
60-Hz outputs that can be selected based on
local conditions such as coax size, distance
and voltage drop, etc. The 75-volt tap provides
the opportunity to supply large rural coax networks in 60-volt builds. The controlled ferro
was selected because of its high efficiency,
high reliability and wide range of operating
parameters. Because of the limited number of
components and lack of any active semiconductor devices, MTBF is calculated to exceed
200,000 hours.
V Field service and maintenance bypass. The
power node allows field maintenance by
including provisions for bypassing the internal
transformer with no service break. Manual
switch gear allows a"make before break" transition after phase synchronization with an auxiliary truck-mounted inverter system. Once this
transition is achieved, the transformer module
in the power node can be disconnected and

2
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POWERING

repaired or replaced. After re-synchronization,
the transition can be reversed with no loss of
service.
This is asignificant feature that compensates for the non-standby design of the distribution power node and operation with the
strict outage limits of abroadband telephony
system.

Powering amps, NIUs and telephony gear
Although there has been much discussion
around what type of power should be provided
Figure 4:

SNET power node system
Input

>
240 VAC
or
480 VAC
>
g phase
input power

sin le

at start-up and maintain astable operating
environment. In many designs, this is far
from trivial.
A Bellcore study, performed at the
request of SNET, modeled atypical large
distribution network and power node. The
actual input circuits of the active devices
were included in the model which demonstrated that certain designs can fail under
start-up conditions. For this reason, the
power nodes are designed with considerable
headroom in their operating parameters.

Ferroresonant transformer
0

0
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Output

AC output
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O 0

section

O 0
Bypass

O 0

•

O 0
AC output
circuits
to power
inserters
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Auxiliary
power input
from truck
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down the coax to the RF amplifiers, fiber
nodes, network interface units and telephony
equipment, SNET selected conventional 60and 90-volt, 60-Hz, quasi square-wave power.
This approach has aproven history of operating well with most active devices in the coax
distribution networks. In addition, there is a
proven long-term track record regarding corrosion activity of 60-Hz systems (unlike some of
the newer low frequency designs).
By using line frequency powering, power is
easily and reliably derived from the higher
voltage AC transmission conductors and is
provided to the power nodes from the central
source. In its simplest form, all that is required
in the power node is aferroresonant transformer.

Powering network stability and margin
There are many issues associated with any
powering solution. Irrespective of the source
of power, the power system must supply
enough current to handle in-rush conditions
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As previously mentioned, there are losses
associated with the transmission of power. In
order to minimize these loses, the total voltage drop in afeeder network is limited to 80
volts, meaning that the lowest voltage that a
power node will see is 400 VAC. The power
node will regulate well below this value, so
there is adequate headroom built into the basic
design.
While up to 20 percent IR loss is allowed
for agiven distribution run, these runs are
typically designed for less than 10 percent
loss.
Southern New England Telephone did not
want the powering system to be the weak
link in the service chain. With redundant
UPS systems in the central office, astrong
distribution cable construction, asimple,
robust power node and the ability to perform
preventive maintenance on virtually all components of the system, it is expected that
power will be the most reliable of the hybrid
fiber/coax system elements.

Summary

Unique requirements demand aunique solution. Individually, none of the challenges faced
by SNET in the implementation of its HFC
system is unique. Still, the combination of
requirements, environment, reliability, cost,
siting, etc., present areal challenge to system
powering. This new system is seen as aserious
solution to aunique and challenging problem.
Reliability of HFC powering is very important. While there are anumber of other
approaches to powering HFC systems, none
seem to provide the reliability of this
approach. SNET's customers expect and
demand areliable phone system. In addition,
the company expects to differentiate its other
communications and entertainment offerings
with superior reliability. From both abusiness
and public trust point of view, reliability is
something on which it cannot compromise.
Could this system be used by other networks? The situation for others may be different. It may be easier in some locations to obtain
the sites and permits necessary to install selfcontained power nodes. Ambient weather conditions may be such that batteries in the outside
plant become less of amaintenance issue.
Natural gas may be widely available to
power motor/generator sets. On the other hand,
these and other issues may continue to dog
fiber installations to the extent that some of the
ideas and techniques presented here may be of
use to others.
In any case, there is now anew approach
available for others to consider. System
designers can weigh the advantages of reliability, low maintenance and economies of scale
with the disadvantages of higher utility costs
and larger average failure group size inherent
in this approach. Perhaps variants of the centralized power approach using different voltages and other transmission conductors could
be considered. CIED
Author's note: Currently, SNET is running a
trial of its HFC telephony technology which is
being powered by the approach described in
this article. To date, the system has survived
the Blizzard of '96 and six months of some of
the most "interesting" Connecticut weather in
years.

About the authors
Duane Elms is adirector at SNET responsible for, among other things, developing the
powering approach for SNET's HFC system.
Tom Osterman is president of Comm/net
Systems Inc., abroadband power system integrator, distributor and engineering consulting
firm, and CEO of Millennium Power Inc., a
power conversion system manufacturer.
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HDTV

When will advanced
television
get off the ground?
Numerous
holdingfactions
HDTV down
are

By Dana Cervenka

C
onsumers might be able

to go down to their local
electronics superstore to
buy an HDTV set by the
middle or end of 1997. And
then again, they might not.
A number of political, technical, regulatory
and legislative issues have helped to impede
the launch of high definition television since
U.S. broadcasters first became interested in
the technology in the 1980s. Now part of a
larger regulatory proceeding known as
"advanced television (ATV)," HDTV is just
one of the services in the ATV family, which
includes "any television technology that provides improved audio and video quality or
enhances the current NTSC television system," according to the Commission. ATV thus
includes HDTV, standard definition television
(SDTV) and ahost of other services that are
being proposed.

The holdups
10 start with recent history, the FCC
Advisory Committee on Advanced Television
Service made its recommendations to the
Commission in November of last year, essentially basing its characterization on the digital
Grand Alliance system (see "Advanced
Television—Final
System Selection?' in
SPECS International,
published by
CableLabs,
Feb./March '96). In
December, the FCC
invited experts and
industry leaders to
testify before the
GI's Bob Hast
commissioners to
expand the body of available information.
But after the hearings, the government
closed down because of lack of funding, and
the Blizzard of '96 hit Washington. And in the
meantime, the issue of spectrum auctions for
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advanced television reared its head. Initially,
broadcasters were to be assigned asecond
channel at no cost that was to be used for the
transmission of programming in the HDTV
format, the same programming that they currently transmit in NTSC. After atransitional
period, they would surrender their analog
channel to the FCC. But many broadcasters
have expressed adesire to keep that channel
for other services, including the transmission
of several channels of digital, SDTV; various
data services; and even mobile communications services (see "Capital Currents, CED,
July 1995, page 12).
Many members of Congress are against the
idea of simply giving asecond channel to
broadcasters for HDTV. And, there are those
who would like to see the channels auctioned
off.
Legally, only Congress—not the FCC—can
decide to auction the spectrum. The
Commission can only auction off the allocation if it knows that it will be used for subscription services, and not "free" TV; therefore, it's practical for the FCC to wait and see
what Congress does before it moves forward.
What's more, the FCC simply has more
pressing regulatory concerns at the moment.
When the Telecom Act was signed, the
Commission suddenly had to add 80 new
rulemakings to its "to-do" list, all of which
have to be completed within specific time
allotments. Digital television soon dropped
down on the list.
Paul Misener, aspokesperson for the
Advisory Committee on Advanced Television
Service, predicts that if Congress does not
authorize auctions, though, that the FCC
could license ATV stations late this year, or
early next.
Then there are the broadcasters themselves,
who do not seem to be of one mind about
advanced television. In its Fourth FNPRM and
Third NOI, the Commission acknowledges
that the transformation into ATV broadcasting
presents alot of practical difficulties for
broadcasters. "Sources of financing may be
limited and their willingness to support the

conversion is unknown...Given the different
aspect ratio for ATV as opposed to NTSC,
new studio sets may have to be designed and
constructed in order for stations ta originate
programming."
In fact, broadcasters have mixed feelings
about the digital revolution. While the big
players who own multiple stations see the
need to switch to digital to remain competitive, the picture is not as clear to small market
broadcasters who wonder where they'll find
the money to go digital, and who ask themselves why they should split their market by,
in essence, competing against themselves, selling multiple avails.
"There are some people in cable who have
felt that when it got down to the wire, the
broadcasters would find away to fumble the
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ball before they got it across the goal line,"
note Bob Rast, vice president, technical business r>fle‘elopment for the GI Communications
Divi 11 of General Instrument Corp. "In fairness, hink it's acombination of the broadcaste
nd politicians."

Imp
o

Ions for cable

the issues currently up in the air is
tion of the must-carry rules in generespecifically, what will the mustbe for advanced television? Right
now, the Supreme Court is evaluating the constitutionality of the must-carry rules. If those
rules do survive, it's not clear exactly which
transmissions will qualify for carriage. Some
have predicted that cable operators might have
to add as many as 20 new channels just to
the r
al,

accommodate broadcasters' HDTV transmissions. But that, says Saul Shapiro, assistant
bureau chief for technology policy with the
FCC's Mass Media Bureau, is unrealistic, in
part, because by utilizing the Grand Alliance
system over the cable medium, abit rate that's
twice as great as that which can be achieved
on a6MHz broadcast channel can be realized.
"I think that the worst case scenario is a50
percent increase on the current must-carry
requirement," explains Shapiro.
While the Commission irons out the regulatory fabric, the members of the Grand Alliance
continue to work out the compatibility wrinIdes. Early last month, General Instrument
announced that its digital MPEG-2 television
system was in compliance with the Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC) System

Information (SI) Standard. "The product that
we are producing for use in cable and satellite
environments incorporates the same system
information as the ATSC broadcast standard
provides," explains GI director of technical
business development Paul Hearty. "So that
enhances interoperation between off-air broadcast, satellite delivery—both for distribution and
to the home—and cable delivery to the home."
The system information is acritical part of the
standard, as it supports both network management, as well as user navigation through the
program stream. Essentially, the SI Standard
"defines the transmission parameters needed
by digital decoders to acquire and process both
digital and analog transmissions," according to
the company. GI also announced that it is contributing software extensions to the ATSC SI
Standard "into the public domain on aroyaltyfree basis:' Access to the ATSC SI Standard
can be obtained via the ATSC World Wide
Web page (http://www.atsc.org), while GI's SI
extensions can be found at the company's own
web page (http://www.gi.com).
For GI's part, "Ultimately, there will be one
product line that will exist all the way from
high definition down to standard definition,"
adds Hearty.
And then there are the questions of compatibility and timetables. As the FCC has recognized in its aforementioned FNPRM, what happens when digital broadcasts must be sent over
cable systems that are still "entirely analog in
their operations, are partially analog and partially digital, or that are entirely digital"? As the
FCC notes, the scheduling problem has implications for equipment in the headend, the transmission plant and at the subscribers' premises.

Multiple standards
And then there's alarger standards issue.
While DAVIC, aconsortium of companies
which are trying to come to aconsensus on
technical standards, has chosen QAM modulation for its digital cable standard, the Grand
Alliance picked VSB for broadcast transmission. Misener, however, believes that won't
really hurt consumers. "A dual-mode demodulator [in aTV set] means aminimal price difference to the consumer," he says.
No matter what the regulatory outcome, it's
clear that HDTV will remain earthbound for a
little longer. Cable operators, for their part,
are not waiting. While HDTV struggles to
launch, MSOs are busy shoring up their plants
in preparation for digital signals. CED
(Editor's note: please see "HDTV" on page
82 for afurther discussion of obstacles to digital services.)
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HDTV and SDTV:
Aprogress
update

Obstacles to
implementation

(SDTV), broadcast of literally dozens of CDquality audio signals and the delivery of huge
amounts of as yet unspecified data. The FCC
defines "SDTV as adigital television system
inally, after eight years,
in which picture quality is approximately
the Federal
equivalent to the current NTSC television sysCommunications
tem." Broadcasters would like to be able to
Commission has received
charge for some of these services.
the Grand Alliance's set of
This is ironic, because in the mid-'80s, the
HDTV and SDTV recombroadcasters, sensing mobile radio's covetous
mendations. The FCC refers to it as ATV
eyes on unused TV spectrum, began the cam(Advanced TV). (See Table 1for the
paign to reserve this spectrum for the magic
HDTV/SDTV recommendations.)
new world of HDTV—which at that time, was
Part of the recommended standards is the
hardly much more than aproposal by the
controversial modulation method to be used in
Japanese. In 1987, the broadcasters persuaded
HDTV and SDTV transmission. The Grand
the FCC to establish the Advisory
Table 1: Final Grand Alliance HDTV/SDTV recommendations to the FCC
Committee on
Square
Picture rate
Aspect
Active Horizontal
Advanced
pixels
ratio
pixels
lines
Television
Service
Yes
24P
601
30P
16:9
1,920
1,080
HDTV
("Advisory
Yes
24P
60P 30P
16:9
1,280
720
Committee"),
No
24P
601 60P 30P
4:3 16:9
704
480
which is chaired
SDTV
Yes
24P
601 60P 30P
4:3
640
480
by former FCC
I=Interlaced scanning
chairman
P. Prog essive scanning
Richard Wiley.
This approach seemed safe because at that
Alliance stuck by its previous position that it
time there was no HDTV ready for accepshould be VSB (vestigial sideband) modulation.
tance. Now, however, eight years later, there
However, QAM (quadrature amplitude modulais an HDTV system ready and waiting for
tion) has been endorsed for digital video transFCC acceptance.
mission by both the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) and the
Digital Audio-Visual Council (DAVIC), so
many believe that the FCC will rule on VSB,
but probably with some kind of wording that
will include the option of using QAM if desired.

By Lawrence W. Lockwood, Technology
Correspondent, and President, TeleResources

F

Broadcasters and HDTV
However, broadcasters are pressing for uses
for the HDTV channels other than transmission of HDTV. When HDTV was conceived as
an analog system, the FCC proposed to set
aside an extra 6-MHz channel for each proposed HDTV broadcaster. Now that the transmission in the ATV channel is going to be digital, this will allow for multiple streams or
"multicasting" of standard definition television
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HewlettPackard's Kayak digital set-top

This puts the broadcasters in the same
uncomfortable position that they were in back
in 1953 when the FCC accepted the NTSC
color standards. It was ano-win
situation—broadcasting in color was expensive,
but no advertiser would pay extra because there

was no audience—i.e. no volume of color
sets—and viewers did not want to buy new
receivers because there were no programs i
color. And this was with acompatible syste
i.e., viewers could receive color programs i
black-and-white on their monochrome sets.
Obviously, because HDTV is incompatible
NTSC, atransition will be even more diffic
The solution to transitioning to color w
provided by General David Sarnoff, chai
of RCA, and abig investor in the develop
of color. He wanted to sell RCA color se
he directed NBC (a subsidiary of RCA) t
broadcast programming in color, with RC
picking up the extra color tab until it coul
grow to be self-supporting. Unfortunately
there is no HDTV equivalent to Sarnoff t
Even the FCC commissioners have diff
views on how to implement HDTV/SDT
FCC Chairman Reed Hundt is opposed to
mandate of the use of the spectrum for H
while commissioner James Quello has sta
"I am at this time inclined toward—requiri
that the predominant use of the ATV spec
be for free-over-the-air broadcasting and
to four-hour per day minimum HDTV re
ment be imposed." Quello also said, "If b
casters are allowed to use some of the ca
for nonbroadcast subscription service, br
casters should pay reasonable spectrum f
Commissioner Rachelle Chong said, "Sh
broadcaster desire to use its new ATV s
trum for aprimary purpose other than f
broadcast, Iwould ask whether such s
should be returned to the government an
censed to someone who is dedicated to t
mary delivery of free broadcasting?"

ed-

liri-

Obstacles to the recommendation0
A number of objections to the techno
the HDTV/SDTV recommendations ha
presented to the FCC by organizations o
both the broadcast and cable TV busine
One such organization is the Americ
Society of Cinematographers (ASC). A
resident Victor Kemper, in aletter to FCC etta'irman Hundt, said that the HDTV aspect ratio of
16:9 (1.78:1) is wrong—it should be 2:1. It is
interesting to note that this comment co es
from abusiness that has no single as
tio
standard. Films are made in aspect rati
at
vary from 16.65:9 to 21.6:9 (1.85:1 to
:1).
Another organization is the Com
Industry Coalition on Advanced Tel
led by Apple Computer Inc., whose members
are Microsoft Corp., Intel Corp., Compaq
Computer Corp., Hewlett-Packard Corp.,
Tandem Computers and Silicon Graphics
Corp. The coalition, in testimony to the FCC,
complains that the recommended standards are
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A DVANCED TELEVISION
already in American
not totally compatible with
Table 2: Broadcom digital set-top cost estimates
homes, e.g. DirecTv,
computer industry stan1996 -1997
1995
Set-top box components
USSB, Primestar and the
dards. This again is from an
upcoming EchoStar.
industry with multiple dis26%
37%
Memory +1.113 (7 Mbytes)
$105-170
$85-95
But what about digital
play standards, e.g. CGA,
Transmission (tuner, equalizer,
video and cable TV—when
enhanced CGA, EGA,
QAM demodulator. FEC, etc.)
$140-150
34%
$65-75
22%
will digital set-tops really
Hercules, VGA, super VGA
With the BCM3115
be installed in homes in
and XGA. The coalition
MPEG decompression, graphics
quantity? In arecent talk,
objected strenuously to any
$45-50
22%
and
encryption
$85-100
20%
Tom Elliot, senior vice
inclusion of interlaced scanEnclosure, power supply, assembly
$70-80
18%
$50-55
21%
president of engineering
ning, stating that all scanat TCI, said, with some
ning should be progressive.
$400-450
Total cost
$230-270
reservations, that as far as
Square pixels were included
Retail price el 35%
$615-692
$350-415
ICI is concerned they
in the ATV recommendawill make their first
tions specifically to facilimake afinal decision on this thorny issue!'
1996,
with amore heavy rolltate the capability of combining computer genappearance
in
However, there is yet another obstacle to
out
in
1997.
erated text and graphics with digital HDTV
HDTV public acceptance. For the average
One example of adigital set-top that was
video. Grand Alliance members and FCC offiviewer to really differentiate the current NTSC
recently announced by Hewlett-Packard is
cials have indicated that the coalition is a
and an HDTV picture, and thus generate concalled the Kayak. (See page 82.)
Johnny-come-lately, saying that the PC indussumer demand for HDTV, the HDTV picture
To date, orders for Kayak include 750,000
try had ample opportunity to shape the HDTV
at the average home viewing distance must be
from ICI, 150,000 from Comcast and 100,000
spec during an FCC advisory panel's threemuch larger than the NTSC picture at that
year negotiations. However, coalition members
from Cox. Until recently, cable TV systems
same distance (greater than twice the size).
have been supplied almost exclusively by a
have hinted that they will take their case to
The required large size displays for the home
small group of cable TV manufacturers, e.g.
Congress if the FCC doesn't resolve the issue
that are practical and economical are not curto their satisfaction.
General Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta, Zenith,
rently available. (See references 2, 3.)
Wiley (the advisory committee's chairman),
etc. From now on, expect to see companies
SOW digital set-tons
in an article on the HDTV standards process
with little or no history of supplying cable TV
The chaos (technical and economic) surpublished in the IEEE' wrote, "in order to
systems, but with excellent backgrounds in
accommodate the differing requirements of varirounding HDTV pretty much ensures that
electronic design and manufacturing, to be
ous affected industries, the Advisory Committee
HDTV will not be entering American homes in
coming on the scene.
The Kayak set-tops are compatible with
has continued to recommend adual-scanning
any numbers for some time yet. However,
format for both HDTV and SDTV. Ultimately,
SDTV's immediate future looks much brighter.
existing analog systems; the Kayak is tunable
to 806 MHz, allowing for asubstantial mix of
of course, the Commission will be required to
As amatter of fact, versions of SDTV are
analog and digital signals. The Kayak system
Figure 1: BCM3115 chip functional block diagram
operates in dual-mode
QPSK receiver w
decompression, supNyquist
= 0.5)
porting both MPEG-2
ReedDecision
and General
MPEG
cos
Solomon
feedback
QPSK IF_inl— sin
QPSK data
framer
Instrument's
decoder
equalizer
Deinterleaver
Nyquist
DigiCipher II with
RAM
= 0.5)
MPEG-2 transport
capability. The Kayak
system features General
Nyquist
Instrument's renewable
(a =0.2)
Viterbi/
DigiCipher II access
Decision
ReedMPEG
control and entitlement
feedback
QAM data
QAM IF in
Solomon
framer
equalizer
technology and also
decoder
Nyquist
supports baseband
(a =0.2)
gated sync suppression
cos cunt
tsin con
QAM A/D I
analog descrambling. A
QAM MIX I
significant feature of
Deinterleaver
RAM
the Kayak is its ability
QAM AGC I
Acquisition
QAM FEC
to accept downloaded
and
QPSK A/DI
software upgrades and
tracking
QPSK MIXI
patches
to keep softMicrocontroller
loops
Micro bus
interface
ware applications up to
QPSK AGCI
QAM receiver
date without requiring a
truck roll.

cs°,.;
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QAMLink chip
An outstanding feature of the Kayak set-top
is its digital receiver. Included in it is
Broadcom Corp.'s BCM3115 chip that is a
dual-channel receiver that demodulates three
levels of QAM (16, 64 and 256) concatenated
with Viterbi, Reed-Solomon FEC (forward
error control). In the 64-QAM mode, the chip
enables the 6MHz analog channel to carry 30
Mbps digital data, and in the 256-QAM mode,
adata rate of 40 Mbps. The chip is compatible
with General Instrument's DigiCipher II technique and conforms to the ITU 64-QAM international transmission standard. The FEC consists of a14/15 trellis code with a(128,122)
Reed-Solomon code.
The chip also features aQPSK receiver with
a2Mbps data rate control channel allowing
cable TV systems to individually address subscriber set-top boxes with multi-tier service
options and pay-per-view programming. In the
Kayak, this out-of-channel service is placed in
the frequency space between TV channels 4
and 5(approximately 74 MHz). A fixed control
channel eliminates wasteful use of downstream
video bandwidth in every channel, and enables
the QAM channels to be dedicated entirely for
video delivery. The chip contains one million
transistors. A block diagram of the chip is
shown in Figure 1.
Tim Lindenfelser, vice president of marketing
at Broadcom, says that the chip is priced at $70
in 1,000 piece quantities. Steve Tsubota, director
of Broadcom's cable-TV strategic business unit,
claims, "the level of integration that we have
accomplished with the BCM3115 reduces the
total cost of the transmission portion of the settop box by afactor of two," and he supplied the
set-top price estimates shown in Table 2.
Steven Hoffman, product manager for HP's
Home Products Division, says that HP has not
fixed asale price for the Kayak set-top, but
estimates that initially—before price reduction
with volume—it might be in the $400-$500
range. However, HP announced aleasing program for the Kayak that would enable operators to acquire the digital set-tops for as little
as $7 amonth per unit.

Conclusions
There are so many problems associated with
the HDTV/SDTV issues that not all can possibly be addressed here. One of great importance
to cable 'IV system operators is the "mustcarry" problem—will it apply to new broadcast
SDTV signals? One of huge importance to
broadcasters is whether or not the new
HDTV/SDTV spectrum will be auctioned.
At the time of this writing, none of the many

issues has been decided. If by some miracle
any decisions have been made by the federal
government by the time this is published, it will
be interesting to relate the decisions to the present positions of the conflicting parties. CIED

2. "New Developments in Flat Panel
Displays," L. Lockwood, Communications
Technology, Dec. 1992.
3. "New Developments," L. Lockwood,
Communications Technology, Sept. 1993.
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By Fred Dawson

Major advances toward commercialization of cutting

edge switching, optoelectronic and millimeter wave
technologies are opening the way to an explosion in
broadband services to the business community in '97.
At the switching level, manufacturers have begun
incorporating newly standardized capabilities into ATM
equipment, enabling carriers to move the technology
into the core of the telecommunications infrastructure.
And on the distribution side, dense wavelength division
multiplexing is coming into its own just as regulators
are preparing to unleash new classes of wireless transport in the 28-, 38- and 40-GHz regions that are sure to
challenge entrenched fiber networks.
These developments come amid mounting pressure

8-Wavelength Laser Array.
(Photo courtesy of Bellcore.)
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within the business community for extension of the
computer revolution to the next level, which means
breaking the public network bottleneck to get highspeed data to the desktop at affordable costs. Along
with seeking multiprotocol connectivity for LANs and
high-speed access to the Internet, business users are
also looking for multimedia connections capable of
supporting video.
"There's still acost problem in the consumer market,
but, in business, we're getting real customers who see a
need for the use of video as part of the information
they access from their servers," says Beverly Ulbrich,
director of marketing for Sun Microsystem's interactive

services group. "Our research shows over 50 million
clients (in the client/server computing market) were
video ready with decoder technology on board at the
end of '95."
Demand for multimedia with video segments is
especially strong in the finance and securities industry,
where timely information is crucial, Ulbrich notes. In
addition, corporate needs for easily distributed worker
training materials across all business categories are driving widescale demand for video storage and distribution.

Asynchronous transfer mode
Meeting such demand starts with deployment of
ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) switches. "The fulfillment of market demand for multimedia services
can't be realized without deployment of anew network
infrastructure," says Richard Jalkut, president and
group executive of Nynex Telecommunications. "ATM
is the only global standard that is capable of integrating
local and wide area networks, which is the only way to
achieve distribution of computer intelligence throughout the network."
ATM brings flexibility to the core network at a
moment when carriers, faced with competition and new
applications, must be able to react to churn and new
demand quickly, says Randy Carlson, an analyst with

The Yankee Group. "Ultimately, carriers are going to
want to be able to operate aset of distributed switches
in tiers which, from anetwork management perspective, look like asingle switch," he says.
So far, in serving business needs for high-speed
data connectivity, LECs have met competition from
private networks and competitive access providers by
emulating it, using ATM switches at the edge of their
networks to port multiple data streams from high-end
business customers onto high-speed Sonet links. But
ATM has not penetrated into the core of the carriers'
networks, nor has ATM network management been
integrated into the operating support systems of the
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larger network environment.
All that is about to change. For example, Nynex has
been working with Newbridge Networks Inc., aleading
supplier of ATM edge switches, in preparation for
deployment of switches in the lower New York LATA
by mid-year, with the goal of achieving deployment
throughout its territories by 2000, says Edmund
Thomas, executive vice president for R&D at Nynex
Science and Technology.
Newbridge, which has teamed with Siemens AG to
integrate ATM technology into public switched networks, has already begun using the advanced traffic
management capabilities in the new 4.0 release of protocols issued in March by the ATM Forum, says Irfa
Ali, vice president of marketing at Newbridge. But
much work remains to be done.
"Moving deeper into the core of the network, a
whole lot of issues need to be addressed," Ali says.
"For example, signaling and billing elements of the
switched network infrastructure must be incorporated
into the new ATM products.
"If you look at the network today, everything is
based on SS7 (signaling system 7) switching," Ali adds.
"An 800 number is translated into areal number in an
SS7 network, and that has to be part of the information
carried in the
Figure 1: National Transparent Optical Network. A prototype network
ATM cells."
in the Bay Area of Caifomia representing future network designs
Newbridge's
in regional backbones.Testbed network configuration. June 1997.
edge ATM
switches currently operate at
UC Berkeley
up to 12.8
2.5 Gbps Sonet(2)
Gigabits per
4?,.. Opto-mechanical switch
Pacific Bell
second, but the
San Ramon
core backbone
2.5 Gbps Sonet (2)
4X. AOTF
switches will
59•. Network access module
have to operate
at 100 Gbps.
Newbridge's
Sprint
Burlingame
switches today
Lawrence
41 Acousto optic
can emulate T-1
Livermore
tunable filter
and T-3 circuits,
National Lab
switch (AOTF)
2.5 Gbps Sonet (2)
SCM-Tx
meaning such
SCMATM switch
links can be
4k A0e
2.5 Gbps Sonet (2)
San Jose
ATM switch
routed between
Distances are approximate
8>. Network access module
different users at
different times,
but, in the future, the core switches will have to handle
DS-0 or individual voice links as well.
A key starting point in the evolution to core ATM
switching is to move what is known as multiprotocol
over ATM (MPOA) service, now amainstay of edge
switch capabilities, into the public network, which will
allow carriers to route data on aswitched basis "without using thousands of routers in agiven market," as
Ali put it. Equally important, the new products will
support collaborative computing, tying disparate work
stations together on adialup basis across the wide area.
"This is the beginning of adding individual voice circuits to the ATM network, where voice is imbedded in
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the multimedia applications," Ali says.
Another important driver behind migration of ATM
into the core network promises to be software distribution to computers. "The idea of downloading software
cries out for areally good broadband infrastructure,"
says Thomas Rambold, president of Siemens'
Broadband Networks Division.

Dense WDM
With the backbone switching support must come
higher capacity in the pipelines to accommodate not
only the emerging broadband service demands but also
the surging volume in narrowband traffic brought on by
PCS and wireline competition. Solutions to this need
are racing toward commercialization in wireline and
wireless modes in tandem with the '97 timeframe for
broadband switching.
On the wireline side, carriers looking for away to
avoid laying more fiber in the wake of adecade of high
capital spending have found asolution in dense wave
division multiplexing technology, which is the combination of four or more wavelengths of light into asingle fiber.
"You're going to see alot of point-to-point dense
wavelength division multiplexing systems (DWDM)
going into operation later this year," says Chinlon Lin,
director of broadband lightwave systems research at
Bell Communications Research. Indeed, MCI has
already put afour-wavelength system into operation on
along-haul trunk in the Southeast.
Equally important, Lin notes, optical routing of wavelengths, which avoids costly and time-consuming conversion of signals from photons to electrons and back
again, is not far behind in the commercialization process.
"When we get to all-optical networks, we'll see
major changes in application of fiber not only in the
backbone, but in the distribution loop as well:' he says.
What's in store is evident in anew prototype network now operating in the Bay Area of California
under sponsorship of the Defense Department's
Advanced Research Projects Agency and 10 other entities. Dubbed the "National Transparent Optical
Network Testbed" (NTON), the system transmits lightstreams at 2.5 Gbps (OC-48) in multiplexed four- or
eight-wave combinations, using an acousto-optical tunable filter switch to route the streams to different points
in the network (see Figures 1and 2).
The NTON, linking University of California at
Berkeley and Lawrence Livermore National Lab sites
to Pacific Bell and Sprint operating centers, operates
over standard imbedded fiber at wavelengths ranging
from 1546 to 1560 nanometers, with spacing of two or
four nanometers, depending on whether alink operates
at 4or 8wavelengths per fiber. Signal power is sustained with optical amplifiers, which have been specially conditioned with gain filters supplied by Nortel to
maintain uniform ("flat") performance across all wavelengths.
"What we're seeing here is evidence that these types
of capabilities are not far from the manufacturing
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As the only Canadian licensee of CellularVision's
technology, WIC has had by far the most experience
working with LMCS in Canada. "We have been operating over two (overlapping) cells in Calgary since '94,"
says John Quigley, vice president of WIC's
CellularVision operation. "We're transmitting in FM,
omnidirectionally, and have been running digitally the
full period."
4
The company has operated General Instrument's
DigiCipher as well as full MPEG-2 successfully, with t
e
quadrature phase shift key modulation employed to
deliver 38 Megabits per second, or 12 to 16 TV channels in each 20 MHz FM channel, Quigley says. More
importantly, he adds, "since April of '95 we've
Figure 2: NTON schematic.
also been operating full duplex T-1 (1.5 Mbps)
channels through the system to customer
(premises)."
EJ
WAN
•
WIC's strategy, reflecting the common carFrame
private/public
Frame
Router
riage requirements of the government's LMCS
relay
relay
policy, is to build its business on the interactive
LAN
LAN
digital communications potential of 28 GHz
management
Xterm
Optical fiber network
technology. "We're going to move into telecom
system
•optical amplifiers
right off the bat:' Holtby says, adding, "I believe
broadband data is going to be amuch bigger
business for us than TV."
WIC has been working with Lockheed-Martin
TONS
TONS
)
TONS
TONS
Canada, which has developed a
contr.
controller
transmitter/receiver that supports atwo-way,
point-to-point T-1 data stream as well as 200
channels of digital TV, Quigley says. The transNAM
NAM
)
controller
ceivers, which are small enough to carry with
r-controller
laptop computers and other portable devices,
NAM
Sonet
,NAM
Sonet
connect over a10baseT link to the PC, eliminating the need for an external modem.
Quigley says WIC's Calgary cells overlap each
other by 50 percent, demonstrating that the
CellularVision technology can deliver interactive
ATM
.ATM
services using reverse polarization without creatATM
ATM
ATM
0
controller
ing signal interference. The company will use
traveling wave tube amplifiers supplied by the
Canadian subsidiary of U.S.-based CPI Varian at
Other
j
first, moving to solid-state transmitters once the
El
technology can support apower level of one watt.
EJ
Primary control site
WIC, which has been working with anumber
Remote control site
of manufacturers over the past two years, expect
to deploy LMCS systems at the rate of 10-12 cells per
markets nationwide this summer.
month, although this "will be astretch:' Quigley says.
Cable and telephone companies aren't eligible to
"Assuming Industry Canada follows its license schedapply for the first Gigahertz of spectrum but will be
ule this summer, we'd want the equipment to be availallowed to compete in the auctions. Billed as "Canada's
able to begin deploying cells by the end of the year:' he
third competitive choice," LMCS (local multipoint
communications systems) will employ low-power
says.
WIC's technical experience offers strong validation
transmitters in combination with small antennas to
to the concept that millimeter wave technology is
deliver digital TV, data and voice signals omnidirecgoing to be amajor factor in the broadband markettionally at distances of up to three miles.
place, whether for backhaul applications or for delivLeading the charge into LMCS is Western
ering multimedia to customer premises. With anumInternational Communications Ltd., aleading terrestrial
ber of telcos lining up to bid for LMDS spectrum
and satellite broadcast concern based in Vancouver that
against CellularVision and other entities in the U.S.,
has been testing the technology for two years. "We
it's clear the regional bottleneck will soon be athing
intend to apply for licenses in all 66 markets," says
of the past. CIED
Douglas Holtby, WIC president and CEO.
at 28 GHz slated for final authorization at the FCC this
month, and for auctioning this summer, and a40 GHz
service class that could be licensed as early as next
year.
While LMDS at 28 GHz has been pioneered in the
U.S. by CellularVision of New York as aone-way cable
distribution service, its real strengths lay in broadband
communications, as is evidenced by preparations for
service launch in Canada. Last month the government's
Industry Canada department promulgated rules for
authorizing what it calls "local multipoint communications services" in the 25.35 GHz to 28.35 GHz region,
starting with two 500-MHz blocks to be licensed in 66
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process if the demand for them develops," Lin
says.
One of the first commercial applications of
all-optical network technology will come not
in the U.S. but in the waters around Africa,
where aconsortium led by AT&T is planning
to build aDWDM ring network that will connect individual countries that choose to run
fiber to the ring.
"The really significant thing about Africa
One (the planned network) is that it will
extract each country's traffic optically, which
is something that's only been done with prototype networks," Lin says.

ket. WinStar obtained most of its licenses
under former rules when there was little interest in the spectrum.
Where 38 GHz links were limited to four T1channels per 100 MHz of spectrum using
four-level frequency shift key modulation,
manufacturers are now producing links that
can deliver one DS-3 link, or the equivalent of
28 T-ls, per 100 MHz. "Some vendors expect
to offer OC-12 (600 Megabits per second)

level capacity per 100 MHz within two to
three years:' Ackerman says.
With such capability will come point-tomultipoint transmission technology, allowing
intelligent switching arrays where hubs serve
multiple sites with broadband transmission
streams. Such advances parallel the growing
technical capabilities of other very high frequency transmission systems, including the
local multipoint distribution service operating
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Coming out of nowhere to challenge wireline operators in the high-speed traffic wars to
come are advanced wireless systems operating
in the 28-, 38- and 40-GHz spectrum windows. One indication of the role such systems
will play can be seen in the land-office business enjoyed by WinStar Communications, a
supplier of backbone transport systems which
holds licenses for 38 GHz operations in over
40 markets around the country.
The company is providing competitive
access providers such as Teleport
Communications Group in New York alowcost means to extend broadband connectivity
beyond the reach of imbedded fiber trunk and
is lining up customers for backhaul support in
the PCS industry, following the path taken by
European carriers in PCS facilities intercon1nections.
• "The technology offers alot of advantages
for PCS providers, giving us the opportunity to
i
lprovide hundreds of low-cost links within the
1,600 square-mile region of an MSA (metropolitan service area)," says David Ackerman,
executive vice president of WinStar. Winstar's
links typically cost 10 to 15 percent less than
those of local exchange carriers for comparable capacity, and they are quicker to implement then traditional microwave links, which
.- typically require long waits for permits at the
FCC, Ackerman adds.
Availability of multiple options for backhaul connections is important to the PCS
!, industry, notes Graham Taylor, vice president
and general manager for Florida operations at
TCG. "Fiber to the base station can be an
expensive component of the infrastructure, so
;
it's important to look at more than one suppli:
er," he says.
WinStar, based in New York, is licensed to
operate four 100-MHz channels per market in
30 markets, the only 38-GHz carrier with multiple 100-MHz licenses, owing to new FCC
rules that limit carriers to one license per mar-
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An NCTI Certificate
of Graduation
is recognized throughout the industry
as asolid indicator that your
technical and non-technical employees
have what it takes to excel
in the rapidly changing
CATV/broadband communications industry.
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Call, fax or write
for your FREE
NCTI Training Kit
today.
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The most
comprehensive
cable training
available anywhere.
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National Cable Television Institute
801 W. Mineral Ave.
Littleton, CO 80120-4501
(303) 797-9393 fax:(303) 797-9394
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YOUR BEST INVESTMENT
DOWN THE LINE
THE L2 UNDERGROUND PIPE
Lays wire or pipe to
& CABLE LAYER
16" depth

P4NICKED BY
SCRA,M8UNCi RULES?

Simple, efficient all
mechanical drive
Rugged yet compact
& highly
maneuverable
• 850 lbs. on rubber
tracks provide for
minimal lawn damage

RELAX!!! Monroe has the solutions.

Reader Service 100

PROGRAM TIMERS that will provide automatic
scheduling of adult programs.

• Operator training
provided

REMOTE CONTROLS/CUE TONE RECEIVERS
that allow you to call any location and switch
programs with a phone call.

• 16 hp. Kohler
magnum engine
• Boring attachment
available

SIMPLIFY your Telecommunications Act
compliance. Call today.
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157 S ENECA C REEK R OAD
B UFFALO, NY 14224 • 716 675-7373
FAX 716 674-5334 • 800 816-9621

broadband industry's
newest products,
services and
informational

716 765 2254

LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

What'5 Hot?
How about page-afterpage of the

800 821 6001

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

FAX 716 765 9330
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offerings?

SU Series Strippingoring Tool

• Creates beveled-edge to prevent "0" ring damage.

And, they're all available to you FREE
in next month's (May '96) CED
Product Literature & Source Guide.

Look For It!

• Removes outer conductor and dielectric in one easy step.
• Can be used with Ratchet T-handle or drill.

JCS Series Jacket Stripping Tool
• Fast, safe jacket removal.
• Plastic guide prevents scoring.
• Knurled body provides positive grip.

Ca'olePre
Tools You Trust.
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ENCODER SENSOR 628 provides automatic
program switching upon scrambler failure.

• Reliable, consistent
performance in a low
maintenance machine

LINE
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,
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For More Information
Call: 1-800-320-9350
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2Southeast Texas SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session.
BCT/E and Installer Certification
exams to be administered.
Location: Houston. Call Jimmy
Smith (409) 646-5227.

2-3

Planning for Cable
Telephony. Produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call Bridget
Lanham (800) 722-2009, press 3,
to register.

8-12

Broadband
Communications Network
Design. Produced by General
Instrument Corp., GI
Communications Division.
Location: Hatboro, Pa. Call Lisa
Nagel at (215) 830-5678; fax
(215) 830-5602.

9-10

Fiberworks: Broadband
Cable Television Technology
(BCTT). Produced by Antec.
Location: Antec Technology
Center, Atlanta, Ga. Call (800)
FIBERME for more info.

Trade shows
April/May
4/28-5/1 Cable '96, produced
by the National Cable
Television Association.
Location: Los Angeles
Convention Center. Call
NCTA Industry Affairs (202)
775-3669.
June
2-5 Canadian Cable
Television Association's
Annual Convention &
Cablexpo. Location:
Edmonton, Alberta. Call
Christianne Thompson of the
Canadian Cable Television
Association at (613) 2322631.
10-13 SCTE Cable-Tee Expo
'96. Location: Nashville,
Tenn. Call SCTE headquarters
(610) 363-6888.
23-27 Supercomm '96.
Sponsored by USTA and TIA.
Location: Dallas Convention
Center, Dallas, Texas. Call
(800) 278-7372.

11

SCTE Satellite TeleSeminar Program. To be broadcast on Galaxy IR, Transponder
14, 2:30-3:30 p.m. eastern time.
Topic: "NEC, NESC and OSHA
Regulations (Part II)," from Expo
'92 in San Antonio, Texas and
"Interdiction and Other Signal
Security Techniques (Part I),"

I DE

from Expo '91 in Reno, Nev. Call
SCTE National Headquarters
(610) 363-6888.

15-19

Headend Maintenance
and Performance Testing.
Produced by General Instrument

li

D

SE

Corp., GI Communications
Division. Location: Hatboro, Pa.
Call Lisa Nagel at (215) 8305678; fax (215) 830-5602.

Produced by Antec. Accredited
by the LACET. Location: Antec
Training Center, Denver, Colo.
Call (800) FIBERME.

16-18

24

FiberBase Product
Training, produced by ADC
Telecommunications Inc. How to
create and maintain arelational
database on afiber distribution
system. Location: ADC corporate
headquarters, Minneapolis, Minn.
Call (800) 366-3891, ext. 2040 to
register, or for more info.

16-19

Fiber Optic Training.
Produced by The Light Brigade.
New, four-day class format.
Location: Denver, Colo. Call Pam
Wooten (800) 451-7128.

18 New England SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: High-speed data.
Location: Best Western,
Marlboro, Mass. Call Tom
Garcia (508) 562-1675.

19

North Country SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
and Installer Certification exams
to be administered. Location:
Columbia Heights, Minn. Call
Bill Davis (612) 646-8755.

22 Analog Headend

Technology. Produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call Bridget
Lanham (800) 722-2009, press 3.

22-24 Fiberworks: Digital
Networks Training (DNT).

MIN

A

BROADBAND
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
Circle Reader Service No. 51

MAY 7-9/ STATE COLLEGE, PA

92

C-COR offers a3-day introductory level course on broadband
communications as applied to hybrid fiber/coaxial cable television
systems. This course is intended to acquaint those
with adata communications or telephony background to
frequency division multiplexed broadband networks.
For more information call 800-233-2267 ext. 4422.

cco

ELEarieNicspic

60 Decibel Road State College, PA 16801
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Inland Empire SCTE
Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: Fiber Optic Basics—Fiber
Optic Troubleshooting, with Mike
Kelly of Antec, held in conjunction with the Pacific Northwest
Cable Communications
Association's Annual Conference.
Location: Templins Resort, Post
Falle, Idaho. Call Roger Paul
(509) 484-4931, ext. 230.

26

Desert SCTE Chapter,
Testing Session. Installer certification exams to be administered.
Location: Colony Cablevision
office, Palm Desert, Calif. Call
Bruce Wedeking (909) 677-2147
for more information.

26 Wheat State SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Location: Great Bend, Kan.
Call Joe Cvetnich (316) 2624270.

•

20-23 Hands-on Fiber Optic

Installation for Outside Plant
Applications. Produced by Siecor
Engineering Services Training.
Location: Hickory, N.C. Call
(800) SIECOR 1, ext. 5539 or
5560.

21Conver ence

g
magazine's
Digital Television & Internet
Conference. Location: Sheraton
New York, Manhattan. Call Faxon-demand at (800) 488-1396, or
Gary Lemons (303) 393-7449 for
additional information. Featuring
the Interactive Television
Association's Market Research
Conference, May 20. Call (202)
408-0008.

28-31

Fiber Optic Training.
Produced by The Light Brigade.
Location: Philadelphia, Pa. Call
Pam Wooten (800) 451-7128 for
more information.

RETURN PATH
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The issue: High-speed data
Tremendous interest in the Internet has propelled the
cable industry on aquest to develop astandardized
high-speed data modem that will leapfrog any deploy-

able technology the telcos have in their arsenals. So
what do you think?

The questions:
1. Are you personally presently subscribing to acommercial on-line service such as Prodigy or America
Online?

7. Has your system actively tried to market such services to anyone?

Yes
Yes

No

No

Don't know

Don't know

2. How often do you sign on and surf the Internet?

LI

8. Do you think datacom provision is agood way to
compete with the local telco?

LI

LI

Daily

2-3 times/week

Yes

Once aweek

Monthly

9. Do you think your system is technically capable of
sending high-speed data?

3. Does your cable TV system have any interest in providing data services over the cable network?

Yes

LI

No

LI

Don't know

4. Has your system tested or deployed RF "cable
modems" to allow this access to occur?

Yes

LI

No

No

LI

LI

Yes

No

Don't know

Don't know

10. How much would your system he willing to pay
for cable modems?

Under $200

$200-$500

Over $500

No

Your name and title

Your comments:
System name:

Don't know

Location:

6. Has your system been approached by local government, schools or anyone else to offer high-speed data
communications?

Yes

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Don't know

5. Does the local telco offer ISDN services in your
franchise area?

Yes

No

Fax us at
303-393-6654

Your MSO:

Don't know

Your Job function:

Daytime phone #:
Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via fax
or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words " ED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on May 31,1996. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about June 1, 1996. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize is not
transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and all claims of liability against

CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors
for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants must be 18
years of age or older. Employees of CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its
affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and
their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or
taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the
sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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Cable system operators
have abusy 1996 rebuild
schedule planned, but don't
look for many of them to be
rolling out digital video
compression anytime soon,
according to our latest fax-in
survey.
Of those planning rebuilds
or upgrades, most will cost
less than $5 million to complete, but all of them will
include bandwidth expansion
and the addition of fiber
optic technology. In addition,
amajority will include new
headend gear—which isn't
surprising if operators are
adding bandwidth.
Surprisingly, only one-third
are planning to activate the
return channel on their
plants, and even fewer plan
to add equipment that monitors system performance.
The issues that drive
rebuilds continue to be the
quest for additional channels, compounded by aneed
to fend off potential competitors and add new services. Franchise renewals
figure in less than half of the
rebuilds that are planned.
Considering the hyperbole
that has surrounded digital
video compression, it's interesting to note that more than
half of those who responded
have no current plans to roll
out that technology—and only
one-quarter expect to do that
within the next 18 months or
so. Instead, operators appear
to be focusing on the provision of high-speed data and
telephony services.
Congratulations to Kent
Fink of Charter
Communications, who won
$50 for his entry. To qualify
for afuture cash drawing, fill
out the questionnaire on the
previous page and send it in!
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The issue: 1996 construction plans
The telcos may have stalled their broadband plans,
but DBS is out there, and telecom reform is pending,
increasing the likelihood of more competition. This
coming year promises to be exciting as MSOs begin to

compete in the telephone local loop and add interactive
capabilities to their networks. We'd like to know what
steps cable operators are taking to compete in this new
environment.

The results:
1. Does your system have asignificant plant upgrade
planned for 1996?

6. Why is your system being upgraded?
Franchise requirement

Yes

No

93%

7%

Don't know

0%

2. If so, approximately how much money will be
expended to perform the upgrade, not including labor?
Less than $5 million

$5 million to $10 million

47%

13%

More than $10 million

27%

3. What will the upgrade consist of? Check all that
apply:
Bandwidth expansion

Addition of fiber optics

100%

100%

40%

Competition
60%

Need more channels

67%

New services

Other

60%

7%

7. Does your system intend to roll out digital compression to customers in:
1996?

1997?

1998?

Later?

No current plans

0%

27%

7%

13%

53%

8. How interested is your system in providing highspeed data and Internet services?
Very

60%

Not interested

Somewhat

7%

33%

9. How interested is your system in providing telephony services over the coax plant?

Activation of two-way plant Status monitoring

33%

20%

Digital electronics

New headend equipment

27%

60%

Very

47%

Not interested

Somewhat

13%

40%

Your comments:

Phone over coax

33%

4. If your system plans to expand bandwidth, what type
of electronics are you planning to purchase?
550 MHz

750 MHz

28%

65%

1GHz

Other

7%

0%

5. When was the last time your system was significantly upgraded with new hardware and electronics
(excluding maintenance expenditures and plant extensions)?
Within 12 months

Within 3years

13%

0%

3-5 years ago

More than 5years ago

20%

67%

"We're alittle off the beaten path and have alimited
budget. We recently added 100 miles of fiber plant, however."
—Raymond Leone, American Cable
Hollywood, Md.

Tv,

"There is so much change happening at once, it's hard to
identify just what will work for acompany and what is
not necessary. Not everything is cost-effective."
—Jeff Nelson, Triax, Waseca, Minn.
"We expect askilled labor shortage from the amount of
upgrade activity. It will be interesting to see if we can
keep up with current schedules."
—Randy Haugestuen, Time Warner, Kimberly, Wis.
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Augat wins Cox contract
MANSFIELD, Mass.—The Communications
Products Division of Augat Inc. has been
awarded atwo-year agreement to supply Cox
Communications with coaxial connector products to be used in avariety of system upgrade
projects. The agreement is valued at approximately $10 million.
"Cox selected Augat for the capabilities of
our 'W' series coaxial connector, which
employs athree-piece design," according to
Larry Buffington, vice president and general
manager of Augat's Communications Division.

C-Cor to supply Armstrong rebuild
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—C-Cor Electronics
Inc. will provide approximately 1,200 FlexNet
750 MHz trunks and 800 FlexNet 750 MHz
Terminating Bridgers to Armstrong Cable
Services for a600-mile rebuild in Connellsville,
Pa. The equipment, though currently powered at
60 volts, is equipped for 90 volt powering as
well. Work has already begun on the project and
is expected to continue until November 1997.

Corning receives Baldrige award
CORNING, N.Y.—Corning Inc.'s
Telecommunications Products Division was
presented with the 1995 Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award flag during aceremony in Washington, D.C. late last winter.
United States Commerce Secretary Ronald
Brown presented the flag to
Telecommunications Products Division (TPD)
officials during the Quest for Excellence VIII
conference. The annual event features the
1995 Baldrige winners who share in-depth
information about their successful quality and
business management strategies.
Corning was announced as a1995 winner
of the Baldrige award for excellence in quality
management in the large manufacturing category last October. Corning formed TPD in
1983 to commercialize the optical-fiber product and process technology the company first
developed in 1970.

IBM lends hand to Shanghai network
SHANGHAI, China—Shanghai Posts and
Telecommunications Administration (SPT)
announced that it has successfully completed
an ATM public broadband network. The broadband network is based on IBM's Nways 2220
and 8260 ATM switches. IBM networking and
telecommunications experts from Europe,
Australia and Asia helped design and implement the network, which has the capability to
provide telecom services such as video-ondemand, high-quality video conferencing, campus networks and high-speed data services.

Microware licenses browser from Sun
DES MOINES. lowa—Microware Systems
Corp. has licensed the Java programming environment and HotJava World Wide Web browser from Sun Microsystems Inc. Microware
will port Java and HotJava to the company's
0S-9 Real-Time Operating System, as well as
its MAUI graphics API.
The combination of Java, 0S-9 and MAUI
will enable access to the Internet from arange
of intelligent consumer products including
wireless handheld devices, set-top boxes and
other devices, beyond the constraints of apersonal computer. DAVID and DAVIDLite,
Microware's 0S-9-based packages for interactive TV and digital broadcast, will also support
Java. Currently, Microware's DAVID and
DAVIDLite are licensed by more than 20 settop box manufacturers for ITV and digital
broadcast deployments around the world.
The license allows Microware to ship Java
and HotJava as part of its Internet solutions for
its 0S-9 Real-Time Operating Systems. Java
will be part of Microware's Real-Time Internet
package, due out the second quarter of '96.

Medcom picks S-A's PowerVu for DTH
ATLANTA, Ga.—Scientific-Atlanta Inc. has
been selected to supply its PowerVu digital
video compression system for Telered, Grupo
Medcom's Ku-band Direct-To-Home (DTH)
satellite TV network. The network will distribute digital TV programming services for DTH
broadcast to Mexico's more than 92 million
residents. S-A has installed DTH systems for
Orbit Communications in the Middle
East/Europe, PrimeStar in the United States,
and Indovision in Indonesia. The PowerVu
system is MPEG-2/DVB-compliant and offers
an integrated solution including aconditional
access system that will be used to secure and
package Telered programming.
Grupo Medcom will make use of its pay
TV license for Ku-band to bring this direct-tohome network to Mexico. The ScientificAtlanta PowerVu system enables Telered to
offer avariety of television services. In addition to delivering DTH programming to individual households, the system can also serve
as aprogram delivery mechanism for digital or
analog cable systems or other forms of wireless pay TV networks. The PowerVu digital
video compression system will provide more
than 60 channels of video programming via
seven transponders on the Solidaridad II satellite. The new Telered network operations center will use two S-A nine-meter earth stations
in Mexico City to provide uplink capabilities
to serve Mexico's more than 15 million television households.

•

Drake adds Multicom as distributor
MIAMISBURG, Ohio—The R.L. Drake
Company has announced Multicom as the
newest member in its network of authorized
commercial product distributors. Multicom
will provide customers in the southeastern
portion of the United States with quicker
access to Drake products and services.
Multicom stocks the entire Drake commercial product line and offers technical assistance to customers through in-house design
consultation. The company has been servicing
the southeastern portion of the U.S. as astocking distributor for more than 13 years. They
are located in Longwood, Fla. and can be
reached by calling (800) 423-2594.

Semiconductor cos. announce deal
LINCOLN, Mass.—Samsung Electronics
Co. Ltd. and SGS-Thomson Microelectronics
have announced an agreement to cooperate on
the development and sourcing of micro
cores—key elements in many embedded applications including high-volume markets such as
set-top boxes, multimedia PCs and mobile
communications. The first step in the program
is alicense for SEC to use SGS-Thomson's
D950 DSP core, coupled with areciprocal second sourcing agreement for products based on
this family of cores.
SGS-Thomson anticipates asignificant
increase in its share of the DSP market, while
SEC is looking to strengthen its position in the
digital logic market, according to astatement
released by the two companies.

Spectrum to rep for ComSonics
HARRISONBURG, Va.—ComSonics Inc.
has announced that Spectrum will market the
company's test equipment product lines in a
five-state area that includes Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.
Spectrum, which is based in Fort Worth,
Texas, is adistributor/representative company
that currently represents five manufacturers in
its five-state area. The company will have five
salespeople representing ComSonics' lines of
signal measurement and leakage products.

Arrowsmith named vendor of the year
AUSTIN, Texas—Arrowsmith Technologies
Inc. has announced its selection by the
Advanced Information Technology Division of
TCI as vendor of the year. TCI presented the
award at corporate ceremonies held last
December in Denver, Colo.
TCI chose Arrowsmith's Fleetcon workforce
management system to serve as the dispatch
capability for its own subscriber management
system, referred to as Summitrak. QED
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N EW PRODUCTS

Rack-mount
versions of UPS

Universal
digital
transport
system

BELLINGHAM, Wash.—Alpha Technologies
has expanded its line of UPS products to
include rack-mount versions of its CFR
Uninterruptible Power Systems. The new rackmount systems employ the Alpha-developed

MERIDEN, Conn.—ADC
Video Systems Inc. has
announced anew product, the
DV6300 Single Channel
Digital Transport system, to
join its DV6000 Universal
Digital Video Transport product line. The DV6300 is asingle channel transmission system designed to support a
variety of video and telephony
channels available today.
The DV6300 system is part
of the DV6000 family, a2.4
Gbps transmission system for
uncompressed video transport.
All existing DV6000 encoder

CFR-RM Series

controlled ferroresonant technology which further enhances the ferroresonant transformer's
already natural isolation, surge and spike rejection characteristics. This is accomplished without the step-load or nonlinear load response
problems associated with other hybrid technologies.
The CFR Series UPS systems correct for
load-generated poor power factor and nonlinear
current waveforms without costly add-on transformers or electronic correction packages common in PWM designs.
Circle Reader Service number 56

Polishing puck

ELMSFORD, N.Y.—Metrotek Industries Inc. is
offering an all-metal ST puck for hand-polishing. The puck incorporates an ST receptacle
that holds the connector in place for perfect
polishes. Unlike "floating" type pucks, the
Metrotek puck takes the guesswork out of polishing, according to the company.
Metrotek maintains an inventory of fiber
optic components and accessories.
Circle Reader Service number 57

Oscilloscopes

BEAVERTON, Ore.—Tektronix Inc. has
announced its new family of lower-priced
InstaVu acquisition oscilloscopes. The new
TDS 700A series and TDS 500B series of digital storage oscilloscopes (DSOs) give users
both the confidence of an analog scope, and the
power of adigital scope, at lower prices,
according to Tektronix.
The company's proprietary InstaVu signal
acquisition technology lets users capture up to
400,000 Wfm/s (waveforms per second).
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The new TDS 700A series includes the TDS
784A, TDS 744A and TDS 724A, and features
color displays, bandwidths up to 1GHz, sample rates up to 4GS/s and acquisition rates up
to 400,000 Wfm/sec. The new TDS 500B
series includes the four-channel TDS 540B and
two-channel TDS 520B, both featuring 500
MHz bandwidth, up to 2GS/s sample rate,
monochrome displays and up to 100,000
Wfin/sec acquisition rate.
Tektronix has also announced two new
oscilloscope probes. Both the P5205 high-voltage differential probe and the TCP202 AC/DC
current probe feature the intelligent TekProbe
advanced scope interface, which eliminates the
need for an external power supply or control
interface.
Combined with the new TDS 500B and TDS
700A digital storage oscilloscopes (DSOs), the
new probes provide direct, correctly scaled
measurement and display of differential voltage, current and instantaneous power in electronic circuits. The resultant waveform,
whether it is displayed on the scope, printed
out or stored on adisk, is annotated with the
correct numerical value and unit of measure,
such as V (volts), A (amperes) or W (watts).
Circle Reader Service number 58

CM,: COMMUNICATIONS

Tool organizer
TACOMA, Wash.—PAKTEK Inc. has introduced TOOLPAK, abackpack tool organizer
which secures more than 100 of the user's
most-needed tools, charts and meters. The
TOOLPAK features three, nylon-coil-zippered

TOOLPAK backpack tool organizer

compartments; six panels that fold-out for easy
tool access; more than 100 pockets which hold
tools in place; alarge map/diagram pocket;
quick-release trouble-light loop; two, quickaccess outer pockets; heavily padded, backpack-style straps; and attache handles for carrying unzipped or for storing. It is made from
durable, puncture- and abrasion-resistant nylon.
The device hauls like abackpack, opens like a
zippered file cabinet and carries like abag
while unzipped, protecting tools as well as sur-
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The DV6300, a single channel universal
digital transport system

configurations without the delays of apaper
trail or telephone calls.
Circle Reader Service number 60

QPR monitor

and decoder cards are interchangeable
with DV6300 installations. This provides
the versatility to transport any given signal
type available today: baseband video,
scrambled IF video, MPEG-2 compressed
video, DS-3/DS-1, E-3/E-1, video carrier
and more.
Single channels can be economically
inserted into or dropped from ahighspeed, DV6300 2.4 Gbps digital multichannel stream to support point-to-point
single channel applications: local video
transport, studio to production house or
transmitter interconnects and interfaces
between live events and long distance networks.
Circle Reader Service number 55

Return loss test set

faces, according to the company.
Circle Reader Service number 59

Network management

NORCROSS, Ga.—Hukk Engineering has introduced the CR-1151 QPR Monitor test set,
which enables users to monitor and test QPRmodulated signals such as those used for the
Scientific-Atlanta
implementation of
DMX digital audio
and the Sega
Channel.
Measurements
include error count,
bit error rate, errored
seconds, severely
errored seconds and
CR1151
level. Testing can be
performed anywhere,
from the headend to the subscriber's residence.
The monitor is portable, battery-operated,
rugged and weatherized. The instrument eliminates the need for aTV monitor, Sega game
adapter, Sega console, DMX set-top, 115 VAC
source, and lengthy cable currently required for
testing these digital services outside the subscriber's residence, according to Hukk.
Circle Reader Service number 61

FOLSOM, Calif.—Objective Systems
Integrators has debuted AccessCNM, an application which allows telecommunications carriers to offer comprehensive Customer Network
Management (CNM) services.
AccessCNM allows telecommunications carriers to provide these services through its feature
building environments and its capacity for customization. For service providers, the platform
allows the provider to differentiate CNM offerings by building custom CNM applications;
establishes customer network domains for security; keeps CNM loads predictable and at aminimum, despite the unpredictability of CNM traffic; provides customers with safe access to operational support system and network data; and isolates individual customer domains without
revealing the carrier network configuration.
For end users, AccessCNM offers: the ability to manage the private and public network
segments as enterprise; streamlined troubleshooting with easily generated reports and
automatic fixes, even in multi-carrier environments; and the capability to alter data network

LACONIA, N H —The new ORL 3Optical
Return Loss Test Set from Noyes Fiber
Systems is afully loaded optical return loss
set, optical loss test set, and optical power
meter measuring up to +23 dBm. Results are
stored and later
downloaded to aPC
for complete documentation.
The ORL 3is
designed to test for
reflections from connectors and components in the fiber link
or assembly. Too
many reflections can
cause excessive Bit
Error Rates (BER) in
high-speed data sysORL 3 Optical Return
tems and video
Loss Test Set
ghosting on analog
systems. Testing and correcting for reflections
ensures peak efficiency now and better prepares for future upgrades. All ORL 3s include
acarrying case, manual, serial cable, PC
TEST! Software, reference cable, FC adapter
cap, mandrel and AC charger.
Circle Reader Service number 62

IRD satellite receiver

MIAMISBURG, Ohio—The R.L. Drake
Company has introduced asatellite television
receiver capable of computer interfacing. The
computer-controlled satellite receiver is wellsuited for distance learning, institutions, nursing
homes, teleconferencing and other applications
requiring asatellite receiver to be controlled by
computer and/or from aremote location.
Drake's ESR1824C employs aconventional
RS232C interface, allowing the user to control
all receiver functions via apersonal computer.
The receiver can be interfaced directly, or
through atelephone modem at 9600 baud. The
unit is also user-friendly to operate. The
ESR1824C software emulates the receiver's
remote control on the computer monitor. By
pointing and clicking on this remote graphic,
the user can command the ESR I824C to perform common functions like changing channels, adjusting volume and moving the antenna.
More advanced functions, like setting receiver
parameters, can also be executed by pointing
and clicking.
The ESR1824C's software is also designed
to accept commands from logically labeled hot
keys on the keyboard.
Circle Reader Service number 63

Cable blocks

TREVOSE. Pa.—New hybrid fiber/coax cable
blocks that offer flexibility of multiple configurations for different types of broadband cable
construction are now available from General
Machine Products Company Inc. (GMP).
GMP HFC cable blocks are available in two
roller sizes, 1-3/8 inch and 1inch in diameter,
with atotal of seven configurations in various
combinations for maximum installation flexibility. They represent an affordable way for
installers to safeguard their cable investment,
according to GMP.
Incorporating unique features for strength
and durability, GMP HFC cable blocks are
totally compatible with all types of broadband
cable used for voice, video and data.
The blocks are built with rugged, pliable
non-marring rollers that rotate on permanently
lubricated bearings. Rollers are precisely contoured to carefully support the coax, fiber or
innerduct. Steel inserts within the box permit
cable installers to slide HFC blocks along
strands of cable for easy positioning.
When cable is pulled through the rollers,
the bi-directional locking cam firmly secures
the block in position. GMP HFC cable blocks
can be installed and operated by asingle individual.
Circle Reader Service number 64
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People on the move
vice president, as president and CEO. Trimm

The cable technical community has been
dancing the executive shuffle recently, as
longtime veterans move to new posts.

replaces John Tyson, formerly chairman, president and CEO, who has resigned to pursue
other business interests. Trimm had served as
senior VP of CLI and president of its

Robert Luff has joined TV/Corn
International Inc., asubsidiary of Hyundai
Electronics America Inc., as the company's
new president and CEO. A member of CED's
editorial advisory
board, Luff most
recently served as
chief technology officer at Scientific-

Robert Luff

Atlanta Inc. A veteran
of the broadband communications industry,
Luff has held positions
with the FCC, NCTA,

Jones Intercable Inc. and United Artists
Entertainment. Luff replaces Henk
Hanselaar, who will stay with TV/Corn until
early this summer as president emeritus and
then leave to pursue other business interests.
General Instrument Corp. has appointed
Edward Breen to the newly-created position
of president, General Instrument

had been involved in the general management
of public companies, most recently as president of the subscriber systems and the North
American divisions of Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
Antec Corp. has named Jack Bryant as
president of the company's new Digital
Systems Division. The organization is responsible for sales and product development for
network management, and transmission systems and telecommunications services for
cable TV operators. Included in the division
will be the sales and support of Cornerstone
products. Prior to this position, Bryant was
Antec's vice president of marketing. He
joined Antec in 1991 as director of sales and
marketing for Regal Technologies and has
more than 16 years of technical sales and
marketing expertise.
Peter Fenner has joined Com21 Inc. as
president and CEO. A former president and

Communications Division, Eastern
Operations. The organization is based in
Hatboro, Pa. In his new position, Breen is
overseeing three core businesses: Analog
Network Systems, Digital Network Systems

corporate officer of AT&T Transmission
Systems, Fenner has been amember of
Com2 l's Advisory Board and also joins the
Com21 board of directors. He has more than
30 years of telecommunications industry expe-

and Transmission Network Systems. Breen
joined GI in 1978 and rose through anumber
of marketing and sales positions.
The company's separate San Diego, Calif.based division houses GI's Digital and Analog
Satellite, Commercial and Private Network
and Telecommunications business. A president
of that operation will be named at alater date,
according to GI. In addition, the company
announced the creation of three central service
groups, which will provide functional support
to both the Hatboro, Pa. and San Diego divisions. Those groups consist of Manufacturing,
headed by Robert Cromack, senior VP,
Manufacturing; Central Engineering, headed
by Carol Armitage, senior VP, Engineering;
and Information Technology Resources, headed by Richard Sturgeon, VP, Information
Technology.
Compression Labs Inc. has announced the
appointment of Gary Trimm, formerly senior
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Broadcast Products Group since joining the
company in February of 1995. Previously, he

rience with AT&T.
ADC Telecommunications Inc. has aligned
its strategic business units under two major
areas: the Broadband Connectivity Group and
the Transmission Group.
Lynn Davis has been named president of
the Broadband Connectivity Group, which is
comprised of ADC's copper- and fiber-based
systems for end-to-end network connectivity,
and AOFR Pty. Ltd., Australia. Frederick
Lawrence has been named president of
ADC's Transmission Group, which includes
the Enterprise Networking Group, comprised
of ADC Kentrox and ADC Fibermux; ADC
Video Systems, Access Platforms Systems
Division; Network Services Division;
Wireless Systems Division; and Shanghai
ADC Telecommunications Equipment Co.,
Ltd. Additionally, within this group, two new

division presidents have been appointed.
James Granger has been named president of
the Access Platforms Systems Division; and
William Martin has been named president of
the Network Services Division.
The Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers (SCIE) has added Ted Woo, Ph.D.,
to its staff in the newly-created position of
director of standards. In this capacity, Woo will
advance the Society's efforts to present SCTEdeveloped standards to the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) for approval,
according to awritten statement released by
the SCIE. Dr. Woo was previously manager of
mechanical engineering at C-Cor Electronics.
He also served on a1992 ANSFIPC Standards
Approval Committee in the creation of standard guidelines for circuit board assembly.
Steven Hill has been appointed senior vice
president for high-speed data services by
Continental Cablevision. His position focuses
on bringing high-speed data services to the marketplace via Continental's broadband telecommunications network. He joins the MSO from
Houghton Mifflin Company, where he most
recently served as executive vice president for
the company's Trade and
Reference division.
Integration
Technologies Inc. has
announced that
Kenneth Metz, a14year veteran of AT&T
Bell Laboratories, has
joined the company as
Kenneth Metz

executive vice president
of engineering. Metz will lead the company's
consulting group and will oversee project
management of Integration Technologies' systems and applications engineering projects.
During his career with Bell Labs, Metz managed system engineering activities supporting
end-to-end interactive television and multimedia product development and services deployment for MSOs and RBOCs.
TCI Communications has appointed
Camille Jayne as senior vice president of its
new Digital TV business unit. Most recently,
Jayne was president of BHC, aconsulting
firm specializing in strategic marketing planning. In aprior position as senior director of
New Ventures at Ameritech, she pioneered
product development work in electronic and
interactive shopping across several distribution channels. CND
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1-800-J umpers

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F, N to N BNC, RCA, F-81
Belden
RG-56
Gilbert AHS
Times
RG-59
LAC
Comm/Scope
AG-11
Off Shore
lntercomp
RG-213
Amphemol
RG-214

508 Industrial Drive

We will make any cable assembly . Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

-.

When you place your business card in the
CED Classified Professional Directory,
you place it in the hands of over
Specifying

Engineers,

18,000

Engineering

and

Corporate Managerial Personnel employed in
Cabletelevision and TV Industries.

To place an ad Call Tim Reeder
610 -964 -4982
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RR I. Box 86-V7 Dmgman'ç Court, Dingman's Feny, PA 18328
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CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC

DESIGN
EXTENDER

THE iVIAPPING INNOVATORS
Est. 1982

A Division of OLA International

DP5, DP7 & DPV7 / Panasonic 1402, 1403
Remote Repair (URC 450, 550)

a
..c

z717/828-6235 • Fax 717/828-6335 E

REPAIRS & SALES

In Warranty Repair
Jerrold Addressable Repair Specialist

TCI
AFFEL

CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC c-3
a.

Quaeity Repait at Competitive Pticing

REi›AIR

• Woodstock, GA 30189

PH (770) 591-1670 • FX (770) 591-1484

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

It's A Fact!

CTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

Free delivery

For more information contact:

& pickup in

TKR Repair Center

certain arcas

Tel: (908) 583-2026 • Fax: (908) 290-1677
25 Industrial Drive • Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735

Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DON) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales 8. Training

1799,5 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100 •Chesterfield, MO 63005

Phone: 314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786

Fe« :
314-579-4628

CIEN-COMM COMMUNICATIONS INC.
SURVEY

DESIGN

ACTOCAD

FIBER

CABLE NETWORKING

C.A.T.V.
COAX

"GLOBAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN"

CALL:

1—800-819-6939

To Place An Ad...
•Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 by the first of the month preceding the month of the desired issue.
•Fax copy and insertion order to 610-964-4663.
-Mail ad materials to: CED CLASSIFIEDS, 1CHILTON WAY (4TH FLOOR), RADNOR, PA 19089.
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FIBER OPTIC
•Design

•Installation

'Testing

APPLICATIONS: Telephone •Cable TV,
802 Networks •Process Control •Security •
IVHS •Educational Networks

•Door to Door Sales
•System Audits
•Converter Placement
Campaigns

•Full Turn Key Services
P.O. Box 571
Danielson, CT 06239-0571
Tel: 860-774-4102; Fax: 860-774-4783
Planes 1057

SERVICES INCLUDE: System Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
Republica Argentina
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Tel: 582-2915; Fax 582-1372
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service
Looking for "the best" in Mapping & Design.
Field Mapping Services
Design Engineering
Asbuilt Digitizing
High Capacity
On-time Delivery
First Class Quality

RCH
CABLE

SECA

L

(303)279-7322 •fax: (303)279-2546 •email: mappingesece.00rn

• One piece spun aluminum
• Easy

installations

inc.

Your One Stop Design Shop!
Full Service Design

Construction

Nlapping

Aerial

Digitizing

Underground

Lode Data and Lynx (FOCUS)

Directional Boring

File Conversions DWG-DGN

Splicing

*All Architectures/Upgrade/New Builds/Extensions*
Contact Tony Lasher at (309) 383-2655

Base Mapping •Strand Mapping •As-Builds •Make Ready •Digitalizing •
Broadband Network Design •Fiber Optic Network Design
New England Distributor of American Digital Cartography Maps

AutoCAD
Lode CAPO

MicroStation
Lynx CAD!)

Lode DATA

FOCUS

P.O. Box 365 •North Springfield, Vermont 05150
Voice: (802) 885-9317 Fax/Modem: (802) 885-9328
e-mail: pyc2@vermontel.com

• C & KU high gain
• Delivery Worldwide

Az\el, Polar, Horizon & motorized Dual Axis Mounts
CALL OR FAX FOR BROCHURE AND PRICING

DH Satellite

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406 or Fax (608) 326-4233

ProPesig ri

RR6, Box 20, Metamora, 11,61548

Serving the industry since 1977

Satellite Antennas

International Expel!,

350 Indiana Street, Suite 200, Golden, Colorado 80401

609-786-1701
301 Route 130 South /Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Fax 609-786-0121

NEW BOOKS
Bill Grant, author of the widely read textbook
"Cable Television," offers two soft cover books.
"A Study on Integrating Exchange Telephone and
Cable TV Services on aCommon Transmission Facility"
Basic information on both Telephone Exchange plant and Cable TV system.
Presents a method of integrating both on any broadband system.110 pgs.
"BroadbandTransmission"
Includes 12 examples of hybrid fiber/coax engineering and how to establish
system specs or specs for seperate elements for end performance. 150 pgs.
$40 per book or both for $72
Prices incl. USA postage.
GWG Associates, Dept 3, RD 3 Box 3670, Schoharie, NY 12157
Phone 518-295-7954 ----FAX 518-295-8876

ID

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on atimely basis

e
VICM7

100

Oexa Ugs ©cia '71(D

UCKeiGniel.2 n

1-800-338-9299

Iwww.edluoutmpoociatercameactudc.ca
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FCC

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

•Headend Services

HTG

- COMPLETE HEADEND RELOCATION SERVICE
- RERACK AND REWIRE- O i'TIMIZE

Holland Telecommunication Group, Inc.

PROOF

"The 21st Century By Design"

•FCC Proof Performance

•Engineering and Design

•Field Engineering Services

•Project Management

•MDU Turnkey

RF PRooFs
-VIDI-0 TRIANUAI PROOFS

1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting

IPswicH, SD

- SLRAND M APPING
-ASBLII TM APPING
- SYSTEM DESIGN
- M AP M ANAGEMEN1 8,(

12567 W. Cedar Drive, Suite 102 Lakewood, Co. 80228
Ph: 303-985-7200

Fax: 303-986-0346

AIM

MICROWAVE

FILTER

Professional Installation

COMPANY

Ss

II M UmAris

Since 1986

& Technical Services, Inc.

Filters for CATV, Wireless Cable, LPTV, TVRO
•Super Selective Bandpass Filters

An Engineering Services Company dedicated to:

•Channel Deletion/Reinsertion Filters
•Pay-TV Traps
•Channel Combiners
•Antennas

•SWEEP -FORWARD -REVERSE

•ACTIVATION -BALANCE

•CALAN -WAVETEK -1GH z •PROOFS

•Terrestrial Interface Filters

•COMPUTERIZED REPORTING

Contact Terry Owens, Sales Manager
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •(315) 437-3953 •FAX (315) 463-1467 or 437-3893

•ELECTRONIC UPGRADES -RESPLICE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
FAX: 513-583-1140

800-457-4569

ANNOUNCING PCMS
A PC character generator for under
111111111111 1,111 1111111111111111111111111

$500!

VERY EASY TO USE
Does not require Windows
Optional VCR controller.

Full color graphics /remote entry /multiple users

call today

"Mapping the 21st Century's

FAX 310-496-4716

Information Super Highway"

Dickel Communications
5208 E. Hanbury
Long Beach, CA 90808

Tel. 310-496-0674

BCl/PROTOCOL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC
FIBER & BROADBAND SOLUTIONS

Mapping Services
All Platforms Supported
Design Mapping
Strand
Topographic

Member:
SCIE
AM/FM Intl.
SCADA

Cable

TV •Power •Gos •Telephone •Water/ Waste Water

Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
FocusTM

Outside Plant Services
Worldwide OSP Engineers
Fiber Planning & Design
CATV RF Design

AM/FM Services

5160 Parkstone Dr., Suite 190
Turn-Key Systems
Chantily, Virginia 22021
GIS Data Acquisition
Phone: 800-289-6489
CATV & Utilities
Fax:
703-631-8400
BBS: 703-631-8406

For more information contact:
405 N Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112

Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile: (813) 287-3674

Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CED! 800-866-0206
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QUALITY CABLE &ELECTRONICS I
NC
1950 N.W. 44TH STREET • POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064
SYLVANIA

COMPEDCO
JERROLD
LEMCO
CABLETECH
ANASONIC
BLONDER TONGUE

RIPLEY
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
MAGNAVOXA
AMPHENOL
TEXSCAN

C-COR
COMMSCOPE

New/Used/ All Equipment/Competitive Prices
Phone: (954) 978-8845

b ,dband
d.)ta

(800) 978-8845

15314 West 88 Terrace

WE BUY SCRAP
CATV CABLE

Lenaxa, KS 66219-1416
(913) 438-2112

Communications, inc.

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

Computer Networking

Engineering Services
CAD Drafting & Design

Interactive MDU Wiring

Field Mapping

System Upgrades

Seeeialiying re 14.4"-coal

Fax: (954) 978-8831

800-852-6276
10 YEARS OF NATIONWIDE SERVICE
P.O. BOX 96, Argos, IN 46501

& 7.1&94ffliewe

WE BUY &SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Industry
Service

Since
1966

• CONNECTORS, TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, IVI ISC.

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

TM BROKERS

•AG -59
•BNC
• Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Cable TV Montgomery

JONESuRnus

Has available for sale now!

WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CA TV EQUIPMENT

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
FAX US YOUR SURPLUS INVENTORY LIST
PH4619)757-3008 .`" FAX:(619)757-4048

Hughes Microwave Equip -67 channel Xmtr
System consisting of 64 SIX 141 w/Klystrons, 4
STX-141S,
2SD(-AML-ASST-146, 8receivers, 6antennas,
300 Texscan 450 MHz Trunk/1400 450 MHz L.E.'s
Call 301-294-7607

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

Splicing by Alcoa Fujikura Ltd., whether
Mass Fusion or Single Fusion, is accomplished with state-of-the-art Fujikura
equipment. Our field forces are equipped
with high quality OTDR's for final test
measurements. Service is on time, meeting
your specifications. And the splice is right
... the first time.

By

I
1 I.

Idealonies
*up to 90 channels

-14 day delivery

•compatible with all headends

1-800-552-56

-AFFORDABLE-

INFORMATION •SCHEDULING •PRICING

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.

Video Units Also Available

Telecommunications Division
Spartanburg Operations

1 all VI Reeder lo Reserve Space
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ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

150 Ridgeview Circle
Duncan, SC 29334
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•RG -56
.PL

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
Fax: 208-683-2374

ALCOA

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

JUMPER CABLES •
FMale
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REMOTES

HIGH TECH CABLE, INC.
NEW, USED and REFURBISHED LINE
GEAR
SA, JERROLD, SYLVANIA, MAGNAVOX,
AND C-COR
Warranty Available
CONVERTERS also AVAILABLE
We always BUY EQUIPMENT
PHONE: 407-375-9458
706-213-0385
FAX: 407-375-8631

BUY FACTORY DIRECT AND SAVE!

•

cm.

0
51

dB-tronics

Cable Tile v
-ision Lquipment
Salesi, tieruice Cenler

SIC 175 (beige)
SRC 175 (black)
Operates all 8500 to 8580 series non-nlume
SA converters
$4.00
S4 8600
Cperates 8600
on-screen program
$4.50

JER 550 (whorl
PIRE 82A (a/vol)
DP, DM, DPV, DON Operates Pioneer
58,7, Starcom VI, DL4 5000 R. 6000
$4.00
$4.00

userangaic
Check Us Out For

ALSO NOW AVAILABLE:
SA 475
JER 400
JER 450
JER CFT 2000
PAN 120
PAN 140
PAN 170
PIONEER (w/vol)
TOCOM, ZENITH, 6-in-1 UNIVERSAL
All remotes are quality tested. Call for specs

Parts & Services

/

Genuine S-A Parts In Stock

3

Factory Trained Repair
Sales of New & RMF Equipment
Purchase of Wreck-Out & Excess
Equipment

VOLUME DISCOUNTS ENCOURAGED
'
V

450 & 750 MHz Equalizers

CALL

JE 7200
Fit, lerrol

2

$3.75 any quantity

OVAPLE

SC 8600
$5.95 any quantity
Fits Scientific-Atlanta 8600 series.

PAN 110
PAN 120
PAN 130
PAN 140
quantity
pricing
discounts!

800-844-8882

l\lovaplex, Inc. 8818 Bradley Ave, Sun Valley CA 9135
FAX: 818/504-6522
credit terms available

FAX

US

FIRST

Telephone: 864-574-0155
USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 864-574-0383

ALSO AVAILABLE:
SA 8500
SA 8511
SA 8520
SA 8525
SA 8550
SA 8580
SA 8590

OR

•
e

dB-tronics, Inc.
145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg, SC 29301
USA
email: dbaoneteleplex.net
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C AREER O PPORTUNITIES

OVERSEAS OPENINGS for
people with three or more years of experience
in Global Sys. Mobile Comm. network. Also
need engineers with Radio, Cable TV & Data
experience.
Please call John Taylor at 918-473-2611 or
FAX resume to 918-473-1121.

CAREER O PPORT UNI TI
ES

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS MANAGER
Time Warner Cable is one of the largest cable operators and the leader in the
telecommunications revolution. Our Bakersfield division is currently looking for a
Technical Operations Manager who, reporting to the VP of Technical Operations,
will be responsible for supervision and managing all functions within the technical
department. Candidates should possess a BA/BS in engineering, business management or equivalent; three to five years increasingly responsible experience in
cable TV technical operations; along with supervisory or lead experience.
Management experience may substitute for college. Must also be able to obtain a
valid California drivers license.
If interested, please send resume to:
TIMEWARNER Time Warner Cable
CABLE
Human Resources • (RE:CED Tech Ops)
3600 N. Sillect • Bakersfield, CA 93308

'

DIRECTOR
TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
10,000+ subscribers East Coast
Cable Television System seeks
experienced technical operations director with knowledge
of rebuild, fiber and personnel
supervision. Outstanding
opportunity for the right person.
All replies held in strictest
confidence. Send resume to
CED Box # 700
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C LASSIFIEDS
CAREER O PPORTUNITIES

DIGIT Et,
MIMIC SERVICES, INC

the nation's fastest growing HFC
network design contractor, is presently
accepting applications for the
following positions:
›- BROADBAND DESIGNERS
CADD DRAFTERS

Chief Technician Wanted

Till rtrruur

Multimedia Development Corp. is
seeking a self motivated individual
to assume the position of chief
technician.
Must have 5 years
experience in the cable television
business. Must be able to perform
FCC testing and proof of performance. SCTE Certification a plus.
MDC is an aggressive, fast moving
cable and wireless cable operator.
Send resume to : Bill Simons, P.O.
Box 878, Sandia Park, NM 87047

interacriue
I) P.

›. FIBER SPLICERS
›.• FIELD ENGINEERS
›- FIELD MAPPERS
Excellent Compensation & Benefits
Mail Resume to:

DIGITEL NETWORK SERVICES
1355 Old Norcross Road, Atlanta, GA 30245
or fax to: (770)682-4500

p uF1'

ResNet Communications has corporate and nationwide positions available for experienced individuals
in the CAT'//Private Cable industries.
AIDU Construilins Supervisor
E:ATV Designer • Microwave Engineer
Ovalitg Control Technician
Project Manager • Headed T
U. Imician
As•Built /CAD Drafter • Service T
EE hurtan
Dispatil /Support Manager • cniv Trainer

> DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL
SYSTEM PROOF/SWEEP &
BALANCE TECHNICIANS

it

Rapidly expanding
Wisconsin Cable Contractor

Interested candidates should submit aletter of

seeking experienced

application, resume and asalary history to

personnel & subcontractors!

the attention of human resources at:

Ground floor opportunities

ResNet Communications

for the future!

808 West Ave. N., Slows Falb, SD 57104-5720

• Splicers
• Aerial Crews

RESNET

• UG Crews
• Project Managers, Supervisors
and

COMMUNICATIONS

Forepersons

• MDU & residential installers

CONTRACTOR INQUIRIES WELCOME

• Activation á proof technicians

ResNet

Communications

i

an

EOF

ACS
Advanced Communication
Specialist
Contact: Joe Hunzeker

(414J 422 -0188 or

TECHNICAL SERVICES
ENGINEER

Fax resume (4141 422-0384

CD' Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people
for the following positions:

DESIGN ENGINEERS

Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.
TECHNICIANS

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890
Ext. 895
Fax: 800-875-1904

oeh
Fr
Froeh

SCIE Member

Peter

lich
lich &Co.
search

PO Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

ANTEC is looking for Technical
Service Engineers.
The candidates
should have a strong "hands on"
CATV/technical background (5 or
more years) with an emphasis on fiber
optics. World wide travel is required.
60% of your time will be spent at customer locations and 40% will be
phone work, answering technical
questions. The position is based in
the Atlanta area. BCT/E certification a
plus. ANTEC offers a competitive
salary and benefits package. Due to
heavy response, we will only respond
to qualified candidates.

All levels of Technical

Send resumes to:
ANTEC • HR-TSE
5720 Peachtree Parkway N.W.
Norcross, GA 30092
or FAX to: 770-441-9091

Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Operators and

ANTEC is an equal opportunity employer.

Manufacturers
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Attn. C8895
Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056
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CED Classifieds +Your Advertisement =
THE Winning Combination!
Make1996 More Profitable... Call 80o-866-0206
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Seeking experienced Splicers
and Activation Techs
for Caribbean/Latin American projects.
Excellent wages and job security. Contact
Amzak International at 954-772-8733 or
Fax 954-772-7718

More Classifieds 001111
Pages 99 thru 104

Project Engineer

for

TRAINING

TECH OPERATIONS MANAGER
$37,000-47,000
(commensurate with experience)
Indianapolis area based small system MS0
seeks hands-on leader with 7+ years of demonstrated cable supervisory experience. Sweep,
proof,
FCC testing experience desired.
Construction experience mandatory. Travel 30%.
Excellent benefits, vehicle.
Send cover letter/resume to:

TV, ATTN: G.M.
P.O. Box 130
Greenwood, IN 46143
Fax: (317) 865-2426

Regional Cable

TRAINING
Learn to splice,
test, connect and
troubleshoot a
fiber optic network.

(970) 663-6445

Telecom Protection Dept.

If you are interested in pursuing acareer in developing Surge Protective Devices for
Broadband and Telecom Systems, which protect Personal and Electronic Equipment
against lightning and other electrical transients, and you have a solid background in
Electrical Engineering or Physics, we would like to discuss your future employment goals
with you.

FIBERLI GHT
1
2

'
lo
INTERNATIONAL

2100 W.Drake, #269
Ft. Collins, CO 80526

Based on qualifications, the position offered is for aProject or Senior Project Engineer.
reporting to the Chief Engineer of Telecom Protection Products.
Send Resume to:

JOSLYN
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 817, Santa Barbara Research Park
6868 Cortona Drive. Coluta. CA 93116

Augat Communication Products Inc., an industry
leader supplying active and passive products to the telecommunications, cable television and related markets, is searching for two Product Managers. Qualified candidates will have
asuccessful track record with market and product strategy
development, forecasting and market penetration plans.
Product management experience, excellent presentation
skills and contract negotiation skills are required. Technical
expertise in electronics is amust, with preference given to
those with experience in RF and/or opto-electric field.

Finding A Needle In A Haystack
Angst Communication Products Inc.
23315 66th Avenue South
Kent, WA 98032
Attention: Human Resources
FAX: (206) 813-1005

Is Easy When You Place Your
Employment Opportunities Or
Employment Services
Advertisement In

Come join one of the fastest growing companies in the industry! We offer competitive salaries, excellent benefits and
relocation assistance. Candidates should forward resumes to:

CED Classified
Call: 800-866-0206 To Place An Ad.

CED Classifieds...The Logical Move

http://www.chiltonco.com/transaction
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ome excellent papers on network reliability were
presented at the NCTA Technical sessions in Dallas
last May, and on network availability at the SCTE
Conference on Emerging Technologies
in San Francisco in January. Engineers
and technicians responsible for planning and operating broadband networks
need to become familiar with the concepts, as well as the causes and remedies, discussed in these solidly professional papers. The opportunities
unleashed by the signing of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996
impress upon broadband networks generally an enormous urgency to achieve
dependable upstream transmission.
The authors of the papers make an
important distinction between "reliability," acommonly misunderstood term,
and "availability," the term which better represents what we really mean.
Reliability is the probability that the
network will perform acceptably, without repairs, over aspecified period of
time. Availability, on the other hand, is
the percent-ratio of the time during
which the network performs acceptably,
either on average, or for individual
cases, to the total time, including
downtime. On the average, this is the
ratio of "mean time between failures
(MTBF)" to the sum of MTBF and the
"mean time to repair, or restore, service (MTTR)."
In the 1989 Viacom Customer Service Survey
(ONTRAQ), "excellent" customer ratings were reported for service with fewer than two total outages in a
three-month period, equivalent to eight outages in a12month period. This survey was incorporated in the
report of the CableLabs Outage Reduction Task Force
in 1992. For an excellent rating, then, MTBF should be
at least one-eighth of 8,760, or 1,095 hours. If four
hours are required to restore service, including main

Achieving
99.99
percent
availability

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

Figure 1: Mean time between failures (MTBF)

Mean time to repair (MTTR)
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power failure, as well as faults at the headend, distribution network, and CPE, as suggested by CableLabs,
Rogers Cable, and others, the availability would be
1,095/(1,095+4) =0.9964 (i.e., 99.64 percent).
Certainly, competition will demand better than eight
outages per year, lasting four hours each (0.9964 availability). For an HFC network with properly monitored
standby power supplies, agood status monitoring system and redundant headend facilities, assuring that no
subscriber would experience more than one or two
total outages per year would not seem an unreasonable
objective. Even so, assuming four-hour MTTR, the
availability would be only 0.9991 to 0.9995. The arithmetic illustrated in the accompanying chart leads to the
conclusion that achieving the last few hundredths of a
percentage point will be difficult and expensive. It will
require either asubstantial increase in MTBF or asubstantial decrease in MTTR, or both.

Telephony vs. video requirements
Competition from DBS, digital MMDS, and perhaps
telephone video dialtone (VDT) or its successor is likely to compel better performance than represented by
two outages in three months' time. Technology for the
standby power and performance status monitoring
needed to reduce the frequency and duration of outages
is at hand. However, there is no reason to believe that
the video entertainment competitors are likely to
achieve the "four 9s," nor does there seem to be credible economic motivation to do so.
On the other hand, the "four 9s" is not an unreasonable objective for telephone service, whether it be lifeline POTS or more sophisticated high-speed data service. Availability is critical, not only in life-threatening
situations, but also in all but the most casual commercial and personal communications.
It ought to be feasible to consider the availability
requirement for telephony independently from the
requirement for entertainment video distribution.
Separate upstream coaxial cables would provide more
bandwidth and more flexibility in frequency management than is possible in the 5-40 MHz FDM_architecture. "Sruki" Switzer told the 1995 NCTA Convention
in Dallas that: "The present 5-40 MHz sub-low reverse
path. .. is like building asuper-highway with eight
lanes in one direction, and adirt track in the other."
Using 900 to 1000 MHz for reverse transmission could
obstruct future upgrade and development much as
HRC has done. Moreover, separate coaxial cables for
telephone and video between user premises and the
optical node could help to concentrate the money and
effort where it is most needed to achieve the four 9s.
The incremental cost of separate coaxial cables
might be at least partially offset by the lower cost of a
one-way video network. Remember the "AquaCar"? It
was neither agood automobile nor agood boat. Would
an integrated coaxial network turn out to be less than
the best for either video entertainment or modern telephony? Think about it. CIED
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Innovative Status and
Performance Monitoring
Solutions from Cheetah.
Continuous Monitoring.
The Cheetah System never sleeps. When you are away from
your network, rest assured knowing you will be notified of equipment
problems or out-of-spec conditions. Should apower supply fail, amodulator
deviate from specifications or if system Carrier-to-Noise impacts picture quality the
Cheetah System makes sure you know And you'll be aware of it before your subscribers call.
Improve Performance
The Cheetah System helps you manage your network. Monitor headend and distribution devices
throughout your multi-vendor plant. Measure ingress and noise on your return path. Fully
automate all your performance measurements including non-interferinVistortion monitoring,
measurements, levels and frequencies. Plus with Cheetah, your network reliability increases, giving
you the flexibility, quality and control you require to implement new data and video services.
The International Benchmark.
The Cheetah System is astandard around the world. From the Pacific Rim and
South Pacific to Europe, Latin America and North America, Cheetah monitors
the world's broadband networks. For status and performance monitoring, the
Cheetah system will work for you now and in the future. For further
information and product literature, call (941) 756-6000 today.

SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.
6432 Parkland Drive •Sarasota, Florida, USA 34243 •(941) 756-6000 •FAX: (941) 758-3800
Circle Reader Service No. 52

HEADENDS
THAT SERVE
WELL INTO
THE NEXT
CENTURY.

While digital technology will become commonplace
meamos.

in the future, most subscribers today still live in an

mica
«me 711{»
eameepoy

analog world. That's why you need to invest in
headend solutions which support both present and developing video
communications applications. Solutions which let you make the transition only when it makes the most economic sense. With the industry's
broadest line of headends, Scientific-Atlanta offers you more options,
with more advanced technology than anyone else. We like to think
of it as technology with no boundaries. Cal11-800-433-6222 or
http:/ /wwwiSciAtl. com.

Scientific
Atlanta

Our analog and digital headend equipment will be an integri
broadband telmision distribution system of the 1996
Circle Reader Service No. 53

